












CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The early history of committees in the House of Representatives is a 
topic well worth scholarly concern. The standing committees are such a 
familiar and important feature of the House that reliance on them is often 
assumed to be as old as the Constitution. In  fact, this is not the case. 
It took severaI decades of incremental growth for the standing committees 
to come to the forefront of the legislative process and wide gaps in our 
knowledge still exist concerning the process of institutional evolution by 
which they attained preeminence. A need for investigating the rise of the 
standing committees therefore exists not only because of the need to ascer- 
tain and understand what happened historically, but also because of the 
long-run significance of the period in which the standing committees 
emerged. Attitudes and events in this period have had and continue to 
have an immense impact on the nature and operation of the House. This 
has been recognized in a very general way ever since Woodrow Wilson 
published Congressionnl Goverrzment in 1885. Still, the depth of the House's 
roots in its early and formative decades, the significance of the architectonic 
experiences associated with the rise of the standing committees, has never 
been adequately explored. 

The object of this study is thus both to trace the key developments in 
theory and practice involved in the emergence of the standing committee 
system and to analyze the impact of these developments on the subsequent 
history of the House. In so doing we shall focus on JeEersonian attitudes 
and practice. We may note that it was the Republican opponents of Federal- 
ism, the members who allied themselves under Jefferson's and Madison's 
leadership to combat the party of Hamilton and Adams, who ultimately 
determined the theory and practice of committee use in the initial decades 
of government under the Constitution. Similarly, it was their legatees, the 
new generation of Republicans who dominated Congress after Jefferson 
Ieft the Presidency in 1809, who presided over the transformations in theory 
and practice that elevated the standing committees to a position of preemi- 
nence in the legislative process. 

In analyzing and tracing changes in Jeffersonian attitudes and practice 
with regard to committees we shall deal with the whole period from 1789 
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to 1829. Although this approach expands the boundaries usually prescribed 
for the Jeffersonian era by including the decade from 1789 to 1801, such 
an expansion is necessary for our purposes. It is in these years that traditional 
Jeffersonian attitudes toward the use of committees took shape and altered 
the context of operation in ways that were critical for the future triumph 
of the standing committee mechanism. Finally, we may note that though 
the scope of this study has been limited to the House, the costs of excluding 
the Senate are far lower than abstract mathematical calculation would 
indicate. Not only was the House the more important body by far in the 
decades of greatest concern to us; in addition, it is highly probable that 
the broad pattern and impact of committee development applies in most 
important respects to the Senate as well.' 



PART ONE 

JEFFERSONIAN ATTITUDES AND COMMITTEE 
PRACTICE: 1789-1 809 

Unlimited freedom to introduce bills and automatic reference to standing 
committees are so hallowed by tradition in the modern House that other 
methods of handling the introduction and reference of legislative business 
seem almost nonexistent. Yet practice and procedure were quite different 
originally than they are today. In the early Congresses it was not at a11 
assumed that members ought to be free to introduce bills whenever they 
chose. On the contrary, the power to introduce a bill was closely guarded 
since a bill was seen as "law inchoate" and therefore not regarded as 
introducible on the responsibility of any single member.' n u s ,  the rules 
adopted in the First Congress (1789-1791) provided that bills could only 
be introduced in a manner which involved the explicit approval of the 
House, i.e., by order of the House upon the report of a committee or by 
granting an individual member leave to bring in a bill.Vhese provisions 
remained in effect throughout the Jeffersonian period, though in practice 
ways were found of evading their stringency from the very beginning.' 
A similar point applies to reference. In contrast to present modes of opera- 
tion reference was not strictly prescribed in the rules, but rather left to 
the discretion of the House. 

As a consequence, the conduct of business in the early House bore little 
resemblance to current practice and procedure. The legislative process 
originated with the introduction and disposition of subjects introduced in 
the form of con~munications from members of the Executive Branch, resolu- 
tions offered by individual members, or petitions forwarded by private 
individua!~ or state legislatures. The House was under no obligation to 
refer the subject contained in these messages, resolutions, or petitions before 
it had settled the principles upon which it desired to act. Nonetheless, from 
the first the House preferred to refer to an agent for advice and assistance 
before committing itself on a subject.' It is true that on occasion the House 
did first settle the question of whether legislative action was desirable in 
an area, but even in these cases much discretion was still left to the agent 
to whom the matter was referred. Such decisions on the part of the House 
merely affirmed that some form of legislative action should be taken, e.g., 
that a bill sl~ould be brought in with respect to a uniform system of 
bankruptcy.' 

3 
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The House's preference for avoiding definitive decisions on the floor 
prior to reference combined with the flexibility it possessed in reference 
gave rise to an issue that became a focal point of political conflict in the 
early Congresses as well as a vigorous catalyst of institutional development. 
Since the report of the agent to whom reference was initially made could 
be expected to play an important, even decisive, role in determining the 
character of action taken with regard to a subject, the agent or agents 
on whom the House should rely in first reference became a question of 
crucial significance. There were potentially four types of agents to whom 
reference or recourse could be made: officers in the executive branch, 
Committees of the Whole, select committees, and standing  committee^.^ 
Though no one in the early 1790's foresaw the pattern of choice among 
these alternatives that ultimately emerged, the future institutional character 
of the House hinged in large part on the manner in which it would resolve 
this issue. 

First Reference to Executive Oficers 

The propriety of depending solely or directly on members of the executive 
branch for reports that arranged and guided the course of legislative busi- 
ness centered on the question of the proper nature of executive participation 
in the legislative process. Jeffersonian theory in this regard was not fully 
formed when government under the Constitution began; rather, it developed 
and took shape over several Congresses. What the future followers of 
Jefferson did share from the very beginning was not a set of precise attitudes 
on legislative prerogatives, but rather a general belief in legislative au- 
tonomy. They believed from the start that the legislature was the lawmaking 
branch and that its decisions on legislation should be the product of its 
own desires-that it should be free to make up its own mind without being 
subject to executive control. It is in terms of this assumption that the 
Jeffersonian position on executive reporting emerged. 

Jeffersonian thinking distinguished four categories of executive involve- 
ment in the legislative process by means of reports: the reporting of infor- 
mation, the reporting of advice or opinion, the reporting of plans, and 
the reporting of bills. With regard to the first and the last of these, the 
position of the Jeffersonians was clear, consistent, and uniform through 
time. The Jeffersonians opposed the notion that an executive officer should 
be allowed to report to the House by bill or accompany his report with 
a bill. Though they might have their differences with respect to the proper 
bounds of executive involvement in other regards, the introduction of bills 
by executive officers was clearly not acceptable and as early as the second 
session of the First Congress (1790) future Jeffersonians supported the 
establishment of a precedent which has outlawed this practice, at least 
formally, from that time to the present.' In addition, the Jeffersonians were 
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agreed on the propriety and indeed the necessity of securing information 
from executive officers and in their minds a meaningful distinction existed 
between reporting information to aid the legislature in its deliberations 
and utilizing the opportunity to report in such a way as to influence the 
opinion of the legislature or usurp its prerogative of originating and 
framing the laws." 

However, Jeffersonian thought was not entirely consistent, harmonious, 
or uniform through time with regard to the other two categories of executive 
participation mentioned-the reporting of advice or opinion and the report- 
ing of plans of action. At the time of the First Congress (1789-1791) both 
Hamilton and Jefferson served in the Cabinet, the former as Secretary 
of the Treasury and the latter as Secretary of State. In this Congress the 
Anizals do not record any opposition by members, who would later be 
known as Republicans, to the numerous references made to Hamilton for 
opinion and plans and, what is more, similar requests for opinion and 
plans were also made to Jefferson which he honored without complaint.'' 
Indeed, on the one occasion during the First Congress in which the propriety 
of receiving opinion and plans from executive officers was extensively 
discussed, two prominent future Jeffersonians, James Madison and Abra- 
ham Baldwin, even supported vesting the Secretary of the Treasury with 
the power to report plans of finance at his own discretion." The opposition 
of other future supporters of Jefferson to this provision seems to have been 
based as much on their feeling that the Secretary should only report when 
called upon as on their feeling that executive officers should not report 
opinion or plans, and this was the way the matter was finally settled with 
the adoption of a provision authorizing the Secretary to digest and prepare 
plans as a substitute for the provision authorizing him to digest and report 
plans." 

Despite this initial liberalism, by the first session of the Second 
Congress (1 79 1 - 1792) Jeffersonian thinking had hardened considerably. 
Alarmed and angered by Hamilton's programs and successes, sentiment 
crystallized along more enduring and familiar lines.'The Jeffersonians came 
generally to a stand in opposition to both the reporting of advice or opinion 
and the reporting of plans by executive officers other than the President." 
They began to oppose not only unsolicited opinion or plans from executive 
officers, but also first or direct reference to executive officers for opinion 
or plans, On the whole, their feeling was that the rubric of information 
should be confined to facts and that opinion or plans should be opposed 
as interfering with the autonomy of the legislature and/or usurping its 
power to originate and frame the laws.IS 

The Anrzals for the Second and Third Congresses (1791-1795) abound 
with statements argued on one or both of these grounds. The following 
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excerpts are representative. The first records the remarks of William Giles 
during a debate in the second session of the Third Congress (1794-1795): 

The letter had come witllout any call. It was an Execut~ve comment on a Leg~slative 
proceeding. It was a defense of a measure adopted by the Senate, and ~t condemned 
by nmplncat~on another of that House . A yectlon of a b ~ l l  passed In the Senate 
last session, and rejected by the House of Representatives was Inserted In ~ t ,  and recom- 
mended T h ~ s  paper nught operate very matenally on the del~berat~ons of the House. 
. . . Gentlemen had called the contents of this paper lnformat~on. He saw In it nothing 
but what the House knew w~thout  the ass~stance of the Secretary. H e  cons~dered the 
report as an effort upon the opinlon of this House, as an attack upon ~ t s  ~ndependence, 
and that in a very ~ndelicate way. He thought the report in all respects unworthy of 
the notice of the House '" 
The second excerpt records the remarks of Abraham BaIdwin, uttered 

in the midst of a heated debate in 1792 over the propriety of requesting 
Hamilton to report a plan for the reduction of the debt: 

When gentlenlen talk of Ilght and ~nformatron only, he would agree w ~ t h  them, for he 
wished to o b t a ~ n  ~t from every proper source It has been made the duty of the Executive 
Departments to give ~nformat~on to the Legulature, but this ~nformat~on should relate 
merely in his oplnnon, to statements of facts and details of busmess, but the laws should 
be framed by the Leg~slature, after they had acquired this informat~on. . There 1s 
a matertal dlst~nction between recelvlng ~nformatnon on which to ground a law, and 
a plan of law ready formed. The latter mode he was opposed to. Gentlemen have satd 
that we may reject what 1s proposed, but In thns case we w ~ l l  only be exerclslng a k ~ n d  
of revlslonary power, very different from a Legislat~ve one, a very materlal difference 
from what is contemplated in the Co~ist~tut~on-the difference between orlglnatlng and 
possessing only the r ~ g h t  of a negat~ve. '~ 

Jeffersonian thought with regard to the reporting of opinion or plans 
by executive officers, nonetheless, never became wholly honlogeneous or 
consistent. One source of difficulty concerned the ability of the President, 
as distinguished from inferior officers, to report opinion or plans. This 
occasioned considerable conflict between, and even within, the views held 
by individual Jeffersonians. One might think that the constitutional provi- 
sion authorizing the President to give information on the state of the union 
and to "recommend" measures for the legislature's consideration would 
have settled the problem; but it did not, in part at  least because the question 
of the propriety of caI1ing on the President for a report may be distinguished 
from the question of his ability to report at his own discretion. Hence, 
Jeffersonians such as William FindIey and Josiah Parker supported the 
propriety of asking the President for advice or opinion concerning matters 
pending before the legislature, whereas John F. Mercer and William Giles 
seem to have opposed it.'9inmiIarly, William Lyman seems to have support- 
ed the President's ability to report plans, whereas William Findley seems 
to have opposed it despite the fact that he also held that the reporting 
of opinion by department heads was a greater encroacI-rment than the 
reporting of plans." Moreover, even those Jeffersonians who were inclined 
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to take a sympathetic view of the President's power in these regards were 
faced with an implicit contradiction between such a viewpoint and their 
general position vis B vis legislative and executive power. For example, 
on one occasion James Madison defended the ability of the President to 
give advice to the House, noting that the "President had an undoubted 
right to give advice or information in any way he thought best."20 Yet 
on another occasion, speaking more generally, his remarks were recorded 
as follows: 

Mr. Mad~son  drew a dist~nction between the del~berative functions of the House and 
the ministerial functions of the Executive powers. The del~berative functions, he conceived, 
should be first exercised before the m~nlsterial began to act .  . . [Ire] saw some difficulty 
in drawing the exact llne between subjects of legislative and n ~ ~ n ~ s t e r i a l  deliberations, 
but still such a line most certainly existed." 

A second source of difficulty related to the distinction which served as 
a major bulwark of Jeffersonian thinking with regard to executive report- 
ing-the distinction between reporting in such a way as to aid the legislature 
in its deliberations and reporting in such a way as to interfere with the 
autonomy or  prerogatives of the legislature. In truth, such a distinction, 
though useful, must to some degree be ephemeral, but the degree to which 
it is can vary greatly depending on the skill with which its criteria are elabo- 
rated. As applied by the Jeffersonians, the distinction became a very hazy one 
indeed. Though the Jeffersonians, in the early Congresses at least, were 
inclined to restrict the rubric of information to facts, they included both 
the identification of facts and findings on facts within the permissible area. 
Thus, even in the bitterest moments of their fight with Hamilton the 
Jeffersonians were willing to justify the reference of private claims to 
executive officers for reports concerning the satisfaction of these petitions." 
They regarded the investigations of executive officers in such cases as 
inquiries into the facts, even though such reports not infrequently involved 
a judgment on both the correctness of the facts and the justness of the 
claim.'.' In addition, the Jeffersonians were willing to treat executive recom- 
mendations in more public areas of policy as findings properly contained 
within the sphere of information. For example, in the first session of the 
Fourth Congress (1795-1796) Thomas Claiborne introduced a resolution 
requesting the President to "lay before Congress a statement of the number 
of trading houses which would be necessary, of the different species of 
goods, and of the sums of money requisite to carry on intercourse with 
the Indian tribes.""' He supported his resolution on the grounds of securing 
necessary information, though he also added that "he wished to be guided 
by the President."" 

As the memory of the fight with Hamilton became dimmer, this tendency 
to treat executive findings as information increased.'" What occurred was 
a slow but perceptible expansion in  the degree to which executive interpre- 
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tations of what was needed in particular circumstances were regarded as 
items that might properly be included under the rubric of information. 
Moreover, this development was paralleled by a decline in the hold of 
the rule or maxim itself. As a result, the old emphasis on restricting direct 
reference to information and the category of information to facts was no 
longer honored with the same degree of stringency as in the early and 
mid-1790's. During Jefferson's presidency subjects not infrequently were 
directly referred to department heads accompanied by requests that in effect 
or even explicitly solicited opinion and prop~sals. '~ Similarly, department 
heads, such as Albert Gallatin, Jefferson's Secretary of the Treasury, did 
not hesitate to use the words "in my opinion" or "I suggest" in their responses 
to legislative requests; nor were the Jeffersonians in the House reluctant 
to refer to the "opinion of the Secretary" in debates.% 

Yet, despite these inconsistencies and disagreements, the net effect of 
Jeffersonian thinking was to restrict the House's ability to rely openly on 
the executive for the task of initially defining the nature and bases of 
its action and to create a need for alternative means or agencies to provide 
the detailed advice and direction it required. If there was some confusion 
over what information was and was not and even considerable backtracking, 
formally at least the Jeffersonian emphasis on information as the appro- 
priate function of external sources was strong enough not only to rule out 
unsolicited advice or pIans from department heads, but also to make first 
or direct reference for advice or plans to these officers on any wholesale 
or comprehensive basis unacceptable." If there was recognition of the 
President's constitutional right to provide opinion and recommendations 
and even some sentiment for direct reference to him for advice and plans, 
Jeffersonian regard for legislative autonomy served in formal terms at least 
to confine the President to a highly general and intermittent role in the 
first regard and to circumscribe and dilute reliance on him in the second." 
Thus, Jefferson when a member of Washington's Cabinet believed that 
the proper maxim for all executive officers was "to intermeddle not at 
all with the legislature" and as President, in deference to a strict interpreta- 
tion of the requirements of legislative independence, he ended the Federalist 
custom of delivering the Annual Messages in person."' 

First Reference to Legislative Agencies 

In place of executive direction and control Jeffersonian thought empha- 
sized legislative autonomy. The alternative it proposed to reliance on execu- 
tive officers for the initial delineation of the proper nature of legislative 
action was reliance on the legislature itself, This in turn meant reliance 
on committees and, for reasons that will become clear as we proceed with 
our analysis, the committee the Jeffersonians looked most favorably upon 
was the Committee of the Whole?' Jeffersonian thought accordingly raised 
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the Committee of the Whole to preeminence as the focal point of the 
legislative process and it tried to establish a division of labor between the 
Committee of the Whole and the select and standing committees that would 
satisfy both its normative goals and the practical needs of legislative opera- 
tion. 

This theory took shape during the first four Congresses. Its development 
began with the convening of the House, but contrary to what is often 
supposed Jeffersonian thinking with regard to first reference did not mature 
by the end of the First Congress (1789-1791). In the period before the 
establishment of the executive departments, i.e., roughly the first session 
of the First Congress, the role of the Committee of the Whole was greatly 
overextended both in theory and in fact. In this period the Committee 
of the Whole seems to have been considered not merely as the proper 
arena for the initial delineation of principles in important areas, but also 
as the proper arena for the first determination of principles in all areas, 
and even as an appropriate arena for the initial delineation and considera- 
tion of detail:% For example, in a discussion of the propriety of going into 
Committee of the Whole held in the early days of the First Congress (May, 
1789) Elias Boudinot, a gentleman who in the future would alIy himself 
with Hamilton, noted that although he preferred initial reference to a select 
committee, "it seemed to be a settled point in the House that a Committee 
of the Whole was the proper place for determining principles before they 
were sent elsewhere.""' Madison, in reply, defended the practice and argued 
that "it was much better to determine the outlines of all business in a 
Committee of the Whole."" Similarly, the propositions establishing the tariff 
and the executive departments were elaborated at such length in Committee 
of the Whole that the task of the select committees appointed to draw 
up the bills became mainly ~lerical. '~ It was with some reason that Fisher 
Ames complained to a friend; 

Virginla is s t~f f  and touchy against any change of the Committee of the Whole . . . They 
are for watching and checking power; they see evils Ln embryo; are terrified with possibil- 
it~es, and are eager to establish rights and to expla~n pr~nciples to such a degree, that 
you would t h ~ n k  them enthuslasts and triflers." 

The result of the overextension of the theory of the Committee of the 
Whole was to blur the nature of the division of labor that ought to exist 
between the Committee of the Whole and the select and standing commit- 
tees. Indeed, when carried to its logical conclusion, the notion that all 
business should first be referred to a Committee of the Whole and settled 
there removed the need for all other committees except those transitory 
ones appointed simply to draw up the decisions in the form of a bill. Yet, 
contrary to what Ralph Harlow implies, even in the First Congress there 
also seems to have been some feeling among future Jeffersonians that the 
role of committees less numerous than the whole properly exceeded the 
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mere clerical task of putting together a bill after principles and even details 
had already been determined,?' For example, George Clymer proposed that 
the subject of the tariff be given initially to a "subcommittee to collate 
the materials and bring them before the House better drafted than they 
are now." " James Jackson proposed a similar course of action with regard 
to the proposition creating the executive departments: 

Mr. Jackson wished the motion had been referred to a subcommittee to digest: it seemed 
to him that they were building the house before the plan was drawn. H e  wished to 
see the system reduced to wnt~ng,  that he might leisurely judge of  the necessity and 
propriety of each office and its particular duties.'' 

In addition, in the first session of the First Congress a standing Committee 
on Elections and a Committee on Ways and Means were established, 
undoubtedly with the support of at least some of the men who in the 
future would be followers of Jefferson." 

Nor, as we have already indicated, was it clear in the First Congress 
that the heads of the departments did not constitute proper agents for 
the initial delineation of principles or the elaboration and arrangement of 
details, that the heads of the departments did not exist as a viable alternative 
to reliance on committees. With the support of future Jeffersonians first 
reference to the Secretaries became quite common after the establishment 
of the departments." This, of course, was highly detrimental to the roles, 
actual or potential, of all forms of legislative committees. For example, 
it is interesting to note that the Committee on Ways and Means was 
dismissed only six days after Hamilton took office and its business referred 
to him." Moreover, even in the early days of the struggle with Hamilton, 
it was still thought proper, after the House had made up its coilective 
mind on a subject, to refer to him for the arrangement of its decisions 
into a system." 

The process by which Jeffersonian theory with regard to first refer- 
ence was elaborated and developed in the succeeding years is an involved 
one, and by no means a wholly consistent one. However, by the Fourth 
Congress (1795-1797) the theory seems to have been spelled out clearly 
enough to form a related set of attitudes on which the Jeffersonians were 
generally in agreement." 

In the First Congress, among other things, it had been argued that subjects 
ought first to be referred to a Committee of the Whole so that their principles 
could be determined; that subjects ought to have their features systematized 
before being considered by a Committee of the Whole; that matters should 
be referred to a smaller committee if time was lacking for discussion; and 
that smaIler committees should be used as means of helping the House 
inform itself in areas in which it was i g n ~ r a n t . ' ~  It was on these far 
from consistent bases that Jeffersonian thinking developed. Nonetheless, 
in the immediately succeeding years the Jeffersonians in Congress elicited 
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a set of gnidelines from such notions which, to their minds at least, were 
both realistic and logically compatible. By the Fourth Congress (1795-1797) 
the following propositions seem to have won general acceptance: that 
principles, not details, should be discussed when a subject was first referred 
to a Committee of the Whole; that matters of importance had prior claim 
on the Committee of the Whole, with matters of routine being first referred 
there only if sufficient time existed and facts were clear or established; 
that subjects which were excessively complicated or detailed might first 
be referred to smaller committees for the arrangement or systematization 
of their features; and that subjects in which the facts could not adequately 
or conveniently be established by the members through their own investiga- 
tions and discussions ought first to be investigated by a smaller committee." 

In terms of these guidelines a division of labor could be and was 
established between the Committee of the Whole and the select and standing 
committees with regard to first reference. Standing committees could be 
and were established in routine areas of policy that regularly provided 
topics of business (e.g., claims) or in recurrent areas of major policy in 
which facts typically were so complex as to require extensive investigation 
and/or details so elaborate as to require prior arrangement (e.g., ways and 
 mean^).'^ Select committees could be used to handle more erratic or irregular 
subjects of both major and minor importance as well as matters thought 
to be so important as to require handling by special committees instead 
of the standing committees within whose jurisdiction they belonged.'Ttill, 
the nature of the theory was not such as to remove the Committee of 
the Whole from its preeminent position. If one assumes that in most impor- 
tant areas facts can and will be ascertained by the individual members 
without the assistance of committees and that details will not be so complex 
or so varied as to preclude a decision on principles before they are arranged, 
and this on the whole was exactly what the Jeffersonians did assume, then 
it becomes entirely feasible to regard the initial reference of most important 
subjects to a Committee of the Whole for a decision on principles as proper 
and normal proced~re ."~  

Thus, James Madison in a debate during the first session of the Fourth 
Congress (1795-1796) argued for first reference to a Committee of the 
Whole as follows: 

Mr. Madison was of opinlon, that a11 important propositions, and especially all those 
of an abstract nature, should be referred, In the first place, to a Committee of the Whole 
House. There could only be two reasons for referring, upon any occasion, to a select 
comnl~ttee; either when there was an absolute want of time for the House to digest 
the subject themselves; or when any particular papers or documents were to be examined 
This case was not clearly one of those. He recommended a Committee of the Whole 
in the first place The general rule of propriety required ~t."' 

Similarly, although Albert Gallatin successfully proposed the reestab- 
lishment of a Committee on Ways and Means in the same Congress because 
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"no subject more required a system," he still felt free to object to the 
first reference of less detailed subjects to standing committees: 

. . . when this committee was appointed, it was not intended that ~t should have the power 
of report~ng by blll. The bustness of the other six committees appointed at the same 
time, and to whom this power was glven were whoIly d~fferent from this. The principle 
of the objects upon which these comm~ttees were appointed to act had already been 
more or less settled in the House; but what was the busmess of t h ~ s  commlttee? It was 
no less than to report the measures proper to be taken for the protection of our commerce 
and the defense of our country. .  . it did not only include armlng of vessels, but also 
the raislng of armies, bulld~ng of a navy, erecting of arsenals, etc.; that so  far from 
g~ving the commlttee further power, he thought the power already given them was too 
great, and that the subject should first have been discussed in  a Comm~ttee of the Whole 
on the state of the Union. When principles of this importance were to be established, 
the business should be settled In the House." 

Once formed, the main lines of Jeffersonian thinking with regard to first 
reference persisted and continued to dominate Republican attitudes and 
practice throughout the presidencies of Adams and Jefferson, i.e., from 
the Fifth through the Tenth Congresses (1797-1509). The Jeffersonians 
remained partisans of the first reference of important matters to a Commit- 
tee of the Whole for a decision on principles." Note the words of Willis 
Alston, quoted from the record of the first session of the Tenth Congress 
(1807-1808), with regard to a petition calling for the repeal of the non-im- 
portation act: 

Mr. Alston s a d ,  he thought ~t at this tlme extremely improper to refer the petition as 
was proposed [to a standing committee]. If any steps were to be taken in regard to the 
prayer of the pet~tion, it should be done In Committee of the Whole House. If the 
exped~ency of repeal~ng the Iaw, alluded to in the petit~on, was to be considered, it was 
a plain question, which would present itself to every member of the House, and could 
be decided without any previous reference to any inferior committee. . . . In  the Comm~ttee 
of the Whole a resolution might be brought forward which would determine the principle 
at once. He, therefore, moved that it be referred to  a Committee of the Whole House."' 

In addition, the reasons recognized for excepting some important 
matters from first reference to a Committee of the Whole remained 
broadly the same:% For example, in a debate held in the second session 
of the Ninth Congress (1506-1807) over the need for amending a law 
regarding the writ of habeas corpus Barnabas Bidwell, one of Jefferson's 
managers in the House, said: 

. . t h e  necessary effect [of t h ~ s  motion], and of course the design, is to w~thdraw from 
the House the first dec~sion of the maln quest~on, by referring it to a select committee 
for inquiry. That would be a departure from the usual and regular course of proceeding. 
The ~r inc ip le  ought to be first settled In the whole House, and, if necessary, a committee 
afterwards appointed to report the details. I can see no  useful purpose to be answered 
by appointing a select committee of Inquiry. for such a committee could have access 
to no other sources of information, as to law or facts, than such as are already before 
us and before the public. They would possess n o  better means of judging, for themselves, 
than the same gentlemen now have In common with other members.jG 
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In reply, Thomas Newton, like Bidwell a prominent Republican, defended 
reference to a smaller colilrnittee within the terms of Jeffersonian theory: 

The single polnt, however, at Issue IS, whether we will commit this resolution, In order 
merely to obtain correct facts and informat~on, w h ~ c h  shall present the subject in such 
a form as shall enable us to act understandably upon it.." 

On another occasion David Thomas, in opposing John Randolph's motion 
to decide the principle of arming the militia in Committee of the Whole, 
put the argument this way: 

. . every gentleman in the House would wish to see the whole 1n111tia of the country 
armed; but In all subjects of thts nature ~t was invariably the case, that the House referred 
them to a commlttee, for the purpose of ascerta~ning all information relative to the subject, 
and to report a state of facts. . In order that the subject might come before the House 
111 such a shape that they could act upon ~t understandably. . . he should propose another 
amendment, referrulg the resolut~on to the committee appointed to Inquire into the mil~tia 
laws." 

Nor did the main lines ofJeffersonian thinking with regard to the position 
of the standing committee vis a vis the select committee undergo great 
change. Rather, the select conlmittee continued to rival the standing com- 
mittee as an agency for the first reference of important subjects in cases 
where initial reference to a Committee of the Whole was not desired. This 
was so both because standing con~n~ittees did not exist in many important 
areas of policy and because support continued to exist for the notion that 
subjects of importance n~ight justifiably be referred to a select committee, 
even if a standing committee with jurisdiction over that area existed.'" Still, 
the standing committee made some gains. Four new standing committees, 
Accounts, Post Office and Post Roads, Public Lands, and District of Colum- 
bia, were established in the years between 1797 and 1809, bringing the 
total number to nine. '" Moreover, respect for and emphasis on the rights 
of the standing comnlittees increased." Finally, the reasons given in support 
of their establishment represent an advance, favorable to the standing 
committee, over the thinking used to justify the establishment of standing 
committees in the years previous to 1797."For example, with regard to 
the establishment of the Committee on Public Lands it was contended: 

that the business of the House would, on t h ~ s  point, be greatly fac~litated by the lnstltutlon 
of a standlng commlttee, whose d e c ~ s ~ o n s  would be un~form, who would from long 
experience become more enlightened than a select committee, and who would be enabled 
to dispatch the buslncss confided to them w ~ t h  great celerity." 

Yet, despite the continuities in Jeffersonian attitudes, here as elsewhere 
the stringency and hold 01 traditional notions declined as the years passed. 
In truth, there were a nuniber of substantial weak points and confusions 
in Jeffersonian thinking regarding first reference, defects which even before 
1809 served to turn the theory against itself and to undermine the position 
of the Committee of the Whole. 
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Initial reference of a subject to a Committee of the Whole for a decision 
on principles could, to varying degrees, merely be an empty formality which 
masked actual first determination by select and standing committees. The 
most extreme example of this is what happened to subjects in the President's 
Message after the second session of the Fifth Congress (1797-1798). 
Throughout the period from 1789- 1829 and beyond, this message, delivered 
at the very beginning of each session, was one of the most important means 
of raising significant subjects for legislative consideration and it was accord- 
ingly always referred first to a Committee of the Whole." Prior to 1797 
the subjects contained in the message were often discussed and resolutions 
determining principles passed before the subjects were turned over to 
various smaller committees.& After 1797, with the exception of the first 
session of the Seventh Congress (1 801 - 1802) when the Jeffersonians 
tried to return to the old method, practice changed decisively and the 
subjects in the message upon being received by the Committee of the 
Whole were immediately divided up and parcelled out to appropriate 
select and standing  committee^.^^ Nor on other occasions was reference 
to a Committee of the Whole necessarily decisive. Even when the House 
in Committee of the Whole did enter initially into a discussion of principles, 
the extent to which the principles established would actually be determina- 
tive of the bill could vary greatly, depending on how strongly the House 
really desired to grapple with the basic principles of a measure as well 
as on the extent to which the nature of the subject allowed decisions on 
principles to be controlling.'" 

The Jeffersonians also failed to realize the full implications of their 
thought with regard to the exceptions that might properly be made to 
first reference to a Committee of the Whole. Their reasons for preferring 
first reference to a Committee of the Whole were based on a primary 
axiom of theirs, that all legislators should be equal, and on its corollary, 
that the legislature as a whole should direct itself. As Ralph Harlow has 
put it, ideally the Jeffersonians saw the legislature as a "forum where every 
member was a peer and no man led."& Thus, first reference to a Committee 
of the Whole was preferred over first reference to a smaller committee 
because the Jeffersonians believed that the "sense of the majority" could 
more truly be ascertained before rather than after the report of a committee. 
Their reasons for believing this related both to the direct influence that 
the opinion and reasoning of a committee might have over the minds of 
the other members and the more subtle influence inherent in the ability 
to focus and direct the course of discussion through the presentation of 
a completely organized plan or mea~ure. '~ Hence their thought with regard 
to the exceptions that might properly be made to first reference to a 
Committee of the Whole, at least as far as it concerned matters of impor- 
tance, was motivated by a desire to accommodate the need for first reference 
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to a smaller committee with the need for denying these committees influence 
over the opinion of individual members with regard to policy. The excep- 
tions the Jeffersonians recognized were therefore framed in terms of the 
ascertainment of facts and the arrangement of details under the supposition 
that the nature of a subject might require one or both to make possible 
decision by the Housed70 

Once it was admitted, however, that committees could properly be used 
to ascertain and establish facts and to arrange and systematize details before 
a matter had been considered in Committee of the Whole, these committees 
necessarily became more than impartial fact finders or ministerial detail 
arrangers. The ascertainment and establishment of "facts" with regard to 
general legislative needs and propositions, and this was the way the Jeffer- 
sonians interpreted fact finding, could not exclude opinion on what were 
actually discretionary matters of policy. Neither could the arrangement 
and systematization of details since this involved the choice of one set 
of alternatives over another. In short, then, the reconciliation attempted 
by Jeffersonian theory between the use of smaller committees in the first 
instance and the preservation of the ability of the legislator to make up 
his mind on policy entirely on his own could not be accomplished, The 
result was that by the Fourth Congress (1795-1797) it was generally recog- 
nized that committees were supposed to report opinion, despite the fact 
that this undermined the rationale that both justified and restricted first 
reference to these comrnittee~.~' 

Another problem in Jeffersonian thought stemmed from the flexibility 
of the guidelines it defined to govern first reference to the Committee of 
the Whole. As ideal incentives were undercut and practical pressures 
mounted, the Jeffersonians, while still preserving the framework of their 
thought, tended to widen the scope of the categories of exceptions they 
had defined. In truth, the main bulwark underlying the belief that principles 
couId be determined before reference was made to a smaller committee 
was faith in the ability of the individual members to inform themselves 
of facts and to make general decisions even though details had not been 
settled. However, as time went on there was a tendency to narrow the 
area in which it was thought that facts might adequately or conveniently 
be investigated by individual members or principles settled before details 
were arranged. 

As a consequence, a subtle change was introduced into the original Jefferso- 
nian insistence that, in important areas of policy, principles should be settled 
before reference was made to a smaller committee. As originally defined 
this attitude understood principles to mean the broad controlling factors 
in a subject and it postulated that such principles could usually be decided 
first even if a subject was compl i~a ted .~  However, as the scope and range 
of the exceptions were widened, as faith was lost both in the ability of 
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the members to inform themselves through discussion and in the feasibility 
of determining principles before details were arranged, the meaning of 
a prior determination of principles tended to be transformed from a decision 
on principles in the original sense to a decision on principles in the sense 
of abstractions, i.e., to a decision on matters not much related to or depen- 
dent on facts or details. Thus, whereas originally the Jeffersonians empha- 
sized the settlement of basic issues, whether this called for abstractions 
or more than abstractions, the new tendency was to restrict prior determina- 
tion to subjects and decisions that were abstract, even though this limited 
the scope and significance of the role of the Committee of the Whole." 

Finally, there were some fatal contradictions between Jeffersonian ideals 
with regard to legislative autonomy, which formally at least severely restrict- 
ed reliance on the executive, and Jeffersonian ideals with regard to majority 
rule, which promoted the cause of the Committee of the Whole. When 
in control of the House, whether in the mid-1790's or during Jefferson's 
presidency, the Jeffersonians found that they could not in fact do without 
detailed executive guidance and assistance. In  deference to their ideals, 
what they largely substituted for direct reference to executive officers was 
use of smaller committees, both select and standing, as means of maintaining 
contact and communication with the departments. This in many ways was 
a good compromise of the conflict between theory and practical need that 
they faced. The smaller committees possessed the singular advantage of 
providing a channel for executive advice and plans while still maintaining 
and even increasing the House's ability to criticize executive recommen- 
dations and delineate its own alternatives." However, its effect on the role 
and status of the Committee of the Whole was highly subversive, especially 
in the long run. 

On the one hand, use of the smaller committees as intermediaries en- 
couraged their stabilization in particular areas of policy, the establishment 
of continuing relations between them and the departments, and the car- 
ryover of personnel from session to session and Congress to Congress. As 
a result, the incentives to expand the scope of exceptions to first reference 
to a Committee of the Whole that already stemmed from the difficulty 
of keeping up with a large and growing workload and the difficulty of 
deciding principles without benefit of a detailed scheme or proposal 
were further reinforced. Members were increasingly confronted with entities 
that possessed superior access to executive information and could claim 
superior knowledge and wisdom. Moreover, members were increasingly 
confronted with a situation in which the path to maximizing their own 
infiuence lay in mutual deference to one another's claims as specialists." 

On the other hand, as the difficulties of leading the House politically 
multiplied over time due both to growth in size and division within the 
Republican party, first reference to smaller committees and use of these 
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entities as levers of attaining policy wishes became increasinal attractive 
Y i G  to Republican leaders both in the House and the executive branch. Needless 

to say, neither of these tendencies found full expression nor had a decisive 
impact until after 1809. Ironically enough, as this fact suggests, the role 
and influence of the Committee of the Whole vis ii vis the smaller commit- 
tees ultimately rested on unified and effective executive leadership of the 
lawmaking process which formally, as in the case of Hamilton, or informally, 
as in the case of Jefferson, could supply the substantive and political 
conditions necessary to make use of the Committee of the Whole to decide 
principles and aggregate majority support feasible." 

Reporting By Bill 

Second only in significance to the maxim that important subjects be 
first referred to a Committee of the Whole for a decision on principles, 
another maxim existed in Jeffersonian committee thought which provided 
a critically needed complement for its prescriptions regarding first reference. 
This was the notion that permission for the introduction of a bill should 
be given only after the subject had been discussed and determined by 
the whole House, preferably in a Committee of the Whole if the subject 
was at all important.'": 

Full understanding of the importance of this maxim requires further 
analysis of a topic we have already discussed-the reasons underlying the 
preeminence of the Committee of the Whole in Jeffersonian thought. In 
approaching the proper nature of the legislative process, the Jeffersonians 
held fast to both the idea of the representative as the passive embodiment 
of the will of the people and the idea of the representative as a man actively 
engaged in the search for truth through discussion. Despite the apparent 
inconsistency of these ideas, the Jeffersonians saw the representative as' 
obligated to represent the wishes and interests of his constituents and yet 
they also believed that the legislative process was properly a deliberative 
one in which truth issued out of the clash of opinion as long as reason 
and conscience ruled, that is, as long as discussion was not perverted by 
the evils of corruption or party.'" 

That the Jeffersonians held both these ideas in combination is well 
illustrated by a number of debates in the Annals. For example, in the 
first session of the Fourth Congress (1795-1796) William Giles, after noting 
that he "adored" the will of the people, went on to say: 

There could be no Leglslatlve act without deliberation; the opinions whlch were to guide 
their decisions must be matured by dellberation; they were not to declde upon predesti- 
nated ~mpressions; but their conduct must rest on the operations of their own minds . . . ~t 
[was] the duty of a legislator to exercise an oplnion, and not shut his eyes against conv~ction, 
and not to receive them from extrinsic quarters. When the Constitution says, the Legislature 
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shall enact laws, it Implies that they must be the fru~ts  of dellberation, and not in the 
nature of an Execut~ve act." 

On another occasion, in the first session of the Second Congress 
(179 I-1792), William Findley's remarks were recorded as follows: 

Mr. Flndley declared himself to be In favor of one Representat~ve for every thirty thousand 
persons. The  opinion of the people should be the guide of the committee; that op in~on 
h e  conceived, to be in favor of the ratio he had mentioned The representation ought 
as nearly as poss~ble to express not only the will, but to particlpate in the wishes and 
interests of the people. . . As to delays occasioned by a numerous body, he observed, 
that the Representatives were chosen to dellberate and to mature every subject before 
decision " 

It is likely then that the sharp contrast now drawn between Jefferson's 
and Madison's views on representation would not have made much sense 
to the Republicans in the first ten Congresses (1789-1809) for they sub- 
scribed simultaneously to both  position^.^' Nor was it entirely illogical for 
them to do so since they had great faith in the existence of objective, 
unified, and rationally definable truth and in the ability of the people 
to recognize and accept what was right. Note the words of James 
Madison, William Giles, and Abraham Baldwin: 

Mr. Madison said.. As he had confidence In the good sense and patriotism of the 
people, he did not antxipate any lasting eviI to result from the publicatrons of these 
soc~eties. . . . In a Republ~c, light will prevail over darkness, truth over error: he had 
undoubted confidence in this principle.'" 

Mr. Giles . . I have said that I wlsh to d~scuss tlils subject wlth calmness. This IS st111 
my wish. I wish to take ~t up free from all partial~ty or prejudice, and to examlne ~t 
on its Intrinsic merits. . . , I hope gentlemen w ~ l l  therefore agree to take up the subject, 
and enter upon an examination of it, not with a vlew to t r~umph,  but to truth '' 

Mr Baldw~n thought the resolution. . . unexceptionable. . . , The doctrine of publlc~ty had 
been dally gaining ground in publlc transactions in general, and he confessed h ~ s  oplnlons 
had every day more and more a greater tendency that way.. . . In a free Government, 
he wished the arguments for and against measures to be known to the people: this would 
reconcile them to those founded on sound reason and pohcy. Thls he had ever found 
the case In the part of the country he represented Whenever he had had an opportunity 
of stating the reasons that had influenced his vote on any particular quest~on, he found 
those reasons had we~glit, and reconciled his const~tuents to the measure." 

Legislators could thus represent the interests of their constituents while 
participating in a process of discussion which identified truth and educated 
both legislators and their constituents in this kn~wledge.~" 

Nor were rational discussion and mutual enlightenment seen only as 
means of identifying true or right policies and harmonizing the pursuit 
of such policies with popular will. In a basic sense the Jeffersonians viewed 
majority rule in the House so that it too was dependent on rational discus- 
sion. As is implicit in our previous discussion of majority rule, the Jeffer- 
sonians did not regard it as something wholly quantitative or mechanical. 
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Identification of the "sense of the majority" was the problem and this 
was conceived to be contingent not simply on processes that preserved 
the equality of members over decisions, but also on processes that elicited 
majority decisions through rational discussion and mutual enlightenment. 
It was, for example, this kind of conception of majority rule, combined 
with belief in the identifiability and strength of truth and reason, that led 
Jefferson to say in his First Inaugural "that though the will of the majority 
is in all cases to prevail, that will to be rightfuI must be reasonable." Indeed, 
understood in the context of contemporary assumptions, Jefferson's state- 
ment is far less vague than it might appear. Moreover, this relation between 
discussion and majority rule also means that the Jeffersonian position on 
first reference to smaller committees had a facet or dimension that we 
have not adequately developed. In truth, Jeffersonian fear of the distorting 
effects reliance on smaller committees might have on majority rule related 
not sin~ply to the manner in which such reliance could infringe equal 
influence over outcomes, but also to the grave infringements of discussion 
and mutual enlightenment that such reliance could easily invoIve. Note, 
for example, the words of John Page, a Virginian who was one of the 
most ardent spokesmen in the early House of the basic articles of Jeffer- 
sonian faith: 

. . if, instead of discuss~ng a questlon fully, and collecting the sense of all the members 
In A Committee of the Whole, ~t be referred to '1 commlttee. . . that comrnlttee mlght 
be unanimous in favor of a resolutlon, agalnst which e~ghteen members from Vlrginla, 
and a proport~onate number from other States, mlgltt vote; or, by the weight of that 
commlttee, thc resolutlon m ~ g h t  be carried, xvhlch could not have passed had ~t been 
f~llly and freely discussed In the House " 

Given this apprehension, we have an additional, equally fundamental, 
basis for understanding the preeminence of the Committee of the Whole 
in Republican thinking. The Committee of the Whole existed as a focal point 
of Jeffersonian committee thought not merely because it provided a means 
of avoiding structural infringement of the ability of all members to exert 
equal influence over decisions, but also because of the superior qualifications 
of the Committee of the Whole as an arena for rational discussion and 
deliberation. In contrast to the select and standing committees, it included 
the entire membership of the Congress, a group which even in 1809 was 
still small enough (141) to make collegiate decision making not at all a 
fantastic ideal.=In contrast to action on the floor of the House, its procedure 
being that of a committee was less formal and debate was less limited.'" 
Moreover, the same qualities that distinguished the Committee of the Whole 
from the floor of the House or from the smaller committees enhanced 
its value as a dramatic platform from which to address the nation on great 
issues of policy. In short, then, we may conclude that Jeffersonian regard 
for the Committee of the Whole rested on several interrelated props. Its 
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advantages in terms of inclusive and untrammeled discussion as well as 
its advantages in terms of openness to all and lack of structure or hierarchy 
led the Jeffersonians to see the Committee of the Whole as the primary 
legislative mechanism for realizing a number of interdependent goals they 
cherished-majority rule, rational discussion and mutual enlightenment, the 
definition of true or right policies, and educating the people with regard 
to the issues. 

On the basis of this analysis we now may more fully understand the 
significance of the maxim prohibiting the introduction of bills until subjects 
had been discussed and determined by the whole House. Interpreted strictly, 
it could be and was used to prohibit the introduction of bills even after 
principles had been determined. This could be important as a means of 
preserving the Committee of the Whole's control over the main features 
of an important measure and insuring a prior discussion of these features 
in cases where principles were not or could not be very controlling. For 
example, in the first session of the Third Congress (1793-1794) a resolution 
was passed declaring that adequate provision ought to be made to protect 
our commerce from North African pirates. This resolution was referred 
to a select committee which reported back a related set of resolutions 
concerning the number of new warships needed and the new items of 
taxation required to finance them. Only after these resolutions were fully 
discussed and approved in a Committee of the Whole was the select com- 
mittee allowed to bring in a bill."" 

Interpreted less strictly, i.e., simply that principles should be settled before 
bills were permitted, the maxim could be and was used to prevent a subject 
being completely defined and organized in the form of a bill before a 
determination on principles had been made. This could be important in 
cases where subjects were initially given to a select or standing committee 
as a means of preserving the Committee of the Whole's control over princi- 
ples in important areas and the House's control in all areas. Even granting 
that these committees did more than merely ascertain facts or arrange 
complex materials so as to make possible decision by the whole, a decision 
on principles could still better be had, according to the norms of Jeffersonian 
theory, if committees merely reported their findings rather than presented 
a completely arranged and detailed bill. Thus, in the second session of 
the Fifth Congress (1797-1798), when the Federalists sought pern~ission 
for a committee on the President's Message to report by bill, the Jeffer- 
sonians opposed it vigorously. AIbert Gallatin argued that, though the other 
committees formed on the message had been given the power to report 
by bill, the principles of their subjects had been more or less settled before 
reference was made and that important subjects should first be determined 
in a Committee of the Whole before bills were a1lowed." He was supported 
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by John Nicholas, Abraham Venable, and Joseph Varnum. Of these three 
John Nicholas' comments are especially noteworthy: 

Mr. N~cholas thought the nature of t h ~ s  resolution fully justified the d e v ~ a t ~ o n  w h ~ c h  
had been observed In the forniingof the resoIution appointing this committee. It appeared 
to hlrn better to have the subject in the form of a report than a bdl, In order that it 
mlght receive full d~scuss~on.l" 

It was the practlce of the House to have all important business first in  the form of a 
report, which gave tlme for d~scussion and reflection, and he thought an Innovation upon 
the usual order of proceedtng In this respect might have a bad effect, H e  wished, before 
any subject should be brought before them In a bill. they nught discuss its principles ' I '  

On another occasion, in the second session of the Fourth Congress 
(1796-1797), the Committee on Ways and Means in order to secure a prior 
decision on principles merely reported back a few simple resolutions to 
the effect that a direct tax should be levied, instead of an elaborate plan. 
Several prominent Federalists objected, contending that the committee 
should bring in a bill before the issue was joined. The Republicans opposed 
proceeding in this manner and one of their leading members, John Swan- 
wick, spoke as follows: 

It was absolutely necessary to dec~de  upon one of two pr~nciples, e ~ t h e r  to support 
commerce by ,I Navy, and thereby secure the revenue arising from ~ t ,  or else call upon 
agr~culture to bear ~ t s  fulI share of the pubhc burdens. H e  therefore wlshed the principle 
to be settled without regard to modlficntion, because the more slmple the hght tn which 
the object was placed the better. Thc mod~fication would properly be an after-business; 
and when members had agreed upon the necessity of adoptlng the principle of a d~rec t  
t ~ x ,  thelr oppos~tion to any part~cular plans which might be  offered would be moderated, 
so that the best system which could be devlscd would probably be adopted." 

However, here as elsewhere, Jeffersonian thought was marked by the 
defects of inconsistency in theory and retrogression in practice." Originally, 
the notion that a bill should not be brought in until the subject had been 
determined by the whole House was understood to apply to matters of 
routine as well as to matters of importance. As a result, in the early Congresses 
most important measures were examined first in a Committee of the Whole 
before bills were allowed and less important subjects often received the 
same treatment, though more frequently in the House than in Com~nittee 
of the Whole.'"' Moreover, so strict was the adherence to this maxim that 
bills reported by conlnlittees were closely examined to make sure they 
conformed precisely to the resolutions which authorized them." Yet by 
the Ninth Congress (1805-1807) traditional safeguards were usually not 
observed with regard to routine matters and even with regard to more 
important matters there was a decided tendency to allow committees to 
report by bill before a Committee of the Whole had considered the subject." 
In addition, definite evidence of the existence of a new and opposing set 
of attitudes with regard to reporting by bill can be found. For example, 
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it was claimed that it was proper for a committee to report by bill on 
its own discretion, if the committee accompanied its bill with a fuIl statement 
presenting facts, reasons, and arguments on behalf of the adoption of the 
bill.""till, the old theory was far from dead even in the last years of 
Jefferson's second administration. Many important subjects, especially those 
which were most crucial, continued to be determined first in a Committee 
of the Whole before bills were allowed.1oo 

Internaf Operation 

In approaching Jeffersonian thinking with regard to internal committee 
organization and operation, let us again concentrate on the theory as it 
took shape in the first four Congresses (1789-1797) before we trace or 
examine later developments. 

Jeffersonian attitudes in this area can be classified under four headings. 
In  discussing these headings we shall make use of Jefferson's famous Manual 
of Parliamentary Practice. Although this manual was written for the Senate 
and not compiled until Jefferson became Vice-President under Adams, the 
quotations we shall employ aptly reflect both the theory and the practice 
of the House in the years before 1797. 

In the first place, the Jeffersonians believed that when it became necessary 
to place resolutions or bills in the hands of smaller committees, these 
committees and their chairmen should be favorable to the object of the 
resolution or bill committed to them.lu' They therefore supported the general 
practice of making the man who moved the appointment of a committee 
with regard to a particular resolution or bill its chairman. Indeed, it was 
Jefferson himself who gave the guidelines and rationale of this approach 
their most felicitous statement. Note the following excerpt from his Maizt~al: 

Those who take exceptions to some particulars In the b ~ l l  are to be of the committee, 
but none who speak directly against the body of the b ~ l l ;  for he that would totally 
destroy will not anlend ~ t ;  or, as is said, the child is not to be put to a nurse that 
cares not for it. It is therefore a constant rule "that no man is to be einployed In 
any matter who has declared himself against it." And when any member who is against 
the bill hears himself named of its committee, h e  ought to ask to be excused lo' 

In the second place, the Jeffersonians believed that the committees ought 
to conduct their investigations and deliberations in a democratic manner 
so that the conclusions reached represented the deliberate judgment of 
at least a majority of the committee. Thus Jefferson's Manual states: 

A comm~ttee may meet when and where they please if the House has not ordered a 
time and place for them, but they can only act when together and not by separate 
consultation and consent-nothing b a n g  the report of the committee but what has been 
agreed to in committee actually assembled. A majority of the committee constitutes a 
quorum for business.'" 

Concomitantly, the Jeffersonians saw the chairman as a moderator of 
discussion and agent ol the committee, not as a lord of its proceedings. 
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Hence, Jefferson describes his duties as presiding over the committee, 
putting the question to its members as he reads the paper or bill committed 
to the committee by paragraphs, and reporting the results of its proceedings 
to the House.'"' 

In the third place, the Jeffersonians believed that experience or special 
knowledge with regard to a particular subject constituted an important 
basis for appointment to committees dealing with that subject. For example, 
in the first session of the Fourth Congress (1795-1796) it was explicitly 
recognized that a select committee about to be raised on the subject of 
protecting the Indians should include members from the Western frontier.'"' 
Similarly, in the same session when Uriah Tracy, a Federalist member 
from Connecticut, asked to be excused from serving as chairman of the 
Committee on Claims, permission was refu~ed.'~"n this instance William 
Giles seems to have expressed the opinion of both the Republicans and 
the House: 

Mr. Tracy was, perhaps, better qualified than any other member in the House for expedlt~ng 
that business. He had been at much trouble about it, for which the House were obliged 
to him. It was something of a systemat~c nature, and new members would not be able 
to go on ~t w ~ t h  the same degree of ~nformatlon and experience.'" 

In addition, not infrequently the Republicans thought it proper to confide 
important subjects which concerned everyone in the nation to committees 
appointed so as to include one member from each state in the union.lnb 

In the fourth place, again in the words of Jefferson's Manual, the Jeffer- 
sonians in the House believed that committees should have "full power 
over the bill or other paper committed to them," except that in the case 
of bills the committee could not "erase, interline, or blot the bill itself; 
but must, in a paper by itself, set down the amendments, stating the words 
which are to be inserted or ~mitted."'~" This latter clause was a reflection 
of their feeIing that a committee on its own responsibility could not change 
what the House as a whole had decided or endorsed. 

Plain as these ideas may seem to be, their bearing and import can 
nonetheless not be fully appreciated unless we remind ourselves of the 
context of theory and practice within which they were defined. In the case 
of the notion that committees should be formed of men favorable to the 
object of a resolution, the effect of this guideline was to give the majority 
which existed with regard to a particular subject control over the committee 
to which it was referred. Assuming the existence of few if any standing 
committees, and until the second session of the Third Congress (1794-1795) 
only one did exist, then generally committees could be created as needed 
with regard to particular subjects which in turn enabled men favorable 
to the subject to be appointed in each instance. Moreover, although House 
rules beginning with the second session of the First Congress (1790) vested 
appointment of all committees in the hands of the Speaker, the rules also 
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permitted the House to elect a committee itself whenever it 
Thus, if the House suspected with regard to any particular subject that 
the Speaker could not be trusted to conform to the custom of selecting 
men truly in favor of the resolution or bill, it could by majority vote take 
appointment away from the Speaker. 

With regard to the notion that the committees should have full power 
over the papers or bills committed to them, such a maxim did not convey 
or involve as much actual power as it does now. If the legislative process 
commenced with the consideration of subjects and if principles were settled 
before reference was made to a smaller committee, and in the first four 
Congresses practice followed these lines at least with regard to important 
subjects, then the report or bill sent back by the committee had to conform 
to the decisions reached by the House and implicitly or explicitly embodied 
in the resolution of reference. In addition, even in those cases in which 
subjects were initially referred to a smaller committee, if bills were not 
allowed until the House had settled principles, and this was the usual 
practice in the first four Congresses, then again the bills reported by com- 
mittees had to conform to the resolutions or orders authorizing those bills. 

A similar point applies to the negative or obstructive powers of commit- 
tees. They did not pose as great a problem as they do today. The committees 
were not seen as sifters of the business for the House but as fingers of 
the House. As a result, it was assumed that committees would report back, 
even if their report was unfavorable. Of course, the possibility of deliberate 
delay existed as did the problem raised by the lack of formal obligation 
to report back on the part of those committees which were merely instructed 
to inquire into a certain situation before principles had been settled. How- 
ever, though their paucity indicates that there was not much need for them, 
motions for discharge could easily gain the floor and could be carried by 
a simple majority vote."' 

Lastly, though the Jeffersonians considered knowledge or experience as 
an important basis for appointment, this did not mean that they subordi- 
nated party to this criterion or equated it with seniority or prior committee 
service. In the latter respect they did not accord length of service the 
prerogatives it is now given. Past service on a committee was not regarded 
as something that necessarily determined one's rank or guaranteed one's 
place. Indeed, members were added to and removed from standing commit- 
tees in large numbers quire freely. Nor was rank in a preceding session 
regarded as something that necessarily controlled advancement to the 
chairmanship. For example, the Committee on Elections in the Third 
Congress and the Committees on Claims and Commerce and Manufactures 
in the Fourth Congress had different chairmen in one session than in another 
and the men who succeeded to the chairmanships in these instances did 
not rank highest on the previous committee lists."' In the former respect 
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it is probable that even by the mid-1790's party constituted an  important 
limitation on other appointment criteria in Jeffersonian eyes. However, at 
this time negative attitudes toward vehement or open partisanship were 
still strong in Jeffersonian ranks, the standing committee system which 
involved general or  continuing positions still in its infancy, and party 
divisions still somewhat confused."' As a consequence, even when in the 
majority, the Jeffersonians were less insistent on partisan considerations 
in appointment than they would be in subsequent decades."' 

Yet, despite its virtues, Jeffersonian thinking with regard to the proper 
nature of internal functioning was less able to control practice in the years 
that followed 1797 than is true in the other areas we have previously 
examined. To a higher degree than is true with regard to first reference 
to a Committee of the Whole or reporting by bill, the notions of Jeffersonian 
theory in this area tended to become pious or outmoded precepts rather 
than governing norms, even in the years before 1809. 

For one thing, the growth in the number of standing committees (there 
were nine by 1809) and the tendency through the years toward regular 
and general usage of the important comnlittees on the President's Message 
created a situation in which the old harmony of object between a committee 
and a resolution or bill committed to it might well be disrupted."' This could 
be particularly detrimental in cases where a standing committee was given 
a resolution or Senate bill previous to its discussion or determination in 
a Committee of the Whole so that it was merely instructed to inquire into 
a subject rather than instructed as to content. 

The Jeffersonians were not unaware of the problems raised by the use 
of standing conlmittees, by the use of a committee form to which all 
resolutions or bills in a subject area would be referred when reference 
was desired unless another course was moved and adopted on the floor. 
In the second session of the Ninth Congress (1806-1807), because it was 
feared that the Speaker would select the Committee on Ways and Means 
in such a way as to frustrate the policy wishes of the House, several leading 
members of the Republican majority tried to change the rules so as to 
require eIection of the standing committees by the House.llTTbey argued 
that the "method of appointment by ballot was much more congenial with 
the spirit of Republicani~m.""~ Their opponents pointed out the time-con- 
suming inefficiency of such an approach. The motion was defeated by only 
two votes.""n the next session, when it was clear that the majority would 
control the standing committees, another attempt was made to change the 
rules to the same effect supported largely by Republican dissidents and 
Federalists."" In this instance the opponents of the motion based their 
argument on the inefficiency of election both with regard to time and 
securing fit men, the advantages of having one responsible agent select 
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the committees, and the lack of knowledge on the part of the many new 
members in the House.""The motion was overwhelmingly defeated. 

De Alva Stanwood Alexander believes that this course of events indicates 
that the Republicans in the House, who at various times supported the 
principle of election, did so only for tactical reasons.'?' However one 
may decide this question, and it does seem at least somewhat unfair to 
Jeffersonians such as James Sloan, James Holland, John Eppes, and Thomas 
Blount, who were fairly consistent in their support for election, in truth 
election did not constitute an adequate answer to the problem of disharmony 
between the views of a committee and the object of the resolution or bill 
confided to it.lB Standing committees, even if elected, would nonetheless 
have sway over a whole subject area and on particular issues could still 
find themselves in opposition to a majority in the House. Moreover, as 
twentieth-century experience has shown, election by the House because 
of the forms it assumes and the secondary effects it involves is not necessarily 
a better vehicle for majority control of committees than selection by the 
Speaker. 

For another thing, the position and prerogatives of the chairman were 
not adequately circumscribed by Jeffersonian theory. Not too many years 
elapsed before a key Republican legislator felt it necessary to point out 
to President Jefferson that one of the main barriers to effective party 
leadership by men informally tapped by the President was that the Speaker 
appointed the committees and "in the House. .  . more than in any other 
legislative body within my knowledge, the business referred to Committees 
and reported on by them, is, by usage and common consent, controlled 
by their  hairm man."'^ Chairmen, in short, readily became more than the 
mere "moderators" or "agents" which Jeffersonian theory had envisioned. 
For example, in the first session of the Seventh Congress (1801-1802), James 
Bayard, a Federalist, objecting to the report of a committee on which he 
served, complained to the House as follows: 

It will be perce~ved by those who are accustomed to the form of proceedtng upon 
committees, that our course has been entirely novel. It was usual heretofore for a comm~ttee 
to agree upon the substance of their report, and then to draw up a report in conformity 
to t h e ~ r  op~nion.  In the present instance our opinion had not been asked, upon any 
point embraced by the report, before it was offered to us In ~ t s  complete form. If the 
points and cases whtch the report contains had been separately brought under discusston, 
they would have been more fully investigated and cons~dered, and the result mtght, In 
consequence, possibly have varied. As it regarded myself, this new mode of proceedtng 
was a complete surprise. 

To these words Joseph Nicholson, chairman of the committee, blandly 
replied: 

H e  (Mr. Bayard) said it was usual to direct the chairman of committees in what way 
the report was to be  made, and presented for acceptance. Having very little of thn kind 
of bus~ness to d o .  . . he was not very conversant in the precise manner, but  he thought 
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it was usual for the chairman to make proposltlons to the committee, to call forth then 
attention. H e  knew of no way to facilitate business so much, as by brlnging in a sketch 
of a report, comprehending the principal features whlch the papers before that committee 
exhibited."' 

Nicholson was the victor in this instance not simply because the Republi- 
cans controlled the House, but also because the exercise of leadership or 
initiative by the chairman had become a matter of informal consensus. 
In 1804 William Plumer described the role of a committee chairman as 
folIows: "The business of chairman of a standing committee is very arduous 
and attended with much labour. His duty is to call the Committee together, 
draw up the report in writing, which frequently is prolix and argumenta- 
tive-And in the House he must support and defend the Rep~rt.'"'~ 

Nor was the leadership role chairmen assumed limited to acts of commis- 
sion. It is clear from the Aiznals that by the second term of Jefferson's 
presidency a point had been reached in the deve1opment of the House 
where deliberate delay on the part of a committee chairman could easily 
become a serious problem, despite the availability of an effective discharge 
procedure. Thus, at the close of the first session of the Ninth Congress 
(1 805- 1806) James Sloan denounced Randolph's behavior as Chairman of 
Ways and Means and offered two resolutions for the House approval, one 
requiring a11 the committees to be called upon to report every Monday 
unless dispensed with by unanimous consent and the other requiring all 
the standing committees to be elected by ballot and to choose their own 
chairman. His words have a very modern ring to them. 

I offer these resolutions for the purpose hereafter of keeping the business of the House 
of Representatives w ~ t h ~ n  its own power, and to prevent in future the most Important 
business of the nation from being retarded by a Cha~rman of the Cornnuttee of Ways 
and Means, or any other committee, from golng to Baltimore or elsewhere, without leave 
of absence, and staylng six days or more, e~ ther  for h ~ s  pleasure or  his interest, to prevent 
the members of t h ~ s  House from being hereafter insulted by chairmen, or other members 
of the committees, for calling business out of  their hands, after having kept it either 
from negligence or evil des~gn more weeks than they ought to have done days. To  prevent 
In future the Chalrman of the Committee of Ways and Means from keeping for months 
the estimates for the appropr~ations necessary for the ensuing year In his pocket, or Iocked 
up in h ~ s  desk, whereby the different appropriation bills may be kept back (as they 
have been thls sesslon) to the great injury of the nation, as well as ~ndividuals; and, 
finally, to prevent hereafter bills of importance being brought forward, and forced through 
the House, near the close of a sesslon, when many members are gone home, and the 
minds of those who remaln arc necessar~ly turned homeward to thelr domest~c concerns, 
and when there is not time for that full inveshgation and cool deliberation necessary 
to decide w ~ t h  propriety o n  Important subjects, by which means laws may be passed 
~njurious to the interests of the United States and derogatory to the character of the 
House of  Representat~ves."" 

Finally, while JeKersonian regard for knowledge or experience as a 
criterion in committee appointment remained strong, its impact was altered 
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by changes in the context in which it was applied. On the one hand, the 
emphasis the Jeffersonians placed on party became more firm and unyield- 
ing. Though still not adverse to recognizing knowledge or ability in minority 
ranks, whatever doubts they had had about party as an appointment 
criterion were largely laid to rest. If still not anxious to acknowledge or 
justify the importance placed on party, it is nonetheless true that by the 
time the Republicans regained power in the House in 1801 they regarded 
partisan considerations as dominant on all important committees and in 
most instances. On the other hand, elements in both theory and practice 
that had previously served to limit the deleterious effects of relying on 
knowledge or experience as a criterion grew weaker. Emphasis on knowledge 
is not an unmixed blessing, involving as it does the danger of turning 
over a subject or subject area to the particular interests most directly 
concerned. In the early Congresses this danger was mitigated by the practice 
of settling principles first or before bills were brought in, by the frequent 
use of select committees which dealt only with a particular subject, and 
by the enlployment of the principle of state representation. Less emphasis 
was placed on all these elements both in theory and in practice in the 
years after 1797 than in the years before, particuIarly with regard to the 
principle of state representation. As a result, when a Jeffersonian such as 
John Smilie in the first session of the Tenth Congress (1807-1808) affirmed 
the need for "knowledgeable" committee members the in~plications and 
repercussions were different than they had been in 1793 or 1794. According 
to Smilie: 

. . . ~t was proper to select the 111ost fit cl~ar~lcters for each [standing comnlitteel-on the 
Committee of Commerce, for instance, there ought to be placed Commercial men; on  
the Committee of Ways and Means, such as were best acqua~nted with subjects of finance, 
etc.I5 

We should note, llowever, by way of balance that the Jeffersonians did 
make some adjustments and innovations in their approach to internal 
committee operation. In the first session of the Ninth Congress (1805-1806) 
a rule was passed giving any two members of a committee the right of 
calling a meeting if the chairman was absent or declined to convene such 
a meeting.""n the second session of the Eighth Congress (1804-1805) 
a rule governing the selection of chairmen was adopted which permitted 
committees to elect their own chairman if they so desired and this option 
was taken advantage of on two occasions.'" Nor did Jeffersonian theory 
or practice change substantially with regard to the amount of deference 
accorded to prior service on a committee. Committee membership continued 
to be changed quite freely from session to session and members succeeded 
to chairmanships without strict regard to their rank or even presence on 
the previous committee list."" To cite an extreme example, we may note 
that the final outcome of dissatisfaction over control of the Committee 
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on Ways and Means by Republican dissidents was reconstitution of the 
committee in the first session of the Tenth Congress (1807-1808) to get 
rid of John Randolph and his cohorts."' 

Control Over Execution 
Thus far, we have centered our attention on the role of committees in 

lawmaking. There is, of course, another role a legislature in a democratic 
system performs which is equally important-that is, the task of overseeing, 
supervising, controlling, call it what you may, the manner in which laws 
are carried out once they have passed into the statute books. In actuality, 
this task as performed by a legislature cannot be rigidly distinguished from 
the task of enacting law since oversight instructs legislation and since 
legislation is a prime weapon of oversight. At heart, then, the two processes 
are closely interrelated and over time the legislative process as a whole 
can be seen as a continuing interaction between these two facets of opera- 
tion. However, it is useful for analytical purposes to approach the problem 
in terms of separate roles, distinguishing the legislature's role in defining 
or making law from its role in exercising control over the process of execu- 
tion. 

Before we directly confront the question of Jeffersonian attitudes with 
regard to the role of the House in controlling execution, there are three 
points by way of background that must be made if these attitudes are 
to be seen in proper perspective. The first is that the Jeffersonians placed 
great emphasis on spelling out the provisions of law as concretely and 
specifically as possible. This is not to say that the Jeffersonians, as is 
sometimes supposed, made no concessions to the needs of administrative 
flexibility or believed that the job of the executive branch could be made 
completely ministerial. Though they did believe that there was a logical 
or abstract distinction to be made between legislative and executive power, 
the majority of them did not see this as an absolute or even precise basis 
for discrimination in 1a~making . l '~  In addition, the Jeffersonians realized 
that specification of details in situations in which contingencies could not 
adequately be foreseen would be self-defeating, resulting in the frustration 
of the objects the law was enacted to a~hieve. ' ,~'  Nonetheless, it still remains 
true that strict limitation of executive discretion was a cardinal principle 
of Jeffersonian thought and that they believed that this was both possible 
and practical as a general rule."' Their view that the legislature was constitu- 
tionally the primary lawmaking or policymaking body as well as their regard 
for the legislature as the primary representative of the people made this 
emphasis inevitable.'ji 

Second, the Jeffersonians believed vehemently that executive officers were 
responsible for adhering strictly to the letter of the law.'" Again this is 
not to say that they believed that infractions or unauthorized actions were 
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not permissible under any circumstances. They recognized that the highest 
duty of the administrator was not to the letter of the law but to the 
achievement of its ends and to the duties of his office. Nonetheless, they 
placed primary emphasis on strict adherence and they felt that only those 
in the highest administrative positions would ever be faced with a conflict 
and these men only under most unusual cir~umstances."~ Moreover, they 
thougl~t that when infractions or unauthorized actions did occur it was 
incumbent on the violator to report to the legislature immediately so that 
the legislature would have the opportunity to pass on the action, so that 
the legislature, rather than the individual official, would have the last word."" 

Third, the Jeffersonians believed that the President, not the Congress, 
was wholly responsible for execution and that the process of carrying out 
the law was a process that was entirely at his command."{%enry Jones 
Ford and Wilfred Binkley have noted that in the Republican period cabinet 
officials were not seen as personal representatives of the President but rather 
as a permanent nonpolitical bureau~racy."~ This is true but it is wrong 
to conclude from this, as Binkley does, that they were not seen as executive 
subordinates of the President."' Thus, for example, the Jeffersonians be- 
lieved that the proper way for the House to request department heads 
to submit formal reports was through the President and that the department 
heads were subject to presidential direction in preparing such reports."' 
Indeed, under both Washington and Jefferson even departmental corre- 
spondence was cleared with the President."' We may conclude, then, as 
Leonard White has, that "no doubt arose in the minds of the Jeffersonians 
concerning the administrative supremacy of the President. The department 
heads were responsible to him. The executive power remained where the 
Constitution had placed it.""' 

Turning now to the main question we wish to consider, JeiTersonian 
attitudes toward the role of the House and its cornillittees in the control 
of administration are marked by their restraint as compared with contem- 
porary attitudes on this topic. To be sure, as might be expected given 
their emphasis on holding the executive to the letter of the Iaw, they firmly 
believed that the House had a postnatal role to play. We may note that 
the Jeffersonians often described the House as the "inquest of the nation" 
and emphasized its function as an agent of the people in correcting violations 
and abuses of legal authority in the administrative process. The following 
two quotes are illustrative: 

Mr. N~cholson. .  . .This  House, like the Commons of England, and the most numerous 
branch in the State Leg~slatures, is the grand inquest of the nation; they are to inqu~re  
into crimes and b r ~ n g  offenders to just~ce~" '  

Mr Cla~borne .  . ~f Mr Picker~ng had departed from the directions of the law, to say 
so was no calumny. The committee proposed to be formed will inqu~re into a11 clrcum- 
stances, and the pubhc officers will be applauded or virtually censured. We are accountable 
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to the people for the expenditure of thelr money, and ~t 1s proper that our publlc officers 
should be accountable to us."" 

As for the role of committees, here as elsewhere, they were seen as agencies 
for establishing facts which could not as conveniently or adequately be 
established by members on their own initiative."' However, due to the 
nature of the inquiries required and in contrast to the situation with regard 
to the first reference of legislative subjects, it did not take long before 
it was generally recognized that committees rather than individuals were 
better suited to determine facts in all cases where important violations 
or abuses were alleged."$ In addition, by the Fourth Congress (1795-1797) 
it was recognized both tacitly and explicitly that these committees could 
report opinion as well as facts."3elect committees rather than standing 
committees were usually preferred for this work."' 

Nonetheless, as also might be expected given their emphasis on detailed 
lawmaking and the responsibility of the President for execution, the Jeffer- 
sonians did not believe that the House had any right to get involved in 
or interfere with the administration of the law. Moreover, to the Jeffer- 
sonians this meant not simply that the House should not attempt to direct 
or participate in the process of executing the law, that it was properly 
confined to the role of oversight or superintendence, but also that its sphere 
of action as overseer or guardian was limited. 

If the Jeffersonians believed that the House was the grand inquest of 
the nation, they did not believe that it had unrestricted authority to inquire 
into executive operations or conduct. Rather, they believed that the right 
of inquiry was limited in reach and scope to objects or purposes within 
the circumscribed grant of power conferred by the Constitution. Note, for 
example, the words of James Fisk in the 1808 debate over whether the 
House should institute an inquiry into the conduct of James Wilkinson. 
Wilkinson, the commanding general of the Army, was accused of having 
accepted bribes from a foreign power, but as a military man he was not 
subject to impeachment. Despite the gravity of the charges, charges that 
would lead a majority in the next Congress to vote for a conlmittee inquiry, 
in this last Congress of the Jefferson Administration Fisk's opposition to 
legislative investigation reflected traditional Jeffersonian premises and con- 
cerns as well as the sentiments of the great majority of Republicans then 
in the House. 

Mr. F ~ s k  dld not believe the House possessed the power to inst~tute an inqu~ry . .  . . For 
what purpose should the lnqulry be made? When made, could they effect any object 
by it? No. And why7 Because the Constitution had reserved to t h ~ s  House a power to 
remove the superior officer, who alone could remove the Infenor.. . . While gentlemen 
were so extremely careful to guard the Constitution from violat~on, he begged they would 
not trespass on it themselves; w h ~ l e  they complained of a supposed breach of trust by 
a public officer, he hoped not to see ~t realized In thls House.'a1 
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Similarly, if the Jeffersonians believed that the House had critical respon- 
sibilities as guardians of the rights of the people, they did not assume 
that the House bore sole or primary responsibility for the fate of the 
republic, that the functions and duties of the other branches counted for 
little in the preservation of our form of government. For example, in the 
extensive debate in 1808 over General Wilkinson, John Smilie, an old 
Jeffersonian who had served in the House for more than a decade, spoke 
as follows in arguing that Wilkinson's conduct was a matter for executive 
not legislative investigation: 

. . . the gentleman supposes that, except thls House can assume power to act for the 
pubhc safety, there 1s no safety for the Republic. Surely, the patriots who framed the 
Constltutlon supposed that the distribution of power and the frame of Government it 
contaxned were sufficient to preserve the safety of the natlon. But the gentleman says 
we must appolnt a commxttee.. . If, according to his idea, t h ~ s  House is left by the 
Constitution to roam at large without limit o r  restriction, and exercise its powers as the 
passions would lead us, Independently of  the Const~tution, I see nothing but ruin to 
result; and I am not afrald in the most express language to deny that power, nor am 
I a f ra~d  the Constitution w11I not bear us through."' 

Finally, if the Jeffersonians assumed that they had the right to inquire 
into the conduct of particular executive officers as well as operations or 
states of affairs, they regarded this right as limited by the President's 
responsibility for the conduct of subordinate officers and exercisable only 
for impeachable offenses over officers subject to impeachment. To illustrate 
the point let us quote again from the debate in 1808 over General Wilkinson. 
Note the words of William Findley, a Republican who had spent all but 
four years since 1791 in the House and had been a member of the House's 
first investigating committee on the St. Clair expedition: 

Mr. Speaker, we can only prescribe to the Executive, o r  the courts of justice, civil or 
m~litary, by a law of Congress; if the laws are ~nsufficient for the detection of crimes, 
let Congress revise them, or make new laws. If there are not sufficient number of courts 
estabhshed, Congress has authority to organlze other courts; but one branch of Congress 
alone has no  right offic~ally to xnquire into, or sit in judgement on the character of 
Executive officers, except w ~ t h  a view to impeachment.'" 

Given Jeffersonian theory's dual assumption that the House had a signifi- 
cant role to play in exercising control over administration and that this 
role should not be performed in such a way as to infringe executive preroga- 
tives, the topics and objects the House could concern itself with had to 
be circumscribed to keep the House within proper bounds. Before we 
proceed to define the areas of concern that Jeffersonian theory acknowl- 
edged as legitimate, however, we should note that committee investigations 
were not the only mechanism of administrative control that the House 
employed. As in the case of simple legislation, resolutions calling on the 
President or department heads for information were quite common. When 
framed so as to involve oversight or superintendence, such calls requested 
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information on past operations and conduct as well as on achievements 
and difficulties in implementing a law, e.g., difficulties under the militia 
law, execution of the Act regulating foreign coins, the administration of 
the Sinking Fund, the state of military fortifications and arsenals, etc.'" 

As such, these calls were employed to secure information that was useful 
or needed to revise or extend existing grants of legal authority or appropria- 
tions. In addition, they were used as a prelude to committee investigation 
for the purpose of determining whether an extended inquiry was necessary 
and/or to provide a foundation on which a committee inquiry could proceed. 
In short, though the committee mechanism was a more effective instrument, 
the reliance placed on committees did not supplant the individual member 
as a source of inquiry or agent of control. Indeed, resolutions calling for 
information were employed far more frequently than resolutions authorizing 
committee investigations. Nonetheless, though the Jeffersonians in practice 
were more lax about calls for information than about committee inquiries, 
in normative terms the same restrictions Jeffersonian theory placed on the 
topics and objects of committee inquiry appIied to the topics and objects 
of calls for information.''' The areas of legitimate concern that Jeffersonian 
theory recognized may be categorized as follows. 

First, and foremost, were inquiries into violations and abuses in the 
expenditure of public funds. On the basis of Congress' legislative power 
over both the appropriation of funds and the structure of executive organi- 
zation, the Jeffersonians saw the handling and expenditure of public money 
by executive officers as a topic of unquestionable legislative concern. More- 
over, though the Jeffersonians did not believe that the House had to assume 
sole or primary responsibility for the safety of the republic, they strongly 
believed that the House had singular responsibilities in the area of public 
expenditures. Not only did the Constitution provide that revenue and by 
implication appropriation measures should originate in the House, but as 
the sole body in the national government directly representative of the 
people the Jeffersonians saw the House as the people's primary agent of 
control, as the "guardians of the public money,"15G 

This general attitude toward the House's role in the area of public 
expenditures translated into assertions of the legitimacy of a variety of 
objects of inquiry. Inquiries into the question of whether funds had been 
expended according to law were seen not only as proper but as essential. 
Indeed, as early as 1791 future Jeffersonians began to press for institu- 
tionalizing this form of inquiry. Note the words of Elbridge Gerry: 

H e  wished the House would make it a rule that every Executive should, at each session, 
lay before the House an account of the expenditure of all the money passing through 
then hands. The people depended on  then Representat~ves for a scrutiny into the expendi- 
ture of the public money. H e  wished, at present, that a committee should be appointed 
to examine into the expenditure of all former appropriations, and that a rule should 
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be established to apply for the future, and procure regular accounts from every branch 
of the Executive Department."' 

On the same occasion Madison spoke and called for periodic appointment 
of a committee to examine accounts. It is not surprising, then, that soon 
after their general and conclusive triumph in the election of 1800 the 
Jeffersonians in the House extended the jurisdiction of the standing commit- 
tee that handled appropriation measures, the Committee on Ways and 
Means, to include regular examination of the appropriation laws to ascer- 
tain whether funds had been spent in conformity with them."' We may 
also note that in the years from 1789 to 1809 many of the speciaI committee 
inquiries into executive operations or conduct and most of the major ones 
were premised in large part on the legality of financial transactions, e.g., 
the inquiry into the state of the Treasury Department under Secretary 
Wolcott and the inquiry into the disbursement of public money by all 
departments under both Presidents Washington and Adams."" 

The emphasis the Jeffersonians placed on legality was matched by the 
emphasis they placed on economy. Inquiries into the economy with which 
funds had been expended were also regarded as appropriate and necessary. 
Thus, major speciaI or select committee investigations were premised on 
economy as well as legality. Note the charge given to the select committee 
appointed to investigate the disbursement of funds by all departments in 
the Washington and Adams Administrations: 

. to inquire and report, whether moneys drawn from the Treasury have been faithfully 
appl~ed to the objects for which they were appropriated, and whether the same have 
been regularly accounted for; and to report likewtse, whether any further arrangements 
are necessary to promote economy, enforce adherence to legtslat~ve restrictions, and secure 
the accountability of persons entrusted with the publ~c  money.'" 

In addition, with regard to economy as well as legality the Jeffersonians 
supported regular inquiry. By the mid-1790's they became strong advocates 
of the view that questions of waste and actual need should be looked into 
as an integral aspect of the appropriations process by the conlnlittee charged 
with the appropriation n-ieasure or by a special or select committee. For 
example, the Jefierson~ans resisted further appropriations for the Mint In 
1796 and further appropriations for the completion of three navaI frigates 
in 1798 on the grounds that expenses had been excessive and that inquiry 
by a select committee should precede appropriation."' On another occasion 
in 1796 Gallatin reported to the House that after inquiry the Committee 
on Ways and Means had decided that the estimate for army rations was 
too high and had cut it by a third.'" Involved in such actions was not 
only the notion that the House was the guardian of the public money, 
but also an important corollary of this notion. In the words of Albert 
Gallatin, if the House was to avoid "endless mischief," it ought "not to 
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vote money because an officer of a department calls for it, however much 
that officer may be entitled to the confidence of the House."'"' 

Nor did inquiries into the legality and economy with which funds had 
been expended exhaust the recognized objects of inquiry in this area. Rather, 
inquiries into the structure of executive organization and salaries with a 
view to retrenchment as well as inquiries into the administrative arrange- 
ments governing the manner in which funds were paid out and accounted 
for were also seen as quite appropriate. Indeed, the latter question was a source 
of great anxiety for the Jeffersonians during the years of Federalist domi- 
nance and a common, though not exclusive, theme of major select committee 
investigations. As William Giles put it in 1794 when advocating a committee 
inquiry into the state of the Treasury under Hamilton, it was "the peculiar 
province of the Representatives, immediately chosen by the people, to 
superintend the contributions and distributions of a11 public moneys." This 
in turn required "knowledge of the whole machinery of the Treasury 
Department" and legislative prescription of "rules of conduct" to avoid 
the emergence of a "species of law" defined by Treasury officers that wouId 
serve as "practical constructions of law contravening the legal construc- 
tions."'" In addition, it is worth noting that when the Jeffersonians expanded 
the jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means in the early months 
of Jefferson's first Congress, they did so in such a way as to confer a genera1 
right of inquiry on the committee that explicitly encompassed retrenchment 
and administrative accountability as well as legality. The clauses added 
at this time are as follows: 

To examine Into the state of the sevcral pubhc departrr1ents. and part~cularly into the 
laws making approprlatlons of moneys, and to report whether the moneys have been 
disbursed conformably w ~ t h  such law: and also to report, from ttme to t~me,  such prov~sions 
and arrangements as may be necessnry to add to the economy of the departments, and 
to the ,~ccountabtl~ty of their officers 1 ° '  

A second area of inquiry that the Jeffersonians recognized as legitimate 
in exercising control over the administrative process was nlisconduct on 
the part of executive officers. On the basis of the House's power to impeach 
civil officers for "treason, bribery, and other high crimes and misdemean- 
ors," the Jeffersonians regarded inquiries into executive misconduct as 
entirely proper and impeachment itself as a significant check the Constitu- 
tion had conferred on the House and Senate. 

It is difficult for modern observers to appreciate how much reliance the 
Jeffersonians placed on impeachment or why they did so. Yet the plain 
fact is that they saw impeach~nent as one of the House's prime methods 
of administrative control. On the one hand, the reluctance the Jeffersonians 
felt for participating or interfering directly in the administrative process 
limited both the types of control mechanisms the House could employ 
and the uses that could be made of the ones that were seen as legitimate. 
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Impeachment therefore appealed because it was a potent corrective of executive 
wrongdoing if applied and because it was unassailable on grounds of 
interfering with the execution of the laws. For example, in the dispute 
over General Wilkinson in 1808, G. W. Campbell, Randolph's successor 
as Chairman of Ways and Means, argued that the House could not direct 
or instruct the President by resolution since instruction was not "a 1egisIative 
act, nor intended to produce a law." In general, he stated that, "He did 
not know that this House could act in any other capacity than legislative, 
except in the single instance of prosecuting in cases of irnpea~hment." '~~ 

On the other hand, many prominent Jeffersonians believed that the 
offenses subject to impeachment were not limited to high crimes or illegal 
acts, but also included illegitimate or unethical activities, e.g., the use of 
patronage for political or personal gain, and even rna1administrati0n.l~ In 
short, the word "misdemeanor" in the constitutional grant of power could 
be and was interpreted loosely as misbehavior with the result that impeach- 
ment could be and was seen as simpIy a legislative device for removing 
officials who had erred in a serious or substantial way.lM Such a view was 
not without some basis of justification and led in Republican ranks to 
a very expansive view of impeachment as a control weapon. The words 
of Joseph NichoIson in a debate in 1804 over whether a committee should 
be appointed to investigate Justice Chase aptly illustrate the point: 

. . whenever any member of the House should rise In his place and state that any officer 
of the Government had been guilty of official misconduct, he had no hesitation In saying, 
that he would consent to an Inquiry. H e  cared not how exaulted h ~ s  station, or how 
far he was raised above the rest of the community; the very circumstance of his superior 
elevation would prove an addlt~onal Incitement. Such, he said, was the nature of the 
Government, and so important the duty, in this respect, devolved upon the House of 
Representatives, that the conduct of the Chief Mag~strate himself, a s  far as his vote could 
effect it, should be subject to an ~nqul ry  whenever ~t was demanded by a member. The 
greater responsibility, the more easy and more slmple should be the means of ~nvestign- 
tlon.""' 

The failure of the Chase impeachment in 1805 seriously undercut the 
expansive approach advocated by such Jeffersonians as Giles, Randolph, 
and Nicholson. After this event views of the breadth of impeachment's 
reach began to contract as did confidence in its feasibility or effectiveness 
as a control mechanism. Moreover, another restriction existed on impeach- 
ment aside from the question of what constituted an impeachable offense 
and the need to depend on the Senate to convict. In contrast to the Jeffer- 
sonian attitude toward inquiry in the area of public expenditures, where 
a member's suspicions and desire for inquiry were accepted as adequate 
justification, many Jeffersonians believed that specific charges were required 
before inquiry into the conduct of particular executive officers could proper- 
ly be authorized. A sizable number of others as well as many Federalists 
believed that it was also necessary to provide a foundation in fact for the 
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charges on the ground that to institute inquiry was itself to cast censure 
on the officer involved."O Nonetheless, emphasis on and regard for impeach- 
ment as a control mechanism continued among Republicans even after 
the Chase fiasco. This was true for a variety of reasons: the disinclination 
to interfere with executive functions which limited other alternatives; the 
emphasis on spelling out the details in law which by encouraging confidence 
that discretion could be limited reduced the sense of need for stricter forms 
of oversight; and the persistence of the belief that impeachment could be 
applied to control or punish acts that were evil or wrong, even if not patently 
or clearly illegal. As a result, after 1805, as before, a common Republican 
response to charges of executive wrongdoing was to propose or suggest 
the initiation of impeachment proceedings. To cite an example, take the 
debate in 1809 over whether an executive officer had misconstrued or 
violated the laws by making certain payments to General Wilkinson. In 
opposing the passage of a resolution stating that the laws had been misap- 
plied, James Holland spoke for a majority of his fellow Republicans: 

Suppose thts House were to resolve that the oplnlon of the Attorney Genera! was 
incorrect, what good purpose would it answer7 Would it b r ~ n g  back Into the Treasury 
the money improperly applied? No. Is ~t consistent with the dignity of the House to 
pass an op~nion  on the subject? It IS the duty of this House to make laws, and of 
another t r~bunal  to decide on the laws when made; and if an incorrect declslon be 
made, the person making ~t IS liable to be impeached, and t h ~ s  House IS the organ 
for that purpose. Why was not the matter brought forward properly?"' 

Last, but not least, the Jeffersonians recognized a third area where 
inquiries into executive operations or conduct were legitimate. That is, 
inquiries into the fidelity and effectiveness with which legal authority 
conferred on executive officers had been implemented. On the basis of 
Congress' lawmaking power the Jeffersonians thought it quite proper for 
the House to inquire into the manner in which the laws had been executed 
in order that it might correct existing violations, abuses, or failures and/or 
prevent future ones through the further exercise of its legislative preroga- 
tives. 

This basis of oversight was clearly connected to an unchallengeable 
element of Congressional power, When called upon to legislate the House 
could hardly be denied the opportunity to look into need, which in turn 
meant that it often also had to be allowed to look into past executive 
performance."' Nor could it be denied the opportunity of checking into 
violations, abuses, or failures when alleged since it was both the source 
of legal authority and capable as well as responsible for corrective action 
through further legislation. Thus, from the early Congresses on committees 
charged with such functions were simply appointed with little discussion 
or dispute. Note, for example, the following committee inquiries authorized 
in the Third and Fourth Congresses (1793-1797): the state of the Mint 
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and what is needed to render it more beneficial; the progress made under 
the Act to protect the frontiers; the nature and causes of the impediments 
to the conveyance of Southern mail; the operation of the Act for the relief 
and protection of American Seamen."' In addition, in this area as in the 
other two we have identified, Republicans at times cited public exposure 
as a valid ground of inquiry."' The claim was not only that the people 
had a right to know about violations or abuses in public expenditures, 
official conduct, or implementation of the law, but also that informing 
the people would provide them with guidance in exercising the potent 
corrective at their disposal-the vote. However, exposure was not offered 
as a self-sufficient or all-encompassing basis for inquiry, but rather as a 
complementary objective and beneficial consequence of inquiry for purposes 
and within areas permitted by the House's legislative or judicial powers 
under the Constitution. 

We may conclude, then, that Jeffersonian thought sought to balance 
a high regard for executive prerogatives under the Constitution with a 
strongly felt need to allow Congress to function as guardian or watchdog 
of the administrative process. It therefore endorsed oversigl-it or superin- 
tendence, not s~ipervision or interference, and this role only within areas 
of legitimate concern and for purposes or objects related to those concerns. 
Nonetheless, here as elsewhere, grave weaknesses existed in Jeffersonian 
thinking that could and did ultimately undermine its goals. 

In essence, the distinction between oversight and interference is a feeble 
and highly relative one. All forms of checks on administration interfere 
with the course of execution. In a basic sense interference is unavoidable 
because administration or execution is an ongoing process. Interference 
is therefore a matter of degree and a function of the extent of involven~ent 
and the influence exercised during involvement. The prime error of the 
Jeffersonians, however, was not that they did not generate clear guidelines 
to distinguish oversight from interference. Rather, it was that they assumed 
the set of distinctions they did define was adequate to their purpose of 
insuring executive command of the administrative process. 

The commitment the Jeffersonians felt to protect executive prerogatives 
led them to define the legitimate areas of House activity in terms of the 
constitutional powers of the House and to limit the objects or purposes 
of inquiry to matters connected with these powers: inquiries into violations 
and abuses in the expenditure of public money on the basis of the House's 
power over executive organization and funds; inquiries into executive mis- 
conduct on the basis of the House's power over impeachment; and inquiries 
into the execution of the laws on the basis of the House's power to revise 
and extend them. However, the areas that were recognized to be of legiti- 
mate concern were extremely broad. In addition, since the distinction 
between activities that encroach on the executive and activities that do 
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not is an ephemeral one, the potential for expanding the extent, character, 
and impact of inquiry was great. To put the point another way, if one 
conceives the purposes or objects of inquiry as connected to or derived 
from the broad prerogatives of the House and combines this conception 
with a criterion for restricting inquiry based on the highly vague and 
malleable distinction between oversight and interference, the result is to 
circumscribe the scope and consequences of inquiry hardly at all. Rather, 
the reach of inquiry becomes highly elastic. 

As a consequence, what Jeffersonian theory really had to rely on was 
not its objective power to discriminate between oversight and interference, 
but on its subjective power to induce discipline and restraint, on the willing- 
ness of members to restrict the number of inquiries and to confine those 
authorized to concretely defined matters closely connected to a definite 
legislative or judicial purpose within the power of the House. In the period 
from 1789 to 1809 such restraint did on the whole prevail. We may note 
that there were only about a half-dozen major committee investigations 
of executive behavior in these two decades and that the subpoena power 
was granted less than half the time even on these occasions.'" Nonetheless, 
hints that restraint was ebbing can also be found."" 

Dependence on self-discipline, however, was not the only limitation of 
the Jeffersonian approach. Equally, if not more important, the lack of an 
adequate basis of discrimination and the absence of any developed sense 
of this fact meant that when commitment to restraint declined all manners 
of inquiry could stiIl assume the protective coloration of the old theory. 
Thus, inquiries that had only a vague connection to a definite legislative 
or judicial purpose within the power of the House could be justified, even 
though they were motivated in fact by the policy advantages or political 
gains to  be secured from inquiry rather than by a desire to revise a law 
or appropriation or to invoke impeachment. Similarly, though the amount 
of interference rises almost proportionately with the number of inquiries, 
whether vague or specific, Jeffersonian theory was blind to this fact since 
it was premised on a supposedly qualitative distinction between "encroach- 
ment" and "nonencroachment." It could therefore pose no normative barrier 
to the multiplication of inquiries once the appetite for them increased. 
As an added problem, once public exposure was raised as a ground of 
inquiry, a potential for virtually infinite expansion in the scope and reach 
of inquiry was created. In short, then, Jeffersonian thinking on the role 
of congressional control of the administrative process not only contained 
the seeds of its own destruction, but provided the actual means or in- 
struments by which it could be accomplished. Ironically enough, as the 
surrounding nexus of restraint that derived from strict regard for the 
character of executive power under the Constitution atrophied, the very 
set of postulates Jeffersonian theory provided could be applied to justify 
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ever increasing legislative involvement in the administrative process rather 
than to restrict the legislature to definite and circumscribed boundaries 
as originally intended. 



PART TWO 

THEORY AND PRACTICE: 1809- 1829 

Our discussion of theory and practice in the decades before 1809 provides 
one key facet of an analysis of the nature and significance of committee 
development in the House. To  complete this analysis it is necessary both 
to examine what happened to traditional Jeffersonian attitudes and practices 
in the remainder of the Republican period and to consider the long-run 
significance of attitudes and events in this period for the future operation 
of the House. The latter task, however, we shall leave to the next and 
final part of this study. 

First Reference to Executive OJtjScers 

If we again turn first to the issue of executive participation in the lawmak- 
ing process, we may remember that the original Jefiersonian position limited 
the role of all executive officers quite stringently on the grounds that 
legislative independence required it to be free of executive influence, that 
Congress as lawmaker should write the laws in accord with its own wishes. 
As a result, not only were private or personal attempts to influence legislative 
judgment through argument, appeals, or favors regarded as illegitimate; 
in addition, formal or open reliance on executive guidance was viewed 
in a similar fashion since policy recommendations and plans also were 
seen as means of swaying or shaping legislative outcomes. We have noted, 
however, that even Jefferson and his generation of Republicans found it 
impossible to adhere strictly to these principles. As early as the mid- 1790's, 
when the Jeffersonians initially achieved majority status in the House for 
a brief period, they quickly found that they could not in fact do without 
executive assistance."' They therefore began to make extensive use of a 
practice that has ever since been a hallmark of Congressional operation-use 
of the smaller committees as channels for executive advice and plans. 
Moreover, once the Jeffersonians gained continuing domination of both 
the House and the Presidency in 1801, their leaders in the executive branch 
covertly engaged in extensive management of the legislative process and 
party members in the House showed much greater tolerance for the direct 
reference of subjects to executive officers in terms that implicitly or even 
explicitly asked for advice and plans than had been the case when the 
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Federalists controlled the departments.""till, the years before 1809 provid- 
ed only a platform for the changes to come. 

After 1809, as we shall see in greater detail in the next section of this 
study, the number of standing committees proliferated. Often the process 
of development was one in which a select committee first gained such 
regularity of appointment and such general jurisdiction that it became a 
standing committee in everything but name and only subsequently was 
recognized as a standing committee in the rules. Nonetheless, growth was 
more rapid than before 1809 and by the early 1820's the standing committees 
controlled almost every normal subject area in the House. As a standing 
committee system took shape, the existence of regular and intimate connec- 
tion between smaller committees and their corresponding departments 
became both more widely and more firmly established.I7The result, howev- 
er, was not simply an increase in the degree of interrelationship, but, as 
might be expected, a change in attitudes, 

Note the following two quotations. The first derives from a speech John 
Randolph delivered to the House in 1812. It indicates that a decade before 
the process of spinning out a standing committee system had been completed 
the climate of assunlptions toward the executive had taken a decisive turn. 
Whereas Republicans prior to 1809 had come to acknowledge committee- 
department contacts and to justify them in the same terms that formal 
or direct reference was justified, i.e., as calls for information, Randolph's 
words indicate that by the Twelfth Congress (181 1-18 13) there was little 
discrimination left in the original distinction between information and 
advice and that Republicans were now willing to admit frankly and openly 
that what con~n~ittees secured and reported represented executive advice 
or "wishes." 

T h ~ s  House is Independent of t l ~ e  Executive branch of the Government; yet In every 
question connected w ~ t h  war, as tlrat department IS best acqua~nted w ~ t h  the subject, 
and the resources of the country, and as ~t must eventually be entrusted w ~ t h  the executron 
of war measures, there was but one course, after the comnlittees met, which common 
sense prescr~bed, and that was to apply to the Execut~ve branch for informat~on on thls 
subject. It was on his nlot~on that the Secretary of War appeared before the committee, 
and gave them a plan of tvhat the Executive deemed necessary to be done, and the 
committee reported accord~ngly. And what has been the result? Without any further 
information from the Executive, we have changed our views on the subject. . .why this 
violent struggle against Execut~ve w~slies?"" 

The second quotation derives from a controversy in 1826 over a resolution 
directing the Secretary of the Navy to inform the House what further 
legislation was necessary to preserve certain naval timber resources. It 
illustrates several points worth noting: the virtually unqualified acceptance 
that use of the smaller committees as intermediaries had achieved by the 
mid-1820's and the continued existence of a gap between what the House 
would tolerate informally as opposed to formally. On this occasion Henry 
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Storrs, Cllairman of the Naval Affairs Committee, successfully substituted 
reference to his committee and won the consent of the House with the 
following comment: 

Mr. Storrs observed that he had no objectton to having this information obtained; but 
he doubted ~f ~t was a proper course for t h ~ s  House to call on one of the Heads of 
Departments to know ~f leglslat~on is. o r  is not, necessary on a given subject. It was 
at all tlrnes proper to call on 111m for facts . .  . b u t  ~t was evidently unbecom~ng for the 
House of Representatives to ask any Head of Department how they shall perform their 
duty ."' 

It might be thought that the further extension and solidification of 
committee-department relations after 1809 would have obviated the need 
for any further increase in formal or direct reference to executive officers 
for advice or pIans. This, however, is not what occurred. Rather, the latter 
part of Madison's Administration (1809-1 8 17) and the years of Monroe's 
Administration (1817-1824) witnessed a substantial increase in such refer- 
ences.'" Indeed, by the second session of the Sixteenth Congress (1820-1821) 
calls on executive officers had become so numerous that one member 
complained that the House was calling on the department heads to make 
long and involved investigations "with the same facility" that it called on 
its comnlittees to inquire into the most minor topics.'" 

The reasons for the revival of a practice that the Jeffersonians of the 
1790's had fought against so strenuously relate in part to the decline of 
the Republican party as a unified entity and the decline of the presidential 
office under Jefferson's successors. What resulted, especially after Monroe's 
accession to the presidency, was government by "separate battalions"- 
government through the interaction of congeries of competing party factions 
centered around the leadership of prominent department heads, such as 
John Calhoun, John Quincy Adams, and William Crawford.'"' In a context 
in which the Republican party fractionalized in the process of obliterating 
the Federalists and in which department heads operated independently 
of the President, competing for advantage and succession to the presidency 
by cultivating their own following in Congress and pursuing their own 
policies, powerful incentives were provided for direct reference."' By making 
direct calls members of party factions could provide their leaders with 
opportunities for leverage and publicity with regard to both their policies 
and their prospects. Still, division into "separate battalions" was not the 
only source of incentive. As the size of the House and the scope of its 
policy concerns increased and as a new generation of Republicans entered 
the House with little knowledge or understanding of the degree of stringency 
originally intended in the norms regulating formal requests for executive 
assistance, direct reference became increasingly appealing to individual 
members and even committees.'"Formal resolutions approved by the House 
constituted "orders" rather than mere requests. As such, direct calls had 
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a number of advantages. They provided a means of inducing a department 
to do the laborious work of collecting and arranging all the information 
required for argument and appeal with regard to a specific problem when 
it might have preferred to employ its limited staff resources quite differently; 
they provided a means of inducing a department to come up with a plan 
for doing something it might have preferred to avoid or approach different- 
ly; and finally they provided a means of gaining publicity and leverage 
for a policy goal a department did not favor or accord much priority. 

Nonetheless, it should not be assumed that the original Jeffersonian norm 
proscribing formal or  direct reference to department heads for advice and 
plans simply disappeared.'" Rather, as far as advice or opinion is concerned, 
it continued to be honored formally for many years. To be sure, as the 
quote from Randolph cited above indicates, such proscriptions no longer 
had much restrictive effect. Even so, up  through the 1820's calls or references 
usually did not explicitly ask for advice or opinion, but rather for basic 
or hard information and a determination of whether and how improvements 
or corrections might be made.'% In short, in form at least calls could still 
be brought under the old rubric of fact finding due to its initial lax delinea- 
tion. And, indeed, calls or references were generally described and referred 
to in floor discussions as calls for information."" In addition, explicit requests 
for "opinion" continued to run into objections. As late as 1818 a resolution 
was criticized for requesting the opinion of a Secretary and amended to 
request him to supply information "tending to affect the expediency" of 
the proposal.'" It is not until the very end of the period that the character 
of debates suggests that explicit, formal requests for "opinion" were fully 
accepted as legitimate. Even then the House could be quite touchy about 
the terms of reference. This is indicated by the 1826 naval timber case 
cited above as well as by a debate in 1830 over a resolution that simply 
asked the Secretary of War to report a plan for reducing the Army without 
injuring the service. This resolution was objected to on the grounds that 
it committed the House to the proposition and was amended to instruct 
the Secretary to inquire whether a reduction could be made without injury 
and, if so, to report a p1an.l9l 

We may conclude that in the years folIowing 1809 traditional Jeffersonian 
doctrine regarding executive participation in the lawmaking process was 
further and substantially attenuated. Indeed, the increase in the role and 
power of the department heads brought with it a relaxation of antipathy 
and suspicion of executive involven~ent in yet another regard. It became 
common during the years of Madison's presidency for Republican members 
to argue, on grounds of executive wisdom and knowledge, that proposals 
which the appropriate department head did not think necessary or expedient 
should not be passed and even that the department heads should be the 
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ones to suggest what was necessary or expedient in their various areas 
of c~nce rn . "~  

However, changes in attitude and practice after 1809 did not destroy 
or even supplant Republican attachment to the basic axiom or several 
of the key corollaries of traditional theory. Rather, these old propositions 
survived and managed to coexist with new strains of thought, despite the 
direct and indirect conflicts involved and the continuing gulf between theory 
and practice. Thus, Republican members never relinqu~shed or questioned 
the basic axion1 of traditional theory-the concept of legislative autonomy. 
Though they interpreted its needs less stringently, they continued to affirm 
that the legislature, not the executive, was the lawmaking branch, that 
its decisions should reflect its own wishes, and that executive attempts to 
control or manage outcomes were illegitimate. In addition, Republican 
members continued to argue with vehemence and with success in concrete 
and particular instances that the House should initiate its own measures 
and/or that the House should not defer to executive opinion but rather 
should decide issues on the basis of its own estimation of the merits of 
a question.'"' 

Equally important, because the bedrock of support for legislative au- 
tononly remained deep, the changes in theory and practice that occurred 
did not impede further extension of the number and role of standing 
con~n~ittees. Rather, after 1809 even more than before, the relaxation of 
t rad i t iona l  Jeffersonian l i l ax i~ns  redounded  t o  t he  advantage  of 
snlaller committees. If reliance on and deference to the executive became 
more open and in some ways even more pronounced, the possibility of 
turning the clock back to 1790, of forn~ally reinstituting some variant of 
ministerial government, was not raised nor even recognized. Department 
heads had little choice but to use and work through the relevant select 
or standing committee. Indeed, with increases in size and party disunity 
the importance of these entities as vehicles of achieving departmental policy 
goals also increased. As a result, even the substantial growth in direct 
reference to department heads did no basic damage. The reports on receipt 
were generally referred directly to the appropriate smaller committee and 
were often initiated, forn~ally at least, by a committee in the first place. 
In  short, then, what occurred once presidential power declined was inten- 
sification of the long-run process of mutual reinforcement on the part of 
departments and smaller committees. In this continuing process departments 
provided committees with expert information and advice, detailed plans, 
and prestige in exchange for political support. This in turn made smaller 
conlnlittees more influential on the floor and increased the need for depart- 
ments to work through them. Moreover, in the case of select comnlittees 
it had the additional effect of generating pressure for regular appointment 
and stable, generalized jurisdiction, for conversion into standing committees. 
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All this, however, is not to imply that the departments simply exploited 
committees. Then as now department heads had to bargain for committee 
support. Nor is it to imply that the pattern of mutual dependence between 
committees and departments necessarily insured executive leadership. As 
we have already suggested somewhat obliquely and will expand upon 
shortly, the smaller committees aIso had the ability to use the departments 
as instruments of their purpose rather than vice versa, and this ability 
increased as committees gained regularity of appointment and j~risdiction."~ 
Admittedly, demonstration of this fact was infrequent before 1809 and 
continued to be restricted after 1809. Committee members then as now 
had neither the time nor the knowledge to share or seize initiative on any 
total or comprehensive basis. Nonetheless, in truth, the smaller committees 
constituted a two-edged sword that could cut both for and against executive 
leadership. 

First Reference to Legislative Agencies 

Though we have already anticipated the outcome, let us turn now to 
what was perhaps the central focus of Jeffersonian committee thought-the 
reference of subjects within the legislature. Here, on matters of importance 
traditional theory postulated the first reference of subjects to a Committee 
of the Whole for a decision on principles and, with certain exceptions, 
limited the smaller committees to ministerial functions subsequent to action 
by a Committee of the Whole. As we noted earlier, this norm derived 
from the belief that to structure decision making, to give some individuals 
advantages or means of influence that others did not possess, was to impair 
deliberation and majority rule and it rested on faith in the capacity of 
members both to determine facts on their own and to make meaningful 
or controlling decisions on principle before details were arranged. 

Even before 1809, however, Republican members had begun to doubt 
the feasibility of first reference to a Committee of the Whole and to conceive 
the needs of majority rule less rigidly. By the end of Jefferson's presidency 
first reference to this unit had declined from the level of the early and 
mid-1790's and interpretation of the type of subjects where principles could 
be settled first had grown more restrictive. In the two decades that followed 
1809 this tendency intensified and culminated in the virtual elimination 
of the Committee of the Whole as an agency for first reference. 

Before examining this development in detail, however, let us pause a 
moment to analyze its underlying causes. To do so it is necessary to broaden 
our perspective beyond the notion of department-committee reinforcement. 
In  analyzing the expansion in the role and power of department heads 
after 1809 we were concerned to explain why this expansion contributed 
to rather than impeded committee development. Our analysis was not 
invalid, but incomplete. The factors identified were not the only factors 
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that promoted the emergence and eventual triumph of a standing committee 
system. Also of great significance was the impetus for committee growth 
that derived from internal, organizational needs. The vacuum that resulted 
from the decline of presidential power after 1809 was filled not simply 
by an increase in the power of department heads, but also by the emergence 
of a central or integrative leadership office within the House-the Speaker- 
ship. 

Before 1809 the Speaker was more than simply an impartial presiding 
officer, but his parliamentary importance far exceeded his political impor- 
tance.'" Thus, for example, President Jefferson did not work through Speak- 
er Macon but rather relied on a small and shifting group of members 
to serve as floor leaders on various bills at various times. Indeed, the 
scope and significance of the political role of the Speaker was so restricted 
that for a time Jefferson and his fellow partisans even tolerated Speaker 
Macon's continuing allegiance to John Randolph after Randolph broke 
with the Administration and formed a small, but troublesome, party fac- 
tion.IgG Henry Clay, however, wrought basic and permanent changes in the 
role of the Speaker. Once he assumed the office in 181 1 he transformed 
it from a weak and rather apolitical position into the focal point of leadership 
within the House. In contrast to his predecessors, he involved himself deeply 
and extensively in the decision-making process and employed his consider- 
able talent and charm to assemble and maintain majority support for major 
policies that bore his personal stamp. Similarly, in the interests of his 
program he boldly began to exploit and even extend the various sorts of 
leverage the rules conferred on the Speaker. As a result, the decentralizing 
tendencies implicit in the decline of presidential power and the increased 
influence and independence of the department heads were countered to 
some extent by the emergence of the Speaker as a political leader who 
assumed responsibility for aggregating majorities behind a general policy 
program that was legislatively inspired. In sum, what Clay did to the 
Speakership was to make it a means through which the House might 
organize and direct itself and in so doing provide policy leadership for 
the whole governmental ~ y s t e m . ' ~  

The consequences for committees were substantial. Policy leadership by 
the House and through the Speaker significantly augmented the pressure 
for creating and relying on permanent and speciaIized smaller committees. 
Politically, the ability of the House to manage itself hinged on working 
through such units. On the one hand, reliance on specialized committees 
satisfied the need for a division of labor, while at the same time providing 
units that were open to central guidance and influence due to the manner 
of their appointment. On the other hand, reliance on specialized committees 
facilitated the task of interest accommodation and strengthened deference 
norms. Both of these, in turn, expanded the Speaker's ability to aggregate 
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support behind controversial measures and in so doing critically augmented 
the meager political resources available for integration and management. 
Indeed, in Clay's time, even more than in our own, the leverage the Speaker 
drew from the formal and party structures was so limited that any internal 
system of leadership premised on collegial operation by the whole would 
have been doomed to ineffectiveness. 

In addition, Clay's transformation of the role of the Speaker served as 
a positive influence on committee developn~ent for reasons quite apart from 
its effect on integration and management needs. Self-direction by the House 
did not mean freedom from executive information and advice. Rather, 
the House remained dependent on executive assistance and continued to 
need an effective and efficient means of securing such assistance. If anything, 
that need increased since the kind of information and advice required to 
provide or participate in policy initiation can well be more extensive than 
the kind required simply to evaluate policy proposals that originate else- 
where. As a consequence, the singular advantages smaller committees 
possessed as environmeiltal links continued to generate as much, if not 
more, pressure for increased and regularized usage after Clay's rise as before. 

The utilities possessed by smaller committees as agents of communication 
with executive officers were largely indifferent to the direction or distribution 
of influence. The fact that usage of smaller committees as instruments of 
policy leadership modified or reversed the usual pattern of department- 
committee interaction, a pattern in which the departments were dominant, 
accordingly had little impact on these utilities. They were rather determined 
by the extent of the need for communication. Nor was there any reason 
why the respective shares of initiative and influence could not be rendered 
more equal or even substantially altered in favor of a committee, if political 
support for doing so could be mobilized. Indeed, this is what did occur 
to an increased extent in selected but i~llportant areas of policy after 18 1 1.lgb 
Clay's transformation of the Speakership thus maintained and even rein- 
forced the technical or adaptive factors that traditionally stimulated com- 
mittee development. 

Ironically enough, then, though developments regarding the Speaker and 
the department heads after 1809 represented co~lflicting tendencies or forces, 
both contributed to committee development. To  a significant degree, Clay, 
who occupied the Speakership most of the time between 1811 and 1823, 
and his various rivals in the departments competed for leadership of the 
House and all were dependent on the use of smaller committees as critical 
instruments for the achievement of their program goals. This is not to 
deny that Clay's attempts at program leadership were restricted to a limited 
number of major policy areas or that overall the forces of disintegration 
were stronger than the centralizing force of the Speakership.'" Indeed. Clay's 
ability to master the legislative process itself declined precipitately after 
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1817 when the pace and scope of party disintegration expanded. Hence, 
the Clay of the Eighteenth Congress (1823-1825), his last as Speaker, is 
but a pale shadow of the Clay of the Twelfth Congress (181 1-1813) or 
the Clay of the Fourteenth Congress (1815-1817). Nonetheless, Clay's 
importance for committee development should not be overlooked. If it is 
true that his success in providing a source of central leadership was far 
from uniform in his various terms as Speaker, it is also true that his 
transformation of the Speakership provided an important stimulus for 
further committee development. Though the changes he wrought should 
be seen as only one of several causal factors and were themselves dependent 
on a certain level of prior development in the committee system, it is still 
significant that the period after 1809 that correlates with Clay's assumption 
of the Speakership and his greatest success as Speaker, the period from 
18 1 1 to 18 17, is a period of decisive change in committee theory and practice. 
As we shall see, it is a period marked by such events as the disappearance 
of any real limits on the power of smaller committees to report by bill, 
heightened regularization of committee usage, and explosive growth in the 
strength of a new system of committee norms focused on specialization 
and d e f e r e n ~ e . ~ ~  

Finally, no analysis of the causes of committee development would be 
complete without recognition of the significance of expansion in the size 
of the House and the dimensions of its business. There is no doubt that 
these increased substantially in the years from 1789 to 1829 or that they 
had an important impact on committee de~e lopmen t .~ '  However, what also 
should be recognized since these factors are often treated as the single 
or most important determinant of committee development is that their 
impact was mediated by House goals. As the history of the British Parlia- 
ment indicates, there is no necessary reason for expansion in size and 
governmental business to spawn a specialized standing committee system. 
If the House had been similarly oriented, if it had not been greatly concerned 
over its lawmaking functions and had been willing instead to accept minis- 
terial direction and to delegate large amounts of discretion to administrative 
officials, it too could have handled expansion without much committee 
development, assuming, of course, that executive leadership was available. 
It was the character of the House goals that gave the physical factors of 
increased size and business their impact. In a body where goals ranged 
from providing policy leadership for the whole governmental system at 
a maximum to retaining detailed control of policy in all areas at a minimum 
increases in size and business placed harsh limits on the possibility of 
combining effectiveness and collegial operation. As a result, sheer physical 
growth in terms of men and measures became a component of the organiza- 
tional problem and helped to spur the process of internal differentiation. 

In  short, we may see the emergence and triumph of a standing committee 
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system as a product of three prime factors that were interrelated in origin 
and impact: department-committee reinforcement, the redefinition of the 
Speakership as a position of central leadership, and continuing expansion 
in size and business. Indeed, the degree of interrelation is such that they 
themselves can be subsumed as part of a more general explanation. As 
we noted in Part One, at heart a fundamental contradiction existed between 
traditional Jeffersonian attitudes with regard to legislative autonomy and 
traditional Jeffersonian attitudes with regard to deliberation and majority 
rule. Goals regarding Congress' role as lawmaker vis i vis the executive 
set in motion and continually stimulated processes of organizational dif- 
ferentiation that provided the House with capability for legislating in detail 
according to its own wishes and even exercising policy initiative or leader- 
ship. However, satisfaction of the need for organizational differentiation 
was incompatible with the maintenance of collegial and equalitarian forms 
of decision making and this was especially so in a context in which the 
size of the membership and the size of the business were continually 
expanding. 

For all these reasons the division of labor between the Committee of 
the Whole and the smaller committees established by traditional theory 
could not be sustained indefinitely. Undermined even before 1809, it simply 
disintegrated in the decade that followed. By the end of the next decade 
first reference to a Committee of the Whole was on the verge of extinction. 
We may note, for example, that in the first sixty days of the first session 
of the Eighth Congress (1803-1804) ten subjects were first referred to a 
Committee of the Whole and a considerable amount of time was occupied 
by discussion of these subjects in Committee of the Whole.'"' In contrast, 
in the first sixty days of the first session of the Twentieth Congress 
(1827-1828) only two subjects were first referred to a Committee of the 
Whole and neither was actually brought up for considerati~n.~~' Understood 
in context, these figures convey far more than their face value. Since the 
amount of business increased substantially between the Eighth and Twen- 
tieth Congress, the actual decline was far more than f ive f~ ld .~ '  Thus, 
whereas the ten subjects referred in 1803-1804 represented a significant 
portion of the major business of the first two months of the session, the 
impact of referring two subjects in the first two months of the session in 
1827-1828 was negligible. In addition, there is good reason to suspect that 
by the end of the Jeffersonian period the occasional first reference of a 
subject to a Committee of the Whole was usually really motivated by a 
desire to postpone or table it, rather than to advance it. 

These changes in practice were accompanied by changes in attitude, in 
governing norms. Indeed, as is common in successful cases of 
institutional change, theory and practice reinforced one another. Changes 
in procedure led to changes in attitude and vice versa. As a consequence, 
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a new set of attitudes emerged and became dominant which accorded the 
smaller committees the preeminence in reference they have retained to 
the present day. 

One facet of this new set of attitudes toward the proper division of labor 
between the whole and the smaller committees involved a marked abridge- 
ment of the role of the Committee of the Whole. Doubt over the ability 
of individual members to ascertain facts on their own or to settle principles 
prior to the arrangement of details became deep and encompassing. 
Members increasingly began to believe that to refer first to a Committee 
of the Whole was to waste time, to provide for "useless debate."205 As a 
result, by the 1820's, if not earlier, traditional theory had been turned on 
its head. The exceptions recognized to permit first reference to smaller 
committees had become the rule. Hence, the new guidelines that emerged 
to govern first reference circumscribed the role of the Committee of the 
Whole so strictly as to eliminate it as an agency for first reference except 
in highly isolated cases. Note, for example, Daniel Webster's discussion 
of the proper conditions for first reference to a Committee of the Whole 
in the first session of the Nineteenth Congress (1825-1826). 

Mr. Webster. . . . He did not know any usage that justified the reference of these resolut~ons, 
in the first instance, to a Comm~ttee of the WIloIe House. He spoke particularly In reference 
to the second resolution That resolut~on professed to state facts, certainly not of general 
notonety, and of which no evidence whatever had been furnuhed. If he understood it, 

~t assumed, or asserted, that certain Courts of the Unlted States had prescribed rules 
of practice, not warranted by law. But the House had no knowledge of any such rules, 
or of any rules, supposed or  alleged to be of that character.. . , The proper subjects for 
discussion, In Committee of the Whole, doubtless, are general proposltlons, or general 
measures, in regard to whlch 110 lnvestigdtlon, as to f x t s  and as to part~culars, may 
probably become nece~sary.~"' 

Moreover, Webster's position, though extremely attenuated in its recognition 
of the prerogatives of the Committee of the Whole, was still a moderate 
or even conservative one for the mid-1820's. He at least continued to 
approach the problem within the framework of traditional theory and 
continued to recognize some role for the Committee of the Whole. Indeed, 
practice in the House suggests the possibility that the guidelines he endorsed 
had become a matter of consensus a decade or so earlier. If so, by 1826 
they may well have represented the standards of the past far more than 
the present.'" In the 1830's members would simply argue that to refer first 
to a Committee of the Whole was equivalent to "pursuing shadows" or 
placing the House "at sea without rudder, chart, or compass."'0s Such 
sentiments were undoubtedly present in the latter part of the Jeffersonian 
period and may have been dominant then as well. 

A second and complementary facet of new attitudes toward the respective 
functions of the whole and the smaller committees involved a sharp inflation 
of the role and virtues of the latter. A new and positive rationale for first 
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reference to smaller committees emerged which did not hinge simply on 
the difficulties of collective decision making under circumstances in which 
facts were disputed or details complex. Rather, it emphasized something 
that had always been implicit in the case for first reference to smaller 
committees-the superior decision-ma!cing capabilities smaller conlnlittees 
derived from division of labor and specialization. In so doing this rationale 
produced a set of propositions that justified first reference to smaller com- 
mittees generally, and implicitly and even explicitly encouraged deference 
to their opinions or conclusions. For example, in the first session of the 
Fourteenth Congress (1815-1816) Lewis Willian~s, a Republican member 
destined to serve a quarter-century in the House, felt constrained to make 
the following remarks before stating his differences with the Con~nlittee 
on Ways and Means: 

I propose the amend~i~ent  w ~ t h  d~ffidence apn, because 1 am also sens~ble of that 
deference which is always due, and generally p a d ,  to the Comrn~ttee of Ways and Means. 
A course drfferent from t h ~ s ,  would h ~ r d l y  be pr'lctlc'lble , ~ t  any trme. and frequently 
improper, for i t  IS presumed the cornm~ttee have examlned the subjects referred to them, 
with a patlcnce and scrutiny, whrch rhe Ho~lse  would scarcely be 'Idequate to undergo 
In Itr corporate and l c g ~ s l ~ ~ t ~ v e  capacity. They have free and famil~ar access to fC1cts dnd 
oplnlon, whlch the House. from its very nature and 11s numbers, could not have, berng 
a small body, they perform then busrness w ~ t h  a fac~lity dnd drspatcli, w h ~ c h  would 
be ~mprdctlcal to a large leg~slat~ve assembly Hence, I apprehend. the custom of referrrng 
all silblects to the committee In the first instance, of receivrng their reports when rndde. 
w ~ t h  great deference. . By no means, slr, would I oblect to the custom of the House. 
On the contrary, I think rt 1s generdlly the best course to be pursued w ~ t h  all commrttees "" 
Nor is it surprising that the rationale for reference to smaller com~llittees 

simultaneously encouraged deference to them. To be sure, this represented 
a radical departure from traditional Jeffersonian theory which favored the 
Committee of the Whole precisely because it feared that committee initiative 
would shape results and thereby distort the expression of majority will. 
Nonetheless, the essence of traditional theory was the assumption that all 
members should equally participate in and be equally responsible for all 
legislation. In contrast, the essence of the new theory was belief in speciali- 
zation and specialization is silnply not viable unless norms of deference 
and, by implication, reciprocity are strong."" 

It is, of course, difficult to pinpoint the time when attitudes, such as 
those expressed by Williams, became dominant in the House. Still, it nlay 
well have been within the years from 181 1 to 1817. The WilIiams quote 
cited above is not only far stronger and more explicit than similar exa~nples 
of such thinking before 1809; it is also far less isolated. In contrast to 
the years before 1809, evidence that norms of specialization and deference 
were widely and solidly entrenched and had profoundly affected the deci- 
sion-making process is readily available by the last years of Madison's 
presidency. Note the following exchange in December, 18 16, over a proposal 
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to delegate certain claims to an executive officer. After Speaker Clay 
complained that in practice cIaims were disposed of simply on the recom- 
mendation of the Claims Committee without other members knowing 
anything about them or even bothering to vote, John Randolph replied: 

He was content to trust the Cornn~~t tee  of Clalms-as content to trust any cornmlttee 
of thls House as any department of this Government. . . . ~f the House was to glve up 
its power In the case of prlvate claims because no man responded aye or  no to the 
Chalr, . . . ~t ~iiight be glven up in almost every case, since bills frequently passed before 
the House w ~ t h  as l~t t le  attention. exciting as l~t t le  interest In t h ~ s  body as reports from 
the Committee on Claims."' 

Whatever the status of these norms in 1817, there is little doubt that 
they were dominant a decade later at the end of the Jeffersonian period. 
To  illustrate the point let us cite the remarks of John Weems in the first 
session of the Twentieth Congress (1827-1828). Neither the member nor 
the debate were of any lasting importance. What is significant is rather 
the manner in which the norms of specialization and deference are treated 
as simple axioms. 

And is ~t not. Slr, the universal usage of thn House to refer every subject introduced 
here. to that partrcular comm~ttee, which has charge of such matter, o r  to a special 
comtnittee, whose report, w ~ t h  the documents and vouchers, etc. when of s ~ ~ f f i c ~ e n t  
~mportunce, are ordered to be pnnted? And why, Slr? That the House may, thereafter, 
be enabled to take up the s~~blec t ,  and at once act upon it, as we do nine times out 
of ten. without niucli further ~ n q u ~ r y ;  depend~ng,  as we are compelled, by way of 
getting through the buslness of Congress, upon the wlsdom, justlce and impartiality 
of our com~n~t tee~ ." '  

It is not surprising, then, that Thomas Hamilton, an Englishman who 
authored an in~portant two-volume work on life in the United States in 
the early 1830's, could write of the committee system in a manner that 
fits easily into any modern textbook. He  noted that "the various interests 
of the country" are considered by "permanent committees7' and "no bill" 
possessed "the smallest prospect of success which had not previously re- 
ceived the approbation of these committees.""~' 

Once again, however, it sl~ould not be thought that traditional attitudes 
simply disappeared. As was the case with regard to direct reference to 
executive officers, the death of Jeffersonian notions regarding the propriety 
of first reference to a Committee of the Whole was exceedingly prolonged. 
Argumelzts for suc l~  references in highIy traditional terms continued to be 
made from time to time throughout the Jeffersonian period and beyond."" 
More important, several key aspects of Jeffersonian theory regarding the 
role of smaller committees vis i vis the whole body and individual mcmbers 
survived. If belief that the shaping of subjects by smalIer committees under- 
mined the possibility of eliciting a true sense of the majority atrophied, 
belief that these committees constituted a potential threat to majority rule 
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and should not be allowed to obstruct it endured."" If deference to smaller 
committees increased as the norm and practice of specialization took hold, 
the notion that the individual member was responsible for informing himself 
and for making up his own mind continued to attract substantial ~uppor t . "~  
Finally, if by the 1820's members had long believed it necessary and proper 
for smaller committees to report opinion, reasoning or argument, and 
detailed recommendations when subjects were referred to them, the tradi- 
tional view of these committees as mere agents of the whole which prepared 
subjects for decision by settling facts and arranging details continued to 
figure prominentIy in conceptualization and discussion of their role."' In 
short, here as elsewhere elements of traditional theory continued to coexist 
with new attitudes despite the incompatibilities or contradictions involved 
and sucli coexistence has persisted to the present day. 

It remains true, nonetheless, that both theory and practice changed 
decisively. Well before the end of the Jeffersonian period the Committee 
of the Whole had been transformed into a reviewer and even ratifier of 
the decisions of smaller committees. Moreover, this transformation was 
accompanied by another that was equally vital to the division of labor 
in the reference and handling of subjects that now emerged. As should 
not surprise us, given the interrelations and dependencies that exist in 
organizational systems, theory and practice also changed with regard to 
the role of the standing vis A vis the select committee. Indeed, the main 
beneficiary of the demise of the Committee of the Whole was the standing 
committee mechanism. 

In the decades that followed 1809 a comprehensive standing committee 
system emerged in the House. Indeed, though it is difficult to identify 
a turning point in an incremental process, such a system had substantially 
come into existence within a decade after 1809. Thus, though overall the 
process of committee development was slow and haphazard rather than 
rapid or uniform, it intensified after 1809 and the cumulative results were 
impressive. In the years from I789 to 1809 nine standing committees were 
created."' Of these nine, however, only Ways and Means, Commerce and 
Manufactures, and possibly Public Lands handled subjects of major impor- 
tance. Nonetheless, developments in this period provided the foundation 
for future expansion. When Madison left office in 1817 ten new standing 
committees had been added, and a number of the seIect committees on 
the President's Message had gained such regular appointment and wide 
jurisdiction that they had become standing committees in everything but 
name, e.g., Military Affairs, Naval Affairs, Indian Affairs, and Foreign 
Affairs.'" Indeed, for these years this development was even more important 
than the official creation of standing committees since seven of the new 
standing committees were on expenditures of various forms and only one 
of the remaining three, Judiciary, was of major importance. I n  the next 
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eight years the four select committees mentioned above were recognized 
in the rules as standing and two standing committees were established 
in other areas so that when Monroe left office in 1825 six standing commit- 
tees had been added."' By the end of the period two additional standing 
committees had been created bringing the total to twenty-seven and two 
select committees on the President's Message, Roads and Canals and Militia, 
had become standing in everything but name.'" As a result, in contrast 
to the situation in 1789, 1801, or even 1809, when the Jeffersonian period 
ended a system of standing committees existed which provided comprehen- 
sive coverage of the variety of general subject areas dealt with by the House. 

The emergence of a standing committee system, however, was not simply 
a matter of an increase in number. Rather, the increase in number was 
itself a reflection of change both in attitude toward and use of the standing 
committee mechanism. In truth, the reason the development of a standing 
committee system was slow and haphazard was not simply the important 
role initially accorded to the Committee of the Whole, but also the fact 
that no general presumption originally existed in favor of standing commit- 
tees vis vis select committees."'As a consequence, though such a presump- 
tion finally developed, it required several decades to grow and gather 
strength and did so in an incremental and disjointed fashion.'= 

By the 1820's, however, the standing committee had clearly triumphed 
over its single remaining rival. The establishment of standing committees 
in the various areas of business was now generally regarded as essential 
for efficient operation and sound leg is la t i~n .~ '  Furthermore, though the 
rules at this point did not make reference to the standing committees 
automatic, but rather permitted reference to select committees to be moved 
and adopted, a decided preference existed in favor of the standing commit- 
t e e ~ . ~ '  This is not to say that exceptions were not recognized or made. 
Members could and did argue successfuIly that the distinctive character 
of a subject, the strain of the workload on a particular standing committee, 
the unusual importance of a subject, and/or the need for a friendly commit- 
tee required the creation and use of a select committee. Overall, however, 
members felt that subjects should be referred to standing committees be- 
cause they saw these committees as units which took a general or impartial 
view, possessed intimate knowledge of their subject areas, and proceeded 
in a deliberate manner with concern for consistency, precision, and past 
experience."' Given these assumptions, it is not surprising that it became 
common for members to refer to the standing committees as "tribunals," 
i.e., to analogize committee decision making and judicial decision making.'" 

In contrast, select committees were downgraded and their use generally 
opposed. This was true not simply because members had become convinced 
that select committees had serious deficiencies in terms of knowledge or 
experience. It was also true because members now believed both that select 
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committees would take a "biased" or  "ex parte" view since they were after 
all by tradition composed of friends of the measure proposed and that 
select committees "were likeIy to be influenced in their decisions by con- 
siderations . . . arising from the excitement of the m ~ m e n t . " ' ~  In brief, the 
virtues members now found in smaller committees they ascribed almost 
exclusively to the standing committee form. Nor was the triumph of the 
standing committee form simply a matter of theory. Favorable attitudes 
toward these committees resulted in heavy reliance on them in practice. 
We may note, for example, that in the first month of the Eighth Congress 
select committees competed on roughly equal terms with standing commit- 
tees in public areas of bus ine~s , '~  In the first month of the Twentieth 
Congress, however, out of more than two hundred referrals of subjects 
in public areas of business only a half-dozen went to select ~ommittees.~'.'" 

Reporting By Bill 

So much then for developments after 1809 with regard to first reference. 
Developments after 1809 with regard to the three remaining areas or 
categories of Jeffersonian committee thought were tied largely to the cl~anges 
in theory and practice that brought the standing committees to the forefront. 

If we turn first to the traditional Jeffersonian position that bills should 
not be allowed until principles had been settled by the whole House, we 
may remember that this proposition existed as a critical corollary to the 
proposition that important subjects should first be referred to a Committee 
of the Whole. Based on the assumption that first reference to smaller 
committees would be necessary at times in major areas of business as well 
as in minor areas, it sought to insure that principles would still be settled 
by the whole House before an actual bill was drawn. We have noted, 
however, that the concept of a prior determination of principles did not 
and indeed could not establish any firm or sustained control of practice 
in minor areas of business and that even in major areas it had been 
significantly undermined by 1809, Nor did it survive as a viable or operative 
maxim much past Jefferson's departure from office. By 1815 probably and 
by I820 without a doubt the standing committees had been given permanent 
and general authority to report by bill at their own discretion. Similarly, 
by 18 15 it became common practice to give the select committees on the 
President's Message genera1 authority to report by bill.'"' 

That restriction of the ability of smaller committees to report by bill 
disappeared so quickly and so easily seems surprising at first glance. Ab- 
stractly, it might be thought that such restriction would have been regarded 
as a second line of resistance to be defended stoutly in lieu of seeking 
to oppose the irresistible movement toward first reference to smaller com- 
mittees. In fact, however, the notion that smaller committees should not 
have the freedom to report bills before they had secured the approval 
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of the whole on principles disappeared several decades before the full or 
complete demise of the Committee of the Whole as an agency for first 
reference. What is more, it did so without any discussion or even any 
objections being raised."' Nonetheless, the reasons for this course of events 
are not difficult to understand if we review the attitudes, practices, and 
needs that had become dominant in the House by 1815. 

By I8 15 the House initially referred the bulk of its business in major 
as well as minor areas to standing con~n~ittees or to select committees that 
had become or were in the process of becoming standing committees in 
everything but name. This change, in turn, involved changes in attitude 
and procedure which combined to overwhelm the traditional desire for 
prior discussion by the whole before bills were permitted. 

In terms of procedure a new mode of reference evolved and became 
dominant. In the early Congresses major and even minor subjects were 
often referred to smaller committees through resolutions that stated or 
affirmed a proposition or deci~ion."~ This bound the House to the substance 
of the resolution, but it was an appropriate mode of reference when the 
favored or preferred method of proceeding was to settle principles before 
permitting bills. However, even in the earIy Congresses the House in major 
as well as nlinor areas often wished to refer without committing itself, 
Several modes of referring to a smaller committee simply for inquiry thus 
developed, including one that instructed a committee "to inquire into the 
expediency" of a particular proposal or action.'" As first reference to smaller 
committees became more pervasive, so did resolutions for inquiry and 
especially the type framed in terms of the expediency formula. By 1815 
the House had become quite reluctant to decide any but highly abstract 
questions prior to reference to a snlaller committee for inquiry. Reference 
resolutions that stated or affirmed a proposition were therefore looked upon 
with hostility and encountered great resistance, whereas resolutions instruct- 
ing a committee to inquire into the expediency of a certain action had 
become and were regarded as the "usual" or "regular" way of proceeding.&" 

In terms of attitude the basis of denying smaller committees power to 
bring in bills before principles had been settled was the belief that to allow 
smaller committees to structure or direct the decision-making process would 
be to impede the kind of free and untrammeled discussion that was essential 
to realize the House's potential for rational deliberation and to eIicit a 
true sense of majority will. This belief, in turn, also involved the assumption 
that smaller committees, even when charged initially with a subject, served 
simply to perform lnlnisterlal functions, that they prepared subjects for 
decision by the whole by determining facts and arranging details. By 1815, 
however, allegiance to this system of notions and assumptions had dwindled 
almost to the vanishing point in response both to the pattern of events 
and rapid turnover in the Ho~se ." '~  In  addition, new norms of specialization 
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and deference had taken hold and were rapidly becoming firmly entrenched. 
The result was not that belief in or concern over rational deliberation and 
majority rule disappeared. It did, however, mean that they were not in- 
terpreted within the same restrictive framework of egalitarian and atomistic 
assumptions and that a new theoretical perspective had been added which 
imposed new and at times contradictory attachments and demands. Nor 
did members cease to believe that the committee were mere agents of 
the House. Rather, members continued to see the smaller committees 
as fact finders and detail arrangers, but they also recognized and desired 
that the committees report opinion and reasoning as well as facts, that 
the committees make detailed recommendations as well as arrange  detail^.^" 

Given all this, the relatively quick surrender of control over the power 
of committees to report by bill can easily be explained. On the one hand, 
the extension and standardization of simple resolutions of inquiry gave 
the House a customary and convenient mode of referring subjects without 
committing itself. As a result, the House could confer power to report by 
bill before principles were settled in particuIar instances and finally even 
generally without feeling any need to insure that the bill or bills reported 
reflected the will of the House. On the other hand, members simply ceased 
to believe that rational deliberation and majority rule were dependent on 
a free or unstructured process of interchange among roughly equaI members, 
that differential distributions of influence stemming from structural or 
institutional arrangements were evil. In sum, as is evident by the dominance 
smaller committees were attaining over first reference, members now 
scorned the notion that committees necessarily distorted the decision-making 
process by structuring it through their opinions and recommendations. On 
the contrary, the new norms of specialization and deference led them to 
believe that this was both desirable and necessary if the House was to 
handle its expanding workload efficiently and wisely. Moreover. if first 
reference to smaller committees was to be the rule rather than the exception 
even in major areas, it was patently obvious that a substantial degree of 
structuring could not be avoided in any event. In  such a context members 
became convinced that a distinct and involved stage of proceeding prior 
to the consideration of bills was simply c'superfluous."2~ 

Thus, by 1815 the House no longer guarded the power to report by 
bill jealously. Rather, the opposite was true. It conferred this power freely 
upon reference or upon the request of a committee. The adoption between 
18 15- 1820 of a rule conferring the power generally on the standing commit- 
tees as well as the adoption of annual resolutions conferring it generally 
on select committees on the President's Message accordingly merely con- 
firmed and simplified existing practice instead of introducing and legitimizing 
something new. It is not surprising, then, that these actions gave rise neither 
to objection nor discussion. By 1815 the theory and practice of specialization 
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had crushed the traditional Jeffersonian maxim that bills should not be 
reported until principles had been settled, If first reference to the Committee 
of the Whole continued to be supported on occasion for several decades 
more, in truth its fate was also sealed. Its ability to linger was simply a 
by-product of the fact that the new politics of specialization and deference 
could easily be accommodated with continuance of the practice of referring 
subjects on the floor, whereas any attempt to have made reference to 
standing committees fully automatic would have violated both the long 
practice of the House and the interest members had in preserving some 
maneuverability in reference."' As a consequence, the possibility of moving 
to refer initially to the Committee of the Whole was preserved, though 
primarily because of the effect systemic factors and inertia had in keeping 
change incremental than because of any inherent strength of its own. 

Internal Operation 

With regard to developments in theory and practice concerning the 
internal operations of committees, no single or consistent pattern of events 
occurred. Still, important changes did take place in response to three broader 
developments of importance: the growth in the power and position of the 
standing committees; the emergence of a new set of attitudes toward the 
proper character of smaller committees; and the emergence of the Speaker- 
ship as the prime office of political leadership in the House. 

We have dealt in detail with the growth in the power and position 
of the standing committees and need say no  more. Both of the other factors, 
however, require some further comment. With regard to the emergence 
of the Speakership, it is necessary to recapitulate our argument and extend 
it somewhat. As noted above, after 1811 Henry Clay transformed the 
Speakership into a position of central or integrative leadership and in so 
doing provided the House with a capacity for self-direction and a basis 
for independence that it had not formerly possessed."" It is no accident, 
of course, that this occurred at a time of declining presidential power. 
Nonetheless, though the balance of power between Presidents and Speakers 
did not remain stable or, to put the point another way, though the degree 
of independence particular Speakers manifested with regard to particular 
Presidents varied, the Speakership emerged and remained as the dominant 
source of central or integrative leadership in the organizational structure 
of the House. As a result, although their degree of success also varied, 
Speakers with isolated exceptions served from 181 1 on as the prime mobil- 
izers and instruments of majority will within the House. Indeed, the Speak- 
ership itself during the course of the nineteenth century became the prime 
beneficiary of changes in the rules that were designed to enhance the ability 
of that will to govern. 

As for attitudes toward the proper character of smaller committees, we 
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have discussed the manner in which standing committees were perceived 
in the 1820's as opposed to select committees, but we have not put the 
point in perspective. We may recall that before 1809 the virtues of standing 
committees vis A vis select committees were perceived as much in terms 
of uniform decision making as in terms of knowledge or experience."" By 
1820, however, their qualities as impartial, knowledgeable, and deliberate 
tribunals received primary attention."' Uniformity was not neglected, but 
was now included as one aspect or consequence of deliberateness along 
with concern for precedent, imperviousness to temporary excitements, etc. 

The significance of this change in the character of perception should 
not be overlooked. The traditional view of committees was that they should 
be favorably disposed to matters confided to them."To be sure, this view 
was not completely consistent with contemporary notions of the role of 
smaller committees which emphasized their functions as fact finders and 
detail arrangers. Even so, it was useful and appropriate within the organiza- 
tional context predicated by Jeffersonian theory, a context in which 
principles were to be settled before reference to smaller committees or at 
least before bills were permitted. However, it was highly dysfunctional in 
a context in which smaller committees were to serve as miniature legislatures 
in and of themselves, The increase in regard for impartiality, knowl- 
edge, and deliberateness as committee attributes and the conferral of these 
attributes on the standing committees is therefore not surprising. Rather, 
this development was of great functional utility for a body that now wished 
to organize decision making in terms of the preeminence of specialized 
units and reciprocity anlong these units. What resulted was a rationale 
for deference which was grounded in part at least in empirical reality itseIf 
and which met a need that traditional theory could not serve, but rather 
undermined. 

Note, for example, the words of Joel Sutherland who served in the House 
from 1827 to 1837 and ran unsuccessfully for the Speakership in the 1830's. 
Tllough derived from the Cor~gressional Mnntlal he published in,  184 1, his 
words aptly express what was dominant House sentiment by the late 1820's 
and illustrate House understanding of the need for and justification of 
deference: 

Stand~ng committees, unconnected with pol~tical quest~ons, are. after all, much better 
than what Are cdlled select con~n~ittees. They are usually selected on account of then 
klnd feellng towards the oblect referred to them A standing colnmlttee looks at '1 sublect 
w ~ t h  an ~nvestigating eye. they need not be for a sublect. not agalnst kt, but in that 
lust posit~on that enables them falrly to examine ~ t .  I know 11 1s s d ~ d  that gentlemen, 
friendly to a subject, should be '~ppo~nted  on ~t If that was the unvar~able rule. corninittees 
would be utterly useless, as they would dlways report favourably, and no one would 
have any f a ~ t h  In their reports.-" 

Nor was impartiality the only basis for deference. Knowledge or experi- 
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ence and deliberateness buttressed the argument based on impartiality. 
Thus, Sutherland continued, 

wlth the exception of  political questions, I should rely with great confidence on the reports 
of a standlng committee. They keep regular minutes of thew proceedings, record all t h e ~ r  
reports, and look back, for a series of years, for author~ties, in making up t h e ~ r  judgments 
upon any case; whereas a select commlttee is chosen for a particular occasion.. . . From 
the necessity of the case, congress must have great faith In ~ t s  standing commlttees. The 
members cannot examine mlnutely and ~ndlv~dually for themselves, every thing that may 
come before them; they therefore leave much, and I think w ~ t h  great propriety, to standing 
committees. Even new members have the old commlttee book of reports to guide them, 
and the experience of old members on the commlttees to refer them to what has been 
s a d  and done before, on many sublects that yearly come before them."' 

Now then, if we see growth in the power and position of the standing 
committees, the rise of the Speaker, and change in the perception of desir- 
able committee attributes as key factors that defined or structured the 
environment, we have a basis for analyzing and understanding events after 
1809 with regard to internal operation or functioning. 

Perhaps the best place to begin is with certain developments that were 
direct consequences of the growth of a standing committee system. 
In 1803 the House voted down a proposal to appoint two committee clerks 
to serve its various committees and in 1815 it did not pass a proposal 
to give every standing committee a clerk.'16 However, some House commit- 
tees probably employed clerks on a per diem basis before the end of the 
Jeffersonian period and possibly before 1815. By 1838 the employment 
of clerks by committees had apparently become so widespread that it 
aroused considerable anxiety. In  that year the House passed a rule requiring 
committees to secure formal permission or authorization before hiring 
clerks."' Similarly, by the mid-1820's House committees had been given 
their own rooms in the Capitol and precedents had been established that 
legitimized the holding of hearings and calls for witnesses and papers with 
regard to ordinary legislative as well as investigative subjects or matters."lb 
In addition, by the 1820's the records of debates include references to 
jurisdictional conflicts and minority reports as well as evidence that multiple 
committee assignments had become a problem for the individual 

A second aspect of internaI operation after 1809 chat deserves notice 
is the disappearance or alleviation of concerns that were strongly felt as 
late as Jefferson's second term in office. Thus, concern over the Speaker's 
prerogatives in appointment virtually disappeared. His right to appoint 
the standing committees became sacrosanct and was not seriously challenged 
for a ~en tu ry . ' ~  Similarly, there was a substantial reduction in concern 
over irresponsible or arbitrary behavior on the part of the chairmen or 
committees. For example, both the rule giving the standing committees 
the option of electing their chairmen and the rule authorizing two committee 
members to call a meeting were allowed to lapse.&' Once again these events 
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may seem difficult to understand. Given the greater power of committees, 
it might be supposed that such concerns would have intensified rather than 
diminished. This, however, was not the case for reasons that can readily 
be explained. 

The rise and politicization of the Speakership had great significance for 
internal operation. Once Clay transformed the Speaker into the key political 
leader in the House, his prerogatives over committee appointment assumed 
crucial functional significance. The Speaker became the prime agent for 
aggregating support across particular subject areas behind a general legisla- 
tive program, for realizing whatever potential for coherence existed in the 
factions of his party. In this task committee assignments furnished both 
a crucial resource in factional bargaining, a critical incentive and reward 
for individual members, and a command and communications link in the 
organizational structure. To have denied the Speaker this authority in an 
age when the other prime agents of integration in the Congress, i.e., party 
and President, were weak and declining would have been to place the 
House completely at the mercy of powerful centrifugal forces that had 
already seriously impaired the operation of t l ~ e  legislative and executive 
branches.'" Indeed, even when party and President reemerged on a far 
firmer basis subsequent to 1829, the need to rely on the centralizing effects 
of appointment by the Speaker continued. The other sources of integration 
remained too limited and this was appreciated by partisans in both the 
House and the executive. Nor were the costs in terms of integration the 
only ones involved in any attack on the Speaker's right to appoint the 
comn~ittees. The politicization of the Speaker's role both by enhancing his 
freedom to act and by leading to accretions in his power significantly raised 
the personal costs of any attack on his prerogatives. 

The newly enhanced position of the Speaker also served to increase the 
limits on the arbitrary behavior of chairmen or committees. To a greater 
extent than in the past, the Speaker now used his powers of appointment 
to secure and maintain office and political leadership. Moreover, as we 
shall see shortly, after 1809 as before, seniority provided scant protection 
for individual chairmen or members. One result was that the tie between 
flouting widespread sentiment in the House and swift loss of position 
became more firm. Equally important, to a greater extent than in the past 
the Speaker's control of appointment served to lessen the potential for 
conflict between committees and the House. The coalition that elected a 
Speaker was now a highly political creation of the Speaker and his key 
lieutenants and represented an effort to integrate various party factions 
in part at least on the basis of common policy views. Within limits set by 
the existing degree of cohesiveness, the key committees could therefore be 
staffed more consistently with an eye to the program desires of the most 
durable majority coalition in the House. Similarly, though some committee 
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positions had to be used simply to cement support, the Speaker not only 
retained considerable discretion, but could use the credits he built up among 
members by giving them desirable assignments as an instrument of central 
leadership, as a means of tempering dissidence. In short, though limited 
by the cohesiveness and durability of the coalition chat elected him, the 
manner in which the Speaker now exploited his prerogatives over appoint- 
ment increased their importance as a basis for insuring committee responsi- 
bility. 

Nonetheless, the new role of the Speaker was not the only factor responsi- 
ble for a decline in concern over aspects of internal committee operation. 
As in the past, the formal rules also played a part by making instruction 
and discharge easy for anyone who could conlmand a majority on the 
floor. Of greater importance, however, were the other two contextual factors 
we have identified. The rise of the standing committees to preeminence 
and the associated increase in allegiance to the norms of specialization 
and reciprocity placed a premium on the performance of selective functions 
by committees for the House. As a consequence, cases in which committees 
did not report became cloudy and difficult situations to evaluate and 
objection to or interference with internal operation became both suspect 
and potentially dangerous to system maintenance. In addition, change in 
the perception of standing committee attributes provided substantial rein- 
forcement for avoiding or neglecting political aspects of internal functioning. 
To see the standing committees as "tribunals," albeit impartial, knowledge- 
able, and deliberate ones, was to recognize that their decision making 
was discretionary. Still, this manner of viewing committees, which now 
became common, had substantial circumscribing effects. By analogizing 
committee decision making to judicial decision making it served to cloak 
the former with an aura of objectivity and expertise. It accordingly undercut 
not only objection to particular facets of internal operation but even atten- 
tion to their character. 

The final aspect of internal operation after 1809 that bears examination 
is the influence of structural change on appointment to committee positions. 
In this regard the growth in the power and position of the standing commit- 
tees and the rise of the Speakership produced the broad outlines of a set 
of priorities that were to prevail in the House until 191 1. 

As we have previously noted, in the years before 1809 party was a critical 
determinant of appointment. Though it was not uncommon for the Speaker 
to make a knowledgeable minority member chairman of a committee 
charged with a large amount of minor business, it became common practice 
for the Speaker to reserve important chairmanships and the control of 
standing and important select committees to his fellow partisans. In the 
years after 1809 the party system disintegrated with the result that by the 
time of the Monroe Administration congeries of factional groupings or- 
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ganized around prominent governmental figures dominated the scene. 
Nonetheless, political standing or connection remained a key appointment 
criterion during the heyday of factional politics and when a new party 
system began to take shape during the Adams Administration party again 
emerged, strengthened and renewed, as the prime basis of appointment. 

The reasons for this result relate both to the growth in the power and 
position of the standing committees and the rise of the Speakership. On 
the one hand, the increase in the prerogatives and influence of the smaller 
committees made their collective control vital to any coalition of interests 
with a program to enact. On the other hand, the rise of the Speaker placed 
him, as we have noted, in the position of central or integrative leader; 
made him director, agent, and to varying extents, depending on how readily 
partisan distinctions provided the majority necessary for election to the 
Speakership, even assembler of the most broad-based coalition in the House. 
As a result, the functional connection between committee appointments 
and leadership of the House became highly articulated and the Speaker- 
ship as the pivotal office in the House provided a focus for determining 
political standing or connection even in the days of extreme factionalism. 
In short, then, the combined effect of an emerging highly specialized and 
influential standing committee system and a politicized Speakership was 
to preserve and ultimately strengthen party as the prime basis of committee 
appointment. 

A brief review of important committee appointments in four key Con- 
gresses after 1809 will illustrate and substantiate our point. As noted above, 
Henry CIay assumed the Speakership for the first time in the Twelfth 
Congress (181 1-1813). Once elected he organized the committees to serve 
the interests of the highly nationalistic and war-minded coalition that he 
represented. Peter Porter was made Chairman of Foreign Affairs, though 
he had not previously served on the committee, and several other War 
Hawks were either added or reappointed. Another supporter, Ezekiel Bacon, 
was made Chairman of Ways and Means. Bacon was the ranking Republi- 
can member, but only because a Republican member Iisted ahead of Bacon 
in the previous committee list had not been reappointed. In addition, two 
other War Hawks, David Williams and Langdon Cheves, were placed at 
the heads of Military and Naval Affairs respectively, though each was new 
to his committee. 

In the Fourteenth Congress (1815-1817) Clay returned from serving as 
Peace Commissioner at Ghent and was reeIected Speaker. His program 
again was highly nationalistic and included a protective tariff, a National 
Bank, federal aid for internal improvements, strengthening the Armed 
Forces, maintenance of direct taxes, and aid to South America. Clay's two 
principal lieutenants at this point were William Lowndes and John Calhoun. 
To Lowndes Clay gave the Chairmanship of Ways and Means, though 
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he was new to the committee. To Calhoun Clay gave the chairmanship 
of the select committee charged with bringing in a bank bill in the first 
session and the chairmanship of the select committee charged with bringing 
in an internal improvements bill in the second session. In addition, Clay 
continued John Forsyth and James Pleasants as Chairmen of Foreign Affairs 
and Naval Affairs respectively and advanced Richard Johnson from second 
ranking to Chairman of Military Affairs on the departure of the incumbent 
chairman. In each case, however, the basis of appointment was not seniority, 
but rather policy and political considerations, e.g., Forsyth's "broad nation- 
al i~rn."~ '~ Indeed, each of these men had attained h s  committee position 
in the previous session out of order. 

In the Eighteenth Congress (1823-1825) Clay returned to the House after 
a brief retirement and was again elected Speaker. At this point factional 
tendencies were at flood tide and Clay's personal charm and reputation 
as an effective leader played a dominant role in his election.'ji Nonetheless, 
Clay had a program the two main items of which were a new and higher 
protective tariff and federal aid for internal improvements. Thus, he con- 
tinued John Tod as Chairman of Manufactures. Again, however, 
the basis of appointment was the Pennsylvanian's strong protectionist views. 
Tod, like Forsyth, had been made chairman out of order in the previous 
session. In addition, Clay placed an ardent supporter of internal improve- 
ments at the head of the Select Committee on Roads and Canals.'= 

In the Twentieth Congress (1 827-1829) proJackson forces seized control 
of the House from Adams partisans and elected Andrew Stevenson to the 
Speakership. Stevenson overhauled the standing committees and put a 
pro-Jackson majority in command of every one. In addition, he placed 
pro-Jackson men at the head of most of the key committees. For example, 
George McDuffie and Phillip Barbour were made Chairmen of Ways and 
Means and Judiciary respectively, though McDuffie was new to Ways and 
Means and Barbour had not served on Judiciary in the previous Congress. 
Such behavior occasioned a great deal of comment on the part of Adams 
supporters. It was not simply the extent of the reorganization that gave 
rise to hard feeling, but also the fact that all the standing committees, 
as well as the few remaining select committees that were standing in fact 
if not in form, had been organized clearly and decisively in opposition 
to the incumbent Administration for the first time in our history. Nonethe- 
less, even the Adams supporters did not basically believe partisan control 
of the committees to be illegitimate. For example, one minority member 
appraised the chairmanship appointments that had been made as follows: 

I do not thlnk, after two parties have been struggling for power, and one of them succeeds, 
it can reasonably be expected, that, in the distr~bution of honorable stat~ons In thls House, 
the victorious party shall select then adversar~es. This ought not to be required. . . . If 
the party which has now the majority here, has placed its friends in stations where they 
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can be useful to the country, while they do honor to themselves, I hope we who are 
of the minor~ty, will never cornpla~n of it. If they have the honor, they have the responsi- 
blllty too.'"' 

In short, the doctrine enunciated by Speaker Hunter a decade later 
represented what most members believed in essence even at this time: "The 
party upon which it naturally devolves to propose a question ought to 
have the power, it would seem, to present the proposition in the shape 
for which it is willing to be resp~nsible."'~~ 

Yet, despite the entrenchment of party as a governing factor in appoint- 
ment, it did not become inviolate. The practice of giving the chairmanships 
of minor or routine standing committees to minority members who were 
highly knowledgeable or experienced did not disappear after 1809." Rather, 
it continued throughout the period from 1809 to 1829, though with decreased 
regularity especially in comparison with practice before 1801.?jq 

Nor, given the broad basis of discrimination it establishes and the variety 
of needs required to be served by committee appointments, did party 
become the sole determinant of appointment. As in the past, it continued 
to be supplemented and even modified by several other criteria. However, 
the character and impact of these criteria changed in several important 
respects in response to the transformation of the roIe of the Speaker and 
the growth of a standing committee system. 

Perhaps the most important change stemmed from the politicization of 
the Speakership which made cohesion or integration a far more critical 
consideration in appointment than had formerly been the case. Members 
desiring to attain or retain the Speakership began to rely on appointment 
as a prime resource in building or maintaining coalitions that could secure 
their election or reelection and promote the policy objectives they wished 
to advance. To be sure, use of the Speaker's appointment powers as a 
bargaining resource was undoubtedly not entirely absent before 1809. 
Nonetheless, the emergence of the Speaker as prime political leader joined 
personal ambition, party policy objectives, and party integration far more 
tightly together than had formerly been the case and altered the entire 
functional significance of appointments. Indeed, before 1809 the lack of 
linkage between the Speaker and party leadership not only impeded the 
use of appointments as an integrating mechanism, but even complicated 
and impeded their use as a means of securing leadership control of key 
committee  position^."^ 

The effect of this development on party as a factor in appointment was 
significant. The period at the beginning of each Congress during which 
the Speaker was elected and the standing committees appointed became 
intense periods of intraparty bargaining and coalition building. Moreover, 
whereas the party criterion simply applied entails that choices be made 
in accord with IoyaIty or allegiance to the leadership, use of appointments 
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as an integrating mechanism made its application far more complex. Use 
of appointments as a means of countering centrifugal pressure on wavering 
or dissident party elements whose support was critical for party success 
became as rational under appropriate circumstances as use to reward loyal 
members and insure leadership control of key organizational positions, It 
is true, of course, that these trends did not reach full fruition until after 
1829 when a two-party system again emerged.'" Nonetheless, in the years 
from 181 1 to 1829 the contours of future practice are clear. We may note, 
for example, that Clay in the Fourteenth Congress seems quite deliberately 
to have distributed appointments among various party factions in an effort 
to build support for himself and his program.2b2 

The growth in the power and position of the standing committees also 
had important effects on appointment criteria. Before 1809 interest not 
only influenced appointment in practice, but also had been advanced as 
a legitimate basis for selection, e.g., the argument that commercial men 
should sit on the Con~n~erce  Committee. Still, its claims to a large degree 
were tied to knowledge or familiarity with a subject area. After 1809, as 
might be expected given the increasing importance of standing committees 
and the continuing high rate of membership turnover in the House, regard 
for knowledge of a particular subject area did not decline.'" What is note- 
worthy, however, is that interest in and of itself began to be asserted and 
defended as a basis for committee membership. This was true k two senses 
that were not wholly consistent. First, members began to assert that standing 
committees should be favorable, or not unfavorable, to the interests with 
which they dealt. For example, the Committee on Commerce and Manufac- 
tures was split in 1819 on grounds of the antipathy of commercial men 
to the manufacturing interest.''' Second, although balancing the composition 
of important committees so as to provide the major opposing interests with 
representation was nothing new, it now began to receive open acknowledge- 
ment and support. Thus, Speaker Stevenson's action in putting an anti- 
high-tariff majority on Manufactures in the Twentieth Congress was de- 
fended not only in terms of the prerogatives of party, but also in terms 
of the fact that he had given the high-tariff forces both representation 
and the chairmanship."' To add a further element of inconsistency it may 
be noted that neither of these guidelines was fully conlpatible with the 
concept of the standing committee as impartial judge, though in truth this 
concept played a critical part in  rationalizing the enhanced role and power 
of the standing committee mechanism. Indeed, the first one clearly derived 
from the old and opposing Jeffersonian notion that committees should be 
favorable to matters put in their charge. Nonetheless, here as elsewhere 
traditional lines of theory did not simply die when newer lines emerged, 
but rather persisted if needed despite the inconsistencies. 

Finally, growth in the power and position of the standing committees 
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combined with high turnover in the House led to an increased premium 
on prior service in the selection of chairmen. This trend, however, expressed 
itself primarily with regard to committees that dealt with large amounts 
of minor or routine business. We may note, for example, that in sessions 
between 1789 and 1801 the average number of consecutive sessions Chair- 
men on Claims, Elections, and Commerce and Manufacturing had served 
as committee members was 3.9, 3,4, and 2.2 sessions re~pec t ive ly .~~~ 
In sessions between 1801 and 1809 the average was 5.1, 2.9, and 5 sessions 
respectively. Corresponding figures for 1819 to 1829 are 7,5, 5, and 18.3. 
In contrast, the average for Ways and Means is 2.3 sessions for 1789 to 
1801,3 sessions for 180 1 to 1809, and 3.9 sessions for 18 19 to 1829. 

The increased importance of prior service, however, did not mean that 
seniority had emerged as a decisive or even weighty criterion. For seniority 
to have either status members must first be ranked on committee lists strictly 
in terms of length of service on the committee and party affiliation. Equally 
important, such ranking must have a decisive or sizeable impact on both 
the retention of a committee seat and advancement to the chairmanship. 

Neither condition prevailed before 1829. In the first regard Illen were 
listed as named by the Speaker and the Speaker did not arrange the lists 
so that members were ranked strictly in terms of party or necessarily in 
terms of prior conlmittee service. In  short, rank order was not a precise 
measure of prior service or party status. In part, this was simply a result 
of tradition and the state of the party system. We may note, for example, 
that as late as 1835 the filling of a mid-session vacancy in the Chairnlanship 
on Foreign Affairs occasioned considerable confusion and embarrassment. 
The practice of the House was to fill such vacancies by advancing the 
second ranking member, but in this case he was a minority member. The 
committee therefore elected a majority member in his p l a ~ e . " ~  In part, 
however, seniority's lack of precise operational meaning was simply reflec- 
tive of the fact that prior service was not that important a consideration 
with the result that rank order was subject to control by other factors-the 
Speaker's political preferences, respect for knowledge in a subject area, 
etc. 

In the second regard prior service did not offer much protection against 
removal nor did it control advancement to the chairn~anship. The high 
degree of turnover in the I-Iouse clouds the situation regarding a possible 
increase in the influence of prior service on the reappointment of ordinary 
members. What is clear, however, is that the Speaker's discretion was not 
narrowly restricted by past appointments. Tlte notion that a member had 
a right or claim to his comnlittee seat commanded little, if any, support. 
Similarly, prior service counted for little in advancement to the chairmanship 
as opposed to party, knowledge, or interest. Even if we treat rank order 
as a precise measure of prior service for purposes of simplicity, violations 
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of seniority in advancement to chairmanships were common. We may note, 
for example, that in the period from 1819 to 1829 eight new chairmanship 
appointments were made on Judiciary and Foreign Affairs. Yet in no case 
was the man who ranked highest on the previous list appointed."" 

In citing this example we do not wish to imply that the highest ranking 
member was invariably passed over. Nonetheless, if, as both this example 
and our discussion of appointments under Speakers Clay and Stevenson 
indicate, violatio~ls were common, the existence of some appointments in 
which rank order was followed does not provide any substantial evidence 
that seniority was in fact a highly influential factor. In all probability such 
appointments were either determined by other factors or were permitted 
because other factors were neutral. Nor do we wish to deny our previous 
assertion that the influence of prior service on chairmanship appointments 
on minor committees increased. However, it did so primarily as a factor 
governing continuing reappointn~ent rather than advancement to a chair- 
manship. Thus, if between 1819 and 1829 we average the number of 
consecutive committee sessions served by members when they attained the 
chairmanship of a minor committee and also average the number of consec- 
utive colllmittee sessiolls the chairman in each session of the period had 
served, the former figure in general turns out to be considerably smaller 
than the latter. In short, members spent more time as chairmen than in 
becoming chairmen. Of four colnmittees selected to be surveyed because 
of the amount of minor business they handled, only Claims fails to sustain 
the p ~ i n t . " ~  The figures in sessions for Elections, Commerce, District 
of Columbia, and Claims are 2 and 5, 5.5 and 18.3, 2.5 and 4.3, and 12 
and 7.5. respectively."" 

We may conclude, then, that seniority did not become a controlling factor 
in advancement to chairmanships or the reappointment of ordinary com- 
mittee members, even though a standing committee syste~ll emerged. The 
reasons are varied but relate primarily to the role of the Speaker and the 
high degree of turnover in the House which provided little anchorage for 
any strict adherence to seniority. This, however, should not surprise us 
if we remember that the current dominance of seniority as an appointment 
criterion is highly related to the events of 1910-191 1 and if we note that 
in another even more basic sense seniority was associated with the rise 
of the standing committee system."' 

Though seniority did not attain the dominance over advancement or 
reappointment that it presently enjoys, our analysis indicates that prior 
service was nonetheless a factor that was taken into account at least in 
a residua1 sense. This in turn suggests that, if seniority did not attain precise 
operational meaning as an appointment criterion, it did attain some form 
of meaning and positive valuation. And, indeed, this is the case. By 1815 
seniority was used and understood in a general sense as a description of 
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a valued quality or condition. "Senior" members were those with special 
wisdom or knowledge derived from legislative experience and/or age and 
were entitled to d e f e r e n ~ e . ~ T h e  functional implications of such recognition 
are substantial. If, as Richard Fenno has wisely cautioned us, we view 
seniority not narrowly as an appointment criterion but rather as a broad 
concept involving a set of apprenticeship norms that contribute significantly 
to system maintenance by restraining conflict, we cannot dismiss it as an 
insignificant force even in the Jeffersonian period."" 

On the contrary, strong evidence exists that the emergence of specializa- 
tion and deference norms was accompanied by the emergence of appren- 
ticeship norms and that the entrenchment of these norms did not lag much 
behind the entrenchment of the other norms basic to the new system of 
operation. We may note, for example, that in 1828 a senior member ad- 
monished a freshman member for stirring up an extensive debate by telling 
him "that young doctors are not called upon for their medicine; raw hands 
who have just signed the portage bill, must learn to follow the directions 
of others, but must not pretend to lead or direct in any thing."'51 On this 
occasion some members objected to the senior member's attempt to squelch 
a junior member. The moderate and retrained tenor of these objections, 
however, suggests that in fact apprenticeship norms were dominant. In 
any event a mere four years later another freshman member under attack 
for his aggressiveness defended himself in a way that leaves little doubt 
that apprenticeship norms had p~imacy over traditional Jeffersonian notions 
of equal membership standing and free discussion: 

I arr~ved here, Mr. Speaker, on the 20th of Janualy, and found the subject of the bank 
In the care and keep~ng of the Comm~ttee of Ways and Means, and there tt remallled 
u n t ~ l  the lath of February. 111 all time. i t  would have been very indecorous in me to 
agitate a questlon that W ~ S  tllen under the cons~derat~on of a s tand~ng c o n ~ m ~ t t e e  of  
t h ~ s  House, whose report, whether favorable or  not to the bank, could not well be 
known.. . . So it was, I thought it my duty to walt for the report. And t111s was the more 
necessary and proper tn me, for, strange a\ 11 may appear. I heard ~t wh~spered about, 
that. for ,I new member, I had t'tken rather an early stdrt In the way of debate.. . I 
wish to shouv my const~tuents the arlstocrat~c and monopol~z~ng splrlt of the tlnles. . . . I 
presume this is a part of the American system, and new rnembers are to have no share 
In the d ~ s c ~ ~ s s i o n s  of the House rrntil they have served a regular apprent~cesh~p'  From 
t h ~ s  monopoly I also choose to dissent."' 

Control Over Executior~ 
As in the first part of this study, Iet us end our analysis of developments 

in the years from 1809 to 1829 by turning our attention to CollgressionaI 
control of the administrative process. Here, as elsewhere, some benchmarks 
of older Jeffersonian thought remained quite stable. The traditional empha- 
sis on comprehensive and detailed lawmaking retained its hold. Republi- 
can members of all varieties continued to take a strict view of their constitu- 
tional prerogatives as lawmakers and remained aware that their ability 
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to control governmental policy and action rested fundamentaIly on the 
concreteness and specificity with which the laws were framed. 

This is not to say that Republicans after 1809 any more than Republicans 
before 1809 believed that executive discretion could be eliminated or that 
they could not be flexible when considerations of policy or efficiency 
required it. We may note, for example, that despite their regard for specific 
appropriations the Jeffersonians continued the Federalist practice of broad or 
general appropriation categories in the Army and Navy Appropriation 
A~ts.' '~ Nor, as Leonard White has pointed out, did any Republican 
assertions of legislative supremacy go so far as to exclude some statutory 
delegations of rule-making power to  executive officemD7 Moreover, 
Republicans were aware, as one House committee report in 1824 put it, 
that "in all legislation, much must necessarily be left to construction, and 
the sound discretion of those charged with the administration of the 

Still, on the whole, the new Republicans who entered and controlled 
the House after 1809 remained quite jealous of their lawmaking preroga- 
tives."Vames Hart, in his review of delegations of rule-making power, 
concludes that in the period from 1789 to 1815, "Congress granted to the 
Chief Executive little discretionary power" except in connection with the 
protection of neutral commerce, and that in the period from 18 15 to 186 1 
"delegations were not especially frequent or broad or centered around any 
single p r ~ b l e m . " ~ '  

Similarly, the traditional Jeffersonian emphasis on holding executive 
officers responsible for adhering strictly to the letter of the law remained 
strong. No institutional problem in the years between 1809 and 1829 aroused 
more complaint and grief among Republicans than that of constructing 
a system to govern transfers among appropriation accounts that would 
preserve House control while still providing for economy and efficiency 
in executive operations."' In addition, Republican desire to insure 
adherence to Iaw was involved in the expansion after 1809 in the number 
of annuaI reports required of executive  officer^.'^' It was aIso involved 
in the creation of a standing committee with general jurisdiction over public 
expenditures in 1814 and six standing departmental expenditure committees 
in 1816, all of which were charged among other things with checking to 
insure that expenditures were made in conformity with law.%" 

Nonetheless, despite these continuities, it is also true that marked discon- 
tinuities separate the years after 1809 from earlier decades. The Republicans 
who sat in the House after 1809 were far less willing than their forebears 
to accept or defer to presidential command or direction of the administrative 
process. They were, in short, far less willing to read in the constitutional 
grant of executive power to the President either  residential supremacy 
vis ii vis the department heads or limits on the ability of Congress to check 
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or control administrative decision making. Proof of the former change can 
be seen, especially after 18 17, in the increased independence of department 
heads and in the increased tendency of Congress to call on department 
heads directly for information, advice, or plans rather than channeling such 
requests through the President.%' Evidence of the latter change as well 
as detailed analysis of its dimensions is the main task of this section. 

Before turning to it, however, some remarks on the agents or mechanisms 
of House control are necessary. As in the years before 1809, resolutions 
calling on executive officers for information on past operations, conduct, 
or achievements continued to be moved by individual members and to 
have substantial significance as a control technique. Used to search out 
abuses, to publicize suspected abuses, and to stimulate more extensive 
inquiries by committees, such resolutions greatly enhanced the ability of 
individual members to  lay a role in oversight on their own. They also 
could be and were used by committee chairmen to secure information for 
inquiries in which their committees were interested or engaged. 

Equally important, in contrast to the situation with regard to the reference 
and handling of legislative subjects, reliance on select committees remained 
high. In the area of expenditures the House, as we have noted, did choose 
to create and rely on a corps of standing committees to provide close and 
continuing scrutiny of the legality and economy with which funds were 
spent. In  addition, Ways and Means was charged, formally at least, with 
similar functions.% In other areas, however, House committees, engaged 
in scrutinizing executive performance or conduct apart from the examina- 
tions involved in the regular processes of considering and framing bills, 
were typically select committees. This was especially true in instances of 
major importance. We may note that the subpoena power was given to 
committees charged with investigating some aspect of executive operations 
or conduct on more than a dozen occasions between 1809 and 1829. In 
all but one of these instances the committee vested with the conduct of 
the investigation was a select committee."' Indeed, even in the case 
of expenditures, major investigations were usually confided to select com- 
mittees.%? 

The reasons for the continued popularity of select committees were 
several. First, there was doubt, at least in the minds of some, whether 
the jurisdiction conferred on most standing committees included or extended 
to investigations of executive performance or conduct as well as reluctance 
on constitutional grounds to endow standing or permanent committees with 
wide-ranging or continuing investigatory powers.2s8 Second, there was great 
resistance to referring investigations to standing committees because of their 
heavy workloads. Members commonly feared that the consequence of 
referring an investigation to a standing committee would be, as the contem- 
porary phrase went, "to put it to sleep" and thus they were prone to opt 
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for a select c ~ m m i t t e e . ~ ~  Finally, and perhaps most important, use of select 
committees allowed the House to tailor the committee to the investigation. 
Insofar as investigating committees were concerned, the traditional Jeffer- 
sonian notion that committees should be favorable to their topics continued 
to attract strong support throughout the Jeffersonian period and after.a0 
Its persistence here probably stemmed from the desire of members to insure 
that investigations the House wanted to pursue would be undertaken by 
committed and interested committees. 

All this is not to say that the role of the standing committees was insignif- 
icant. As we shall see in more detail later, a substantial portion of the 
House's involvement in administration derives from the overlap between 
legislation and administration and the standing committees came to domi- 
nate and broaden this overlap. In  addition, as the number and prestige 
of the standing committees increased, the extent to which standing commit- 
tees were charged with investigations increased as did the intensity with 
which their claims for preferment on grounds of expertise were pressed."' 
Nonetheless, the limits of time, plus the desire of proponents of investigation 
for a committee favorable to inquiry, usually resulted in the use of select 
~ommit tees .~Vhey,  rather than the standing committees, continued to carry 
the major burden of formal investigations into executive operations or 
conduct. 

If we now return to the question of the character of the limits on House 
involvement in the administrative process, we may remember that the 
traditional Republican position was quite circumspect. The old Republicans 
did not assume that the House was solely responsible for the fate of the 
nation or republic, but rather that this responsibility was shared by all 
the branches and allocated in terms of the division of labor established 
by the Constitution. They did see the House as the "grand inquest of 
the nation." But they believed that its role in this regard was nonetheless 
limited by the Constitution: that the President was responsible for operations 
and conduct in the executive branch and that the House's right of inquiry 
was accordingly restricted in reach and scope to objects and purposes within 
the grant of power conferred on it by the Constitution. They believed, 
in short, that House concern or involvement had to be linked to House 
prerogatives, that the House could only inquire into executive operations 
or conduct for the purpose of exercising its lawmaking or impeachment 
powers. As a result, in areas other than expenditures, where they thought 
the House had special responsibilities, they usually appraised proposals 
for inquiry in terms of whether the object or purpose was clearly related 
to a valid legislative purpose and whether the charges or topic of inquiry 
was specific and backed by some foundation in fact. 

In the years that followed 1809 regard for the President's prerogatives 
under the Constitution and strict interpretation of those of the House 
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substantially declined. The results in theory and practice were significant. 
As we have noted, the restrictive effect of the traditional Jeffersonian 
position flowed primarily from the self-discipline of the old Republicans 
rather than from its substance or guidelines drawn from its substance. 
The most critical guideline, relation to a valid legislative purpose, was highly 
elastic. Indeed, in the area of expenditures the Jeffersonians themselves 
assumed that the House's prerogatives over appropriations conferred im- 
plied or incidental powers, and they advocated and engaged in inquiries 
that were not closely tied to passing on appropriation items or provisions 
of law governing or affecting expenditures. Similarly, whether the object 
of inquiry was specific and a foundation in fact provided were also guidelines 
whose limits were pliable and, what is more, limits the old Jeffersonians 
also ignored in the area of expenditures. Still, what occurred after 1809 
in terms of theory was not simply a less restrictive interpretation of the 
traditional position. Rather, greater laxity in interpretation prompted and 
was accompanied by substantive additions which clarified and rationalized 
emerging doctrine. The product of both was a reformulation of traditional 
attitudes of such proportions as to constitute a new and distinguishable 
position, despite its continued encasement in the husk of a traditional 
separation-of-powers framework. 

The process by which this new set of attitudes governing House involve- 
ment in executive operations emerged was a haphazard, piecemeal, and 
disorderly one. It is therefore not one that can be described with great precision. 
Typically, the kernels of various features of the new position are present 
by the time of the controversy over General Wilkinson and can be found 
in one or more of the three debates from 1808 to 1810 in which inquiry 
into his conduct was argued. In the decade following 1810 further theoretical 
development occurs, and by the early 1820's the critical features of the 
new position have won general acceptance. NonetheIess, assertions of 
various elements of traditional Jeffersonian doctrine remain common, 
though they are usually not successfully argued after 18 15. Finally, during 
the 1820's further elaboration and rationalization of new attitudes occurs 
with the result that by 1829, or the mid-1830's at the latest, the new position 
has fully crystallized and enjoys overwheln~ing support. To pin down the 
character of change and the contours of new doctrine, Iet us trace develop- 
ments with regard to three critical and persistent facets of theory: the 
character of House responsibility for the safety or maintenance of the nation; 
the essential character of House power to inquire into operations or conduct 
in the executive branch; and the necessary preconditions to inquiry. 

It is not surprising that the first time inquiry into the conduct of General 
Wilkinson was proposed the most vociferous advocate of committee inquiry 
also adopted a more expansive view of the character of House responsibility 
for the nation than was prevalent among his fellow Republicans. Thus, 
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John Rowan argued that the House should institute a committee inquiry 
because the "interest of the Nation and their duty to their constituents 
required it." The fact that the President had already instituted a court 
martial "was no argument with him at all." Rather, he argued that "the 
people will not expect us to surrender the National rights," that the people 
"were jealous of their rights, and however confident in the Executive would 
not abandon it [inquiry] to his direction." Similarly, the fact that committee 
inquiry might injure Wilkinson without according him the protections of 
a trial did not deter him. He "respected private character; but when placed 
in competition with the great interests of the nation he would not be so 
squeamishly delicate about it."m3 

If Rowan's position in 1808 exceeded that of his Republican colleagues, 
his claims regarding House responsibility for the safety of the nation were 
still largely implicit. By the 1820's, however, such assertions had become 
far more explicit. Note, for example, the manner in which Ezekiel Whitman 
in 1822 supported inquiry into a dispute between the Governor of the 
Florida territory and a Federal Judge. The matter was politically sensitive 
since the Governor, recently retired, was Andrew Jackson; but the argument 
is nonetheless instructive. After alluding to certain reports of misbehavior, 
Whitman spoke as follows: 

If those reports were true, the Governor had not only restra~ned the l~berty of an ~nd~vidua l ,  
but when the Const~tut~onal  remedy by habeus corpus was applied, was about to lay 
his hand upon the judge lumself He thought 11 was a dangerous precedent to sanct~on,  
and, ~f aIlowed In one case, 11 m ~ g h t  be in another When, therefore, the subject WCIS 

brought before the House In the Executive Message, he thought ~t the11 duty. as the 
grand Inquest of the nat~on,  to inst~tute an Inqurry, and not to suffer ~t to pass ~ t r b  rrlentro. 
It was the duty of tile House to watch over the Itbert~es of the people-to suard agatust 
the approach of tyranny. under whatever form 11 may appear '" 
Yet, Whitman's statement, though far more explicit and assertive than 

Rowan's, is still more conservative than statements in subsequent years. 
The full development of doctrine is rather reflected in statements such 
as the one made in I837 by James Garland, a Jacksonian Democrat. Though 
he did not believe the charges to be true, he readily agreed to modify 
a resolution he had introduced to provide for a committee inquiry into 
the possibility of a corrupt connection between the Secretary of the Treasury 
and certain agents of the deposit banks. In advocating his modified resolu- 
tion, which passed easily, he appealed to the House in part on the 
following grounds: 

Let the House reflect on the consequences of such charges rema~ning unanswered, T o  
them was Intrusted the preservClt~on of our free ~nst~tutions, and the protection of the 
l ~ b e r t ~ e s  of the American people, and upon the pur~ty  w ~ t h  w h ~ c h  the laws were a d m ~ n ~ s -  
tered depended t h e ~ r  perpetuity The Government. and those who governed, should, hke 
Caesar's w~fe ,  be not only innocent, but unsuspected; dnd when even d suspic~on of 
impropr~ety was thrown upon them, ~f substant~ated. let them be dr~ven  back 'IS the 
glo0111 of n ~ g h t  IS driven before the rdys of the rlslng sun "' 
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The assertion of unqualified House responsibility for the preservation 
of the nation constituted one facet of new and emerging attitudes. It was 
important both per se and because of its implications with regard to the 
question of whether the House's power to inquire into executive operations 
and conduct was essentially a general or a limited one, The case for strict 
construction, as we have noted, rested on the view that the Constitution 
charged the President with responsibiIity for the executive branch and 
limited the House to action within its constitutional prerogatives, i.e., to 
legislation or impeachment. The concept of House responsibility for the 
nation thus provided a foundation for broadly interpreting the duty or 
responsibility of Congressmen as agents of the people and in so doing 
for sidestepping, without explicitly denying, the principle of presidential 
responsibility for the administrative process. This, combined with the notion 
that House prerogatives with regard to legislation and impeachment con- 
tained implied or incidental powers, provided a basis for the doctrine that 
the investigative power of the House was general and broadly exercisable, 
rather than limited and exercisable only in close conjunction with legislative 
or impeachment efforts. 

Once again the beginnings of new doctrine can be found in the debates 
over General Wilkinson. Those Republicans who supported committee 
inqulry contended that the House could investigate Wilkinson even if it could 
not impeach him because of the implied or incidental powers it derived 
from its constitutional prerogatives. For example, particularly in the two debates 
in 1810, Republican members favorable to inquiry argued that since the 
House had power over the size, structure, rules, and funds of the Army, 
it could inquire into all matters that might affect or influence future legisla- 
tion, including the conduct of its commanding general. SimilarIy, they also 
argued that since the House could impeach the President, it could inquire 
into the conduct of all executive officers whose actions or behavior could 
affect or influence a determination of whether to bring charges against 
the P re~ iden t .~~ '  

Nor did the argument of implied or incidental powers exhaust the ar- 
guments offered in favor of committee inquiry into Wilkinson's conduct. 
In the debates in 1810 notions of the House's status and responsibility 
as agent of the people also were brought to bear to supplement the argument 
based on implied power. A second term Republican n~etnber asserted that 
"the right to inquire into the conduct of any officer Collstitutionally inheres 
in and appertains to this House, as the immediate delegates and agents 
of the people, who expect from their Representatives a vigilant superin- 
tendence over all their public  concern^."^' I11 addition, though he still 
restricted himself to the area of expenditures, a young Federalist member 
saw the tie between the notion of the House as agent of the people and 
exposure as a ground for inquiry and brought exposure forward as a 
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corollary of the more general argument. Thus, he stated that the House 
had the power to inquire simply "to inform ourselves and the nation," 
that it is "a right of this House, and of the people, to know how their 
money is expended, and to whom it is given.""' 

Though still subject to attack, by the Fifteenth Congress (1817-1819) 
the arguments concerning the implied power of the House and the responsi- 
bility of the House as agent of the people had won wide acceptance. As 
a consequence, the arguments themselves were generalized and their thrust 
extended with the result that claims regarding the House's power of inquiry 
were now often stated in succinct and sweeping language. For example, 
when charges of bribery were brought against certain clerks in the first 
session of the Fifteenth Congress, the House passed a resolution authorizing 
a committee inquiry into whether any clerks or other officers in any office 
in Washington had conducted their official duties improperly. Though the 
broadness of the resolution was criticized, it passed easily and was defended 
on the ground "that this House ought to have a general inquisitorial power 
to examine and detect abuses."'"' 

In the next session, in a debate in which the House's ability to censure 
the conduct of Genera1 Jackson during the Seminole War was at issue, 
one young Republican member justified the initial committee inquiry by 
asserting the doctrine of implied power as follows: "The existence of a 
power of legislation implies the auxiliary authority to inquire into all those 
abuses or defects of the laws which may, by any possibility, call for its 
exercise."""' In the same debate William Lowndes, a former Chairman of 
Ways and Means, defended the House's power to censure executive conduct 
by stating that it was "strictly within the powers of the House, as agents 
of the people, appointed to investigate all public matters."'"' 

The weakening of restrictive attitudes toward the scope and reach of 
committee inquiries was also accompanied by the emergence of highly 
permissive doctrines toward calls for information with regard to executive 
operations or conduct. In truth, the House traditionally had treated such 
calls with greater laxity than proposals for committee inquiry, though 
theoretically the same strictures regarding valid legislative purpose applied 
to both. Still, the new doctrines that became popular in the decade after 
18 10 justified virtually unlimited tolerance of such requests. For example, 
in the first session of the Sixteenth Congress (1819-1820) in a case involving 
executions in the United States Army, William Lowndes reflected general 
House sentiment when he stated that, even though an executive inquiry 
had begun, "he considered it sufficient to justify this House in making 
a call on the Executive for information that any member of the House 
declared that he desired that information.""" Similarly, two years later, 
during the first session of the Seventeenth Congress (182 1-1822), the House 
passed a resolution for a call for information on a subject opponents of 
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the call described as "peculiarly within Executive cognizance." On this 
occasion a member put forward as a guideline the notion that members 
should "vote against no call for information that was not either palpably 
useless, or flagrantly improper," a guideline that also was quite expressive 
of the general feeling of the House.303 

In the 1820's the hold of new attitudes regarding the scope of the House's 
power to inquire further solidified. Objections to particular inquiries based 
on restrictive notions of House prerogatives under the Constitution declined 
in both number and depth of belief. As a result, by the end of the Jeffer- 
sonian period the doctrine that the House's power to inquire into executive 
operations or conduct was general and broadly exercisable, rather than 
limited and restricted to close conjunction with the exercise of a granted 
power, had won overwhelming theoretical supremacy. Simply put, it now 
dominated the thinking of the House and was exceedingly difficult to 
challenge successfully."0' 

To illustrate the point, note the character of the assertions and arguments 
made in the last great debate of the Jeffersonian period that focused on 
House control of the executive-the lengthy debate in 1828 over the ap- 
pointment of a select committee to investigate retrenchment in the executive 
departments. In this debate a member could argue, in reply to the objection 
that inquiry would be frustrated by an unfriendly executive, that the "keys 
of every Department are in the hands of this House" and that the House 
possessed "an unlimited power to enter, examine, and inquire."'"' Similarly, 
another member could enumerate the functions or powers of the House 
in a manner quite at variance with traditional theory as follows: "make 
laws, correct abuses, and impeach offenders."")'jIn addition, other members 
could and did broaden or extend the notion that inquiry simply for purposes 
of exposure was justified, though the rationale remained tied to expendi- 
tures:" 

Yet, despite the fact that the doctrine of general investigative power 
had become a matter of consensus by the end of the Jeffersonian period, 
the full elaboration and rationalization of the doctrine did not occur until 
the 1830's. The reason appears to be that the full implications of the doctrine 
were not faced until the conflicts of the Jacksonian period sparked additional 
dispute over the character of investigative power. To decide that the inves- 
tigative power of the House was genera1 and not limited by the need to 
be exercised in close conjunction with the exercise of some valid legislative 
prerogative did not necessarily mean that the power was entirely unlimited 
It was this question of the limits or boundaries of implied power that the 
House began to face in the 1830's. In  so doing what emerged or crystallized 
was a fully elaborated statement of the doctrine, a statement that involved 
a merging of all the underlying themes of implied power, agent of the 
people, and exposure. 
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The final doctrinal product or outcome can be seen in a classic debate 
that occurred in the closing months of the Jackson Administration. In 
December, 1836, an opponent of Jackson moved a resolution for the creation 
of a select committee to investigate the condition of the executive depart- 
ments and the integrity with which executive business had been conducted.30s 
The object was to embarrass Jackson and inflict political damage on the 
incoming Van Buren Administration. In response, a partisan of Jackson 
moved an amendment to the original resolution calling for the appointment 
of a seIect committee to hear and investigate any specific causes of compIaint 
that might be alleged against the  department^.^^ 

Thus, the matter at issue was not whether the House's power to investigate 
was essentially general or limited, not whether inquiry could be based on 
a broad relationship to some valid legislative purpose. Both sides assumed 
that the investigative power was general in this basic sense and neither 
proposition was founded on any clear connection to a concrete legislative 
purpose. Rather, the debate turned on the question of whether the topic 
or object of investigation in addition could be broadly defined and broadly 
explored, whether the concept of general investigative power also included 
a right of general search. In the course of the debate there were many 
assertions of the doctrine of general investigative power that are worth 
quoting to illustrate the doctrine as fully developed. One of the best is 
the following excerpt from the remarks of Joseph Underwood, an opponent 
of Jackson from Kentucky: 

The idea that there is something wrong in a general commiss~on or warrant to search 
and examine the polltical movements and official conduct of the departments of thls 
Government seems to me totally at variance with the genius of all our institutions. What 
are the departments of this Government7 Nothlng but executive trusts, confided to agents, 
to be exercised according to the will and for the benefit of the people. The trustee or 
agent is amenable and responsible to the people; and how can that responsibility be 
enforced unless the people, whenever they choose, and at all times, can look into and 
examine as they please the records and oRicial acts of every public funct~onary? And 
how, sir, can the peopIe do thls, unless it be through thelr representatives on this floor? 
I demand it as a right, in the name of my const~tuents; and in thelr behalf I call for 
the practical exercise of that right, whlch will enable a committee of thls House to lay 
before them the official correspondence of every Secretary, the condition of their offices, 
and the whole evidences of thelr officiaI conduct, whether it be good or whether it be 
evil. If such examination be not legitimate, if we have no such power, then indeed are 
the officers of Government placed above the reach of the people, and from nominal 
servants have become practical  master^."^ 

Underwood's words, it may be noted, contain no direct mention of implied 
power. The explanation, however, is not that he rejected or ignored this 
concept, but rather that it was so well accepted he simply assumed it. As 
a consequence, if the notion of general search can be sustained on grounds 
such as Underwood offers, it is automatically included as part of the 
investigative power as an aspect of the implied scope of this power. Hence, 
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Underwood summed up his argument by asserting rhat the House had 
"the power to make a general examination into the condition of the depart- 
ments, without stating beforehand any specific abuse or malfeasance as 
the object of inquiry"; that "such power necessarily results from the legisla- 
tive powers vested in us by the Constitution, and from the power of im- 
pea~hment."~" 

As might be expected, most Jacksonian speakers argued against the 
adoption of the original resolution. Among the objections they raised were 
that the resolution implied that the Jackson Administration was corrupt, 
that it was of unprecedented broadness, and that it created an exploratory 
committee that could rove at will over the whole executive branch in search 
of abuses. Yet, the Jacksonians could not make their opposition stick despite 
the fact that they had almost a three-to-two majority in the House. Rather, 
the original resolution ultimately passed by a heavy majority."' The reasons 
for this outcome testify eloquently to both the theoretical strength and 
practical consequences of the doctrine of general investigative power. 

On the one hand, though several Jacksonians objected to a committee 
with power to make a general search, this was not true of all Jacksonians. 
The House had for several decades authorized departmental investigating 
committees in very sweeping terms.31" Equally important, in the disputes 
over investigation of the United States Bank in the immediately preceding 
Congresses, many Jacksonians themselves had maintained that the inves- 
tigative power included the right of general search."" As a result, 
a number of Jacksonians supported broad inquiry and either argued that 
investigation would vindicate Jackson or objected primarily to the implica- 
tion of corruption in the original resolution. Indeed, one Jacksonian strongly 
affirmed the doctrine of general investigative power as expounded by 
Underwood and another Jacksonian late in the debate offered a compromise 
amendment which authorized the select committee to investigate the manner 
in which the departments had performed their duties and all abuses alleged 
to exist."" 

On the other hand, the Jacksonians were embarrassed by opposition 
to investigation in any form. They found it difficult to make credible their 
opposition in a context in which it was assumed by all that the power 
to investigate was general, rather than subject to strict construction in terms 
of Congress' prerogatives under the Constitution. In a basic sense the notion 
that the object of investigation should be specific was connected or linked 
to the notion that inquiry should bear a clear relation to a valid legislative 
purpose. To assume that the conjunction between inquiry and the exercise 
of a granted power need not be close and stiIl to argue for restrictions 
in scope accordingly took on the appearance of having something to hide, 
of being fearful of investigation. Jacksonian opponents of the original reso- 
lution therefore often ended their speeches by stating that they would, if nec- 
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essary, vote for the resolution rather than oppose investigation entirely.'16Nor 
is the dilemma the Jacksonians found themselves in surprising. Once admit 
that investigative power is general and, except as it invades private rights, 
it is difficult to find some firm and non-arbitrary point at which to cir- 
cumscribe it. What has been said with regard to the necessary-and-proper 
clause applies as well to executive investigation-implied power is a bot- 
tomless well. 

As in the case of the first two facets of theory we have examined, so 
too traditional concepts of the preconditions to inquiry did not escape 
unscathed in the decades that followed 1810. Rather, the hold of the 
traditional notion that a foundation in fact should be established to substan- 
tiate the need for inquiry, that a probable cause or ground for inquiry 
should be shown to protect the individuals involved from damage to their 
reputations, eroded and new, far less restrictive doctrines emerged. 

Once again the origins of new doctrine can be found in the Wilkinson 
debates. In these debates the notion that a foundation in fact ought to 
be provided as a basis for inquiry was a matter of prevailing belief and 
never q~estioned.~" Moreover, in Wilkinson's case there were sufficient facts 
to indicate a need for inquiry; the question at issue concerned the propriety 
of inquiry by the House. Still, in the course of the debates arguments 
were advanced that could and later did provide a means of undermining 
traditional doctrine. We have already noted that at one point in the 1808 
debate Rowan noted that he would not be "squeamishly delicate" about 
private rights "when placed in competition with the great interests of the 
nation.""' In the same debate another Republican member concluded his 
argument for inquiry with the following statement: 

Truth never ought to be stifled. This inquiry is due to the indiv~dual and to the nation. 
In a Government like this the conduct of every person holding a high office should 
always be subject to investigatlon."' 

Similarly, in the first of the two debates in 1810 the same Federalist 
member who cited exposure as a justification for inquiry also contended 
that "inquiry, in a free country, how and in what manner its affairs had 
been conducted, could never be productive of injury." And he added that 
"no virtuous and no honest man could fear inquiry before impartial men 
delegated by the people, who can have no interest to serve in proving 
a man to be corrupt and 

In the Wilkinson debates, statements such as these were mere obiter 
dicta. After 1815, however, traditional doctrine concerning a foundation 
in fact lost its hold and the concepts suggested in the Wilkinson debates 
emerged as popular and effective rationalizations for inquiry, quite apart 
from whether an adequate case for inquiry had been made or not. Note, 
for example, the debate in the first session of the Fifteenth Congress 
(1817-1818) over the appointment of a select committee to investigate the 
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conduct of clerks in the departments. On this occasion the mover of the 
resolution, John Holmes, was asked to provide a foundation for inquiry 
by stating that he personally "had probable cause to believe in malpractices 
by the clerks." In terms of contemporary standards such testimony was 
accepted as a sufficient foundation for inquiry. Holmes' response, however, 
was only to remark that "he did not say the fact was so, but the rumor 
offered a fit occasion for inquiry.""" When admonished by another member 
of the broadness of the inquiry he wished to found on "mere rumor," 
he simply replied: "Let us not be too delicate in our inquiries; if the officer 
be an honest man, if he be a faithful agent, he will court this inquiry; 
if otherwise, it is no reason for our shrinking from it, that it will be disagree- 
able to him.""" Holmes was not the only one to argue on this occasion 
that rumor or suspicion provided a sufficient warrant for inquiry and, as 
we may remember, the resolution passed easily. Indeed, even the member 
who objected to the broadness of the inquiry supported inquiry of some 
sort. 

Doctrinal elements also began to emerge that went beyond concepts 
rooted in the Wilkinson debates. For example, during the first session of 
the Sixteenth Congress (1819-1820) in a debate over a call for information 
with regard to military executions, a member noted that the foundation 
for inquiry rested on "mere newspaper publications" which were "fabrica- 
tions, perhaps, and utterly unworthy of being made the ground for any 
proceedings in this House." Nonetheless, he supported inquiry because it 
was due to the department involved; or, as he put it, for the purpose "of 
wiping off an imputed stain from the character of a department of this 
G ~ v e r n m e n t . " ~ ~  

Similarly, in the debate in the first session of the Seventeenth Congress 
(1821-1822) over a call for information with regard to a dispute between 
federal officers in the Florida Territory, a member objected that no probable 
cause had been established either by complaint or by the testimony of 
a member of Congress. Ezekiel Whitman, who had moved the resolution, 
replied as follows: 

It has been s a ~ d  that an Inquest can act only on complaint or personal knowledge. But 
could this apply to the grand Inquest of the nat~on? . . . Are the technical rules of legal 
process to fetter lnqulry by the representatives of the people? Or are we to shut our 
eyes aga~nst  the light, unless it is ~ntroduced to us through the medium of complaint 
and legal evidence? If the great public protection of our  liberty has been transgressed, 
(which there was but too much reason to fear) it was our bounden duty to institute 
an inquiry; and the more elevated the offender, the more imperious dld that duty become."' 

Finally, by the first session of the Twentieth Congress (1827-1828) one 
of the most effective new rationalizations of all for circumventing the need 
for a foundation in fact had emerged. Note the words of William Rives 
in the debate over the creation of a select committee on retrenchment: 

. . . the gentleman from Pennsylvania (Mr. Sergeant) s a d ,  that some basis ought to be 
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l a ~ d  for the ~nquiry. What, sir! does the gentleman require actual proof of the existence 

of abuses? This proof cannot be had without inquiry. If, then, we can take no  initiatory 
measure, for the correction of abuses, without previous proof of their existence; as that 
proof cannot be had without inquiry, and as, according to the doctrine of the gentleman 
from Pennsylvania, no inquiry on the subject ought to be made without proof, abuses 
must ever remain uncorrected. The effect of the doctrine is to shelter the abuses of 
Government with an inviolable sanctuary.JAq 

That allegiance to traditional doctrine regarding a foundation in fact 
or probable cause weakened substantially in the decades following 1810 
is not surprising. On mere prima facie grounds its decline might well have 
been expected to accompany a decline in restrictive notions regarding the 
nature of investigative power. This is all the more true if the underlying 
rationale of the concept of a foundation in fact or probable cause is con- 
sidered. As Whitman suggested, such concepts were legal concepts borrowed 
from the realm of grand juries and criminal law. Their application to 
Congressional procedure testified to the original restricted view of investiga- 
tive power, a view that saw Congressional power over executive 
behavior confined to the kind of malfeasance that would lead to impeach- 
ment. Once, however, notions of investigative power expanded to give 
Congress a broad role in exposing and correcting abuses as agent of the 
people, the type of restrictions contained in traditional doctrine were both 
outmoded and dysfunctional. 

Nonetheless, here again the full implications and liberating effect of new 
doctrine did not emerge until the party conflicts of the 1830's, despite the 
deep contradiction that existed between the traditional conception of the 
proper preconditions to inquiry and the notion that investigative power 
was general. Two debates especially are worth citing to illustrate the point. 

One involved a Iengthy dispute in the first session of the Twenty-Second 
Congress (1831-1832) over a proposed investigation of the United States 
Bank. The initial response of opponents of the proposal was to ask for 
a foundation in fact-for facts "sufficient to raise a presumption against 
the bank," for "facts reasonably vo~ched.""'~ Supporters met this claim 
with a barrage of arguments: that proof could not precede inquiry; that 
to resist inquiry was to arouse suspicion; that allegations "well-founded 
or not" should be met promptly to repel suspicion; and that inquiry was 
due both the country and the bank."" In the face of such arguments oppo- 
nents of investigation found their position untenable and quickly retreated 
to acknowledging the propriety of inquiry, but favoring election of the 
select committee by the House as a substitute for appointment by the 
Speaker.:ja The vote on this issue was a 100 to 100 tie, which is a good 
indication of the strength of the forces which bowed to an inquiry they 
would have preferred to avoid. The tie was broken by the Speaker in favor 
of his prerogatives and a Jacksonian committee hostile to the bank appoint- 
ed. 
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The other debate involved the discussion in the second session of the 
Twenty-Fourth Congress (1836-1837) concerning inquiry into the possibility of 
a corrupt connection between the Secretary of the Treasury and certain 
agents of the deposit banks. We may remember that on this occasion 
Garland, though a Jacksonian, readily agreed to modify a resolution he 
had introduced so as to institute such an inquiry and that the resolution 
passed easily. What we wish now to point out is that in agreeing to and 
defending a committee inquiry, Garland both reasoned from and extended 
the doctrines that had emerged to circumvent the necessity of providing 
a foundation in fact as a basis for inquiry. If we reread the quote cited 
above, it is clear that he not only argued that suspicion was an adequate 
ground for inquiry, but that the least suspicion was an adequate ground 
for inq~i ry .~"  Equally important, he extended the rationalizations underlying 
the claim that investigation could do executive officers no injury. Note 
the following excerpt from his remarks: 

And. if the invest~gatlon was allowed, what wrong would thereby be done? There was 
no fear of the innocent being made guilty by investigation. Virtue, honesty, and ~ntegrrty, 
sought and desired no concealment Truth, when unadorned, was most adorned. H e  
believed that no such improper connection existed; ~t was, however, a matter of opinion. 
Still, when an lnvest~gat~on was urged on  this Roor, when it was urged from all quarters 
of the country, it was due to the Government, to the people, and to the Secretary of 
the Treasury h~mself, that the inquiry sllould not be withheld. If any one was guilty, 
and if any improper connection existed, it would then be exposed to public view; fraud 
or corruption, ~f any, should be exposed, and the officer guilty of ~t removed from public 
trust. But ~f the persons charged should be found innocent, the responsibility would rest 
on the a~cusers;''~ 

So much, then, for the emergence of new doctrine. The decline of the 
traditional notions which limited inquiry to specific topics or objects closely 
related to the exercise of a valid legislative power and required a foundation 
in fact as a prelude to inquiry was not merely of theoretical significance. 
Rather, as these notions gave way to a set of notions which understood 
the power of investigation to be exercisable without any prior presumption 
of wrongdoing and regarded this power as general in its relation both to 
the House's constitutional prerogatives and the objects to which it might 
be directed, practice also changed. Here, as elsewhere, doctrinal change 
and change in actual practice were highly related and mutually reinforcing. 
Each stimulated and was in turn stimulated by the other. Thus, in the 
decades after 1810 and especially after 1815, the House became more 
involved in and began to exercise more control over the administrative 
process than had been the case in previous decades. 

Several reasons for this expansion in Congressional power, aside from 
the liberating effect of new doctrine, can be identified without much dif- 
ficulty. Though the development of a standing committee system did not 
reach full fruition until the early 1 8 2 0 ' ~ ~  it was substantially operative, in 
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fact if not in form, in the preceding half-dozen years. We may remember, 
for example, that when Monroe assumed the Presidency in 1817 a corps 
of standing committees existed and a number of the select committees 
on the President's Message had become standing in everything but name. 
Similarly, in the years between 1815 and 1820 the standing committees 
won general power to report by bill."' Moreover, as we have also noted 
earlier, the more important of these committees enjoyed continued, if 
intermittent, contact with the department and department head whose 
business they handled. 

The emergence of this system of permanent committees played a critical 
role in the expansion of Congressional involvement and influence in ad- 
ministration, This is true, however, for reasons other than their direct 
participation in formal investigative activity. As we have pointed out, the 
select committees carried most of the burden here outside of the area of 
reviewing ordinary expenditures. Nonetheless, as we have also noted earlier, 
a significant portion of House involvement in administration comes from 
the overlap between legislation and administration. As we might expect 
and will expand on shortly, the proportions and consequences of this overlap 
increased as the standing committee system emerged and consolidated its 
position. Nor was this the only major impact of the emergence of a stand- 
ing committee system. In a broader sense the manner in which the standing 
committees structured the lawmaking process and the knowledge members 
gained from service on them also had significant consequences. In contrast, 
if the Committee of the Whole had remained the primary mechanism for 
handling legislative business, the House would have had far less time and 
far less capacity to increase its role in the process of execution. 

Equally important, after 1809 and especially after 1817, the political 
context altered so as both to relax the restraints against and increase the 
incentives for interference in the administrative process. As has been pointed 
out, the years between Jefferson's retirement from the Presidency 
and the election of John Quincy Adams are on the whole years of declining 
presidential power and party cohesion and increasing fractionalization in 
both the legislative and executive branches. With reference to legislative 
control of the executive as in other areas, these basic environmental factors 
had an effect, especially after Monroe became President. The weakened 
position of the President, the increased interdependence between committees 
and departments, the rise of blocs in the House tied to leading executive 
and legislative officers, and the shaping of Congressional politics by conflict 
over succession to the Presidency all contributed to creating an atmosphere 
favorable to increasing Congressional involvement and influence in ad- 
ministration, to CongressionaI aggrandizement of what formerly had been 
thought of as executive prerogatives."' 

The expansion of Congressional involvement in the administrative process 
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cncompassed a number of different dimensions. We have already cited 
the increase in the number of annual reports required of department heads 
and other executive officers; the creation of a general and six departmental 
standing committees on expenditures; and the renewed and intensified effort 
to limit and control transfers among appropriation items. To these activities 
we may now add several others of equal, if not greater, importance. 

First, involvement by House members in the administrative process 
increased as a consequence of handling constituent business. By 1815 the 
task of representing constituents before executive clerks or officers had 
come to occupy such a significant portion of the time of House members 
that it emerged as a topic of comment and complaint. For example, Leonard 
White quotes the letter of one member who wrote in 1815 that "I have 
been constantly engaged in attending to some private business for my 
constituents and friends, who think they have a right to call on me for 
that purpose." Similarly, he quotes the words of another member who stated 
a year later that 

durlng the last wmter, I never was more ~ndustrlously engaged than in attending to the 
private business of others, when the House was not in session. There were three western 
malls a week, by which my princtpal letters were received-these often amounted to 
between 30 and 40, generally on  business, which required my attention at the different 
offices.'" 

As added evidence of the significance of constituent business even in 
these early decades as we11 as an indication of another way in which such 
business involved the House in administrative matters, we may note that 
members began to take a deep interest in the character of service executive 
offices provided. For example, in the debate in 1818 over inquiry into 
the behavior of clerks in the executive offices one member supported 
investigation not because he was convinced fraud existed, but because he 
was generally dissatisfied with the services clerks provided. His remarks 
were recorded as follows: 

Havlng had considerable business to do for his constituents with the pubIlc offices, he 
had found it invariably the case that the heads of the offices were there attending to 
busmess before the clerks belonging to them. There were clerks, he s a ~ d ,  who were for 
days together not at thelr office. This, he said, was a subject of some interest to the 
public, and ought to be inquired into. At present the clerks came when they please, 
and turn the key and go when they p l e a ~ e . ~ "  

Nor did this source of annoyance soon disappear. In the closing days of 
the first session of the Seventeenth Congress (1821-1822) the House passed 
a resolution which signified both its dissatisfaction with existing office hours 
and the erosion of self-discipline regarding interference in operations or 
decisions that might logically or abstractly be regarded as executive in 
nature. The resolution was introduced by the Chairman of Post Offices 
and Post Roads and read as follows: 

Resolved, that the practice which has obtained in the public offices of t h ~ s  City (of not 
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attending to business until nine or ten o'clock in the morning, and closlng the offices 
at three o'clock in  the evening) IS inconvement to those who have business to transact 
in them; is not such reasonable attent~on to the public service as should be given, nor 
such attention as the salaries allowed, by law, are entitled to command, and that the 
sald practice ought to be aboIished.*" 

Second, continued contact between department heads and committees 
on legislative business necessarily had a spillover effect on execution or 
administration. Frequent consultation and solicitation of support regarding 
new legislation inevitably involved the review of both past performance 
and future plans. Such review combined with a declining sense of restraint 
over interfering with "executive" matters gave committees influence over 
the course of administrative decision making both through the weight of 
their opinion or views and through the actual content of new legislation. 
Indeed, in one area at least, foreign affairs, the need for stable Congressional 
support was so great and the problems so delicate that normally the Chair- 
man of Foreign Affairs was kept fully informed of the course of policy 
and closely consulted on aspects of policy that would require some direct 
form of Congressional support. Thus, for example, John Quincy Adams, 
Monroe's Secretary of State, wrote in his diary as follows in 1817: 

H e  [the President] told me that it was the practice of the Government to communicate 
In confidence to all heads of Departments every important circumstance occurring in 
our foreign concerns, and also to the Chairman of the Committee of Foreign Relations, 
and he desired me to send to Mr. Forsyth and request him to call at my office, and 
communicate with him very freely upon the posture of our forelgn affairs. This had 
heretofore been the practice, and had been found very useful to the Government."" 

The spillover effect of committee-department contacts was not limited 
in its consequences to issues or decisions initiated by the departments. Here, 
as elsewhere, legislative influence could not necessarily be circumscribed 
or controlled. The continued contact and interdependence that developed 
between committees and departments encouraged the committees to begin 
to intervene in executive decision making on their own initiative, especially 
in cases where local or constituency interests were involved. Similarly, the 
leverage Congressmen as individuals derived from the operation and power 
of a standing committee system encouraged them to begin to intervene 
as individuals in the administrative process on behalf of local or constituency 
interests and also encouraged executive officials to consult interested Con- 
gressmen in advance on such matters. The precise proportions of such forms 
of intervention in the decades from 1809 to 1829 cannot be determined 
without an exhaustive study. Nonetheless, some evidence that suggests that 
these now familiar activities had become a definite facet of the Cong- 
ressional scene by the 1820's does exist. To cite some examples, in 1827 
the Indian Affairs Committee refused to approve a request for funds to 
locate an Indian agent at MichaeIs Island, Lake Superior. However, it noted 
that the location of an agent at another geographical point was unnecessary 
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and recommended that this agent be shifted to Lake S~per ior .~ , '~  In 1828 
the transfer of an Indian agency from Fort Wayne brought forth a hail 
of letters from Indiana Congressmen to the Secretary of War.m In 1818 
before determining the character of a proposal on fisheries to be submitted 
to Great Britain, John Quincy Adams, at the direction of the President, 
gathered together and consulted with about a dozen House members from 
districts interested in the que~tion.~,' 

Third, the number of formal Congressional inquiries into executive 
operations and conduct through resolutions making calls for information 
and through resolutions authorizing actual committee investigations mul- 
tiplied. We may note that between 1789 and 1809 there were only two 
occasions in which subpoena power was conferred on a committee charged 
with investigating executive operations or conduct. In the same period the 
number of major committee investigations of executive operations or con- 
duct totaled only about a half-dozen, though the full number of committee 
investigations was substantially larger and totaled in excess of a dozen.s40 
In contrast, committees charged by resolution with investigating executive 
operations or conduct were given subpoena power three times between 
1809 and 18 15 and fifteen times between 18 15 and 1829."' The total number 
of investigations was in excess of thirty-five between 1809 and 1829 and 
in excess of thirty between 1815 and 1829. In each time period at least 
half can be classified as investigations of major importance."' Similarly, 
the number of calls for information regarding executive operations or 
conduct also expanded in the decades that followed 1810. They appear 
easily to have matched and in all probability substantially to have exceeded 
the number of committee investigations. Indeed, during the 1820's, the 
number of such calls for all purposes, and these purposes included law- 
making, review of performance, and sheer political embarrassment of a 
Secretary or some other leading figure, reached such proportions that they 
exceeded the capacity of the departments to give full or even adequate 
answers in many cases.'I3 

As the House's readiness to concern itself with executive office hours 
suggests, the expansion in investigatory activity was not simply quantitative 
in its significance. On the contrary, it had qualitative significance as well. 
The erosion of regard for executive prerogatives and the growth in accep- 
tance of new doctrines that countered or nullified traditional restrictions 
meant that virtually no aspect of executive decision making or conduct 
was necessarily precluded or prescribed from inquiry. Note, for example, 
some of the topics the House inquired into by call or by committee 
during the 1820's. Investigated by call were such matters as the objects 
of the agents of the United States to be sent to the Panama Conference; 
the removal of troops from certain forts; the report of the engineers on 
the James River Canal; and the proceedings of the court martial of Tennes- 
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see militiamen."' Investigated by committee were such matters as loans 
of powder to civilians, use of troops in building fortifications, post office 
affairs, Army regulations, and the manner in which the land offices were 
e~amined ."~  

The consequences of expansion of House activity along all these dimen- 
sions were to raise the degree of House involvement in administration 
considerably and to stabilize it on a new and higher plane. Indeed, though 
substantial variations in activity continued to occur from Congress to Con- 
gress, the peaks of involvement or interference could now and did at times 
become quite high. 

The Seventeenth Congress (1821-1823), a Congress in which the subpoena 
power was given to investigating committees five times, provides perhaps 
the best example of such a peak."'"n this Congress an economy mood 
blended with the politics of presidential succession and both combined 
to intensify Congressional aggressiveness toward the executive. The result 
was a sizeable increase in the number of calls and formally authorized 
committee investigations as well as increased involvement by some of the 
standing committees informally and heightened activity by the committees 
on departmental expenditures. 

James Buchanan described the most powerful factional alignment of the 
Congress as follows: 

When I first entered the House of Representatives (in December, 1821), there was a 
party in it w111ch was called the Radical party, in favor of cutting down the expenses 
of the Government to the lowest poss~ble standard w~thout  as I supposed sufficiently 
considering the real necess~ties of the country. Its leaders were the la;; Governor Floyd 
of Virginia, Mr. Willlams of North Carolina, General Cocke of Tennessee, and others. 
These gentlemen were all the f r~ends  of Mr. Crawford, and were peculiarly hostile to 
Mr. Calhoun, wliose alleged extravagance as Secretary of War they denounced in no 
measured terms."" 

Calhoun, however, was not without his friends in the House. James Schouler 
records this as well as the crossfire that developed in the following passage: 

This was his [Crawford's] Congress, and for a t ~ m e  his factlon ramped like a band of 
gladiators, butclier~ng every reputation which stood in h ~ s  way. Thls stirred the friends 
of other candidates, and hence a b~t te r  struggle of factions, every man's hand aga~nst  
his brother. There was the Crawford cabal on the one hand, renewing its assaults upon 
the War Department, and accuslng Calhoun of wasting public money upon favor~te 
contractors. There was the Calhoun cabal on the other, weaker in numbers but persevenng, 
which charged Crawford wlth spread~ng h ~ s  ~nfluence by means of appomtments, and 
sending a senator over the west ro electioneer for h ~ m  at the government cost, on the 
pretence of engaging him to Inspect the land  office^.^" 

Nor was John Quincy Adams, Crawford and Calhoun's colleague in the 
Cabinet and also a leading contender for the presidency, able to keep himself 
out of the line of fire. In 1821 he noted in his diary that an inquiry by 
the expenditures committee with jurisdiction over the State Department 
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was "a thrust in the dark at me as Secretary of State." Still, he concluded 
confidently that whereas "Storrs [the Chairman] seems to think he has 
me upon the hip for an expenditure without law," there was in fact "both 
law and appr~priat ion."~ '~ 

Given all this, the following two assessments of the overall tenor of 
scrutiny and review by both houses in the Seventeenth Congress are quite 
understandable. The first is by James Schouler. Though not entirely fair 
since the House did engage in inquiries that were not merely petty, it 
bears eloquent testimony to what doctrine now permitted and practice could 

Congress surrendered its t ~ m e  accordingly to petty investigations. It fussed over the publlc 
expenditures, preached little economies, and brandished the knife of retrenchment with 
ne~ther the courage nor skill to apply it. Committees instituted inquiries, ran the eye 
up and down accounts, printed out little Items, snuffed about dark corners, peeped behind 
curtalns and under beds, and explored every cupboard of the Executive household with 
a mousing alacrity; not so eager, it would appear, to correct abuses as to collect campaign 
materials for damaging some candidate, and playing the detective in preference to the 
judge. Inquisit~on was made of departments and their management, of clerks and thelr 
salaries, of office hours. It was proposed to reduce the Navy, and again to glve the 
Army establ~shment and Coast Defence another cut; but the ardor for economy evaporated 
in talk."' 

The second assessment is less picturesque in language, but just as striking 
in effect because of its source. It derives from a letter written by President 
Monroe to Andrew Jackson in 1822. 

I was exposed in the course of the last Session, to much embarrassment. The lessons 
of the late war seem to have been forgotten, and the efforts slnce made to put the 
country in a better state of defense for another, happen when it may, have been tortured 
into crimes, and those who have been most active treated as the greatest criminals. 
Every l~ttle transaction has been sifted Into, in many Instances under the ~nstigatlon 
of anonymous wrlters, on false, or prejud~ced views, and the great effort seems to 
have been made to pull down Institutions and characters, rather than to rear them 
up for the support and honor of the country. It IS due to Congress to observe that 
this effort has been confined to a small portlon of its members only, by far the greater 
number havlng been spectators of the scene, beheving also, as I presume, that less Injury 
would be done by suffering the calls and scrut~ny to be made than by opposlng them.?" 



PART THREE 

THE IMPACT ON THE FUTURE 

In concluding this study our desire is not only to summarize the character 
of institutional development in the House from 1789 to 1829 and to discuss 
the significance of Jeffersonian attitudes for this development, but also 
to place this experience in perspective. To do less would be to ignore the 
significance of the events we have spent so much time tracing and analyzing. 
In approaching this task, however, we have chosen not to focus simply 
on the emergence of a standing committee system and then to repeat the 
traditional Wilsonian nostrums regarding the significance of committees 
for the operation of the House. This indeed would be the easiest course 
to follow, but such an approach would not do justice to the full impact 
of developments in either theory or practice during the decades from 1789 
to 1829. What we need instead is a theoretical framework in terms of which 
we can both organize this experience and give it meaning. 

Framework of Analysis 

In delineating such a framework we shall adopt the perspectives of systems 
analysis. Thus, we shall assume that the House exists as a subsystem in 
a wider system of units that together constitute the national political system, 
that the national political system functions to make and implement author- 
itative decisions on goals for the national society, that the subsystem rela- 
tionships and dependencies that comprise and define the national political 
system are subject to change and breakdown, and that each subsystem 
of the national political system must satisfy certain functional needs to 
continue to survive as a unit in the suprasystem. Given these assumptions, 
our approach will be to identify the key functional needs of the House 
and then to analyze the experience of the Jeffersonian period in terms 
of these  need^."^ In doing so, however, we shall for purposes of brevity 
and manageability limit the dimensions of the theoretical task we have 
set for ourselves by restricting our focus to the political system as it exists 
on the federal or national level, by treating the legislature alone as the 
legislative subsystem and the House as the legislature, and by giving legisla- 
tive-executive relations primary attention. 

What key functional needs may we then define? First, the House requires 
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a decision-making structure that confers a capacity for autonomous, effec- 
tive, and efficient decision making on it. This need, to be sure, is one 
that all subsystems primarily concerned with decision making must satisfy 
to avoid dissolution or absorption. Nonetheless, as is generally true of 
functional needs, it assumes distinct and concrete meaning depending on 
the particular subsystem and suprasystem involved. 

In the case of the House we are concerned with political decision making, 
a democratic system with a number of distinctive features, and the role 
of the legislative subsystem within that system. We have argued that the 
function of the political system is to make and implement authoritative 
decisions on goals on behalf of the society, to define and implement that 
special category of ends which are so vital to public order and/or the general 
welfare that their attainment is sought on a common or communal basis 
and backed by the ability to commit co1Iective resources and collective 
instruments of physical coercion. I n  approaching this task the American 
political system as a democratic system is strongly biased in favor of basing 
authoritative goal decisions on consent, on citizen preferences or determina- 
tions regarding these goals. As a consequence, the prime subsystems of 
the system seek in various ways appropriate to the level and type of decision 
making involved both to base action on agreement and to balance the 
need for action with the need for consent. The legislative subsystem is 
one of these subsystems and one which the American political system in 
response to both its shared and distinct needs as a democratic political 
system assigns a critical role. It is charged with functioning as the official 
source of the authority and funds upon which executive action is contingent. 
Moreover, in contrast to some other democratic systems, it is expected in 
fact as well as in form to serve as the basic determiner of the concrete 
policies implemented by executive officers, to use its powers to make the 
basic or guiding policy decisions in the system on the basis of its own 
volition. Indeed, so intent is the American political system on securing 
this role for the legislature that it embodies checks and balances, separate 
constituency bases, and decentralized parties as well as a mere division 
of function between the branches. 

In the American political system it is therefore not mere legalism that assigns 
the "lawmaking power" to the legislature and accords its decisions the 
status of "laws." To be sure, in the United States as in other democratic 
systems the legislature cannot monopolize policy making or policy discre- 
tion. Even in the process of lawmaking its relationships with and dependen- 
cies on other subsystems subject it to external influence and thereby force 
it to share and even cede its discretion. In addition, it cannot hope to 
decide all policy questions in the lawmaking process, but rather must allow 
considerable discretion to be exercised by the men who actually implement 
the laws. Nonetheless, if the legislature cannot monopolize discretion, it 
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can both preserve a meaningful capacity to make its own decisions and 
exercise its discretion in ways that have decisive policy impact. And this 
is what the American political system expects of the legislature. It expects 
the legislature to serve as the basic determiner of the concrete policies 
upon which executive action proceeds, to function as basic policy maker 
determining the substance of policy to the extent that best harmonizes 
its need for control with its limitations of time and the executive's need 
for flexibility. Moreover, as such, the legislature's role is not and cannot 
be limited simply to providing administrators with instructions or directions 
in an a priori manner. On the contrary, its role includes and must include 
continuing review of administrative decision making and action to further 
instruct or alter it. Both because administrators may abuse their authority 
and because policy making is a continuing task in which much discretion 
must be delegated, the legislature cannot shun concern with the course, 
results, or even manner of administrative performance. It cannot be narrow- 
ly "legislative" if it is to serve as the primary source of policy instruction 
or direction in the system. 

However, if the American political system assigns the legislature the role 
of basic policy maker and establishes certain environmental conditions 
favorable to its exercise by the legislature, it cannot guarantee this role 
to the legislature. The maintenance or continued performance of this role 
rather depends on the character of the legislature's relationships with other 
subsystems and the maintenance of a complex of input-output exchanges 
with these subsystems. There is, of course, a large, open range of variability 
in the character of these relationships and exchanges. Particular changes 
can simply modify the dimensions of the legislature's role as policy deter- 
miner without vitiating or destroying it. Nonetheless, a mininlal threshold 
does exist that cannot be crossed without leading either to the breakdown 
of the legislature per se or to its transformation into a subsystem whose 
outputs are primarily or wholly non-decisional in character. 

On the input side the legislature's dependence on other subsystems is a 
source of danger. In the case of the electoral subsystem it must be sufficiently 
tied to the various units of the subsystem that citizen dissatisfactions and 
demands are treated as prime inputs, but yet not so tied to particular units 
that it loses its freedom of action as an organization. As regards the executive 
subsystem, the legislature requires the assistance of executive officers in 
a variety of ways: information, advice, technical services, and even political 
resources or influence. These inputs, however, threaten to turn the legislature 
into a mere spokesman or ratifier of executive desires. This is especially 
so to the degree that elements of the electoral and executive subsysten~s 
combine to establish close relations and dependencies with one another. 
If this threshold is crossed, the suprasystem may still remain democratic. 
The legislature need not disappear or become a mere ceremonial institution. 
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It can endure as a forum for educating the populace and/or pressuring 
decision makers. Still, its role as policy determiner either disappears or 
is circumscribed to such grand issues, e.g., toppling governments, that it 
seldom serves as a source of decisions that control the day to day essentials 
of policy. 

On the output side the difficulty of maintaining dependence on Iegislative 
policy outputs is a source of danger. The problem has both an effectiveness 
and efficiency dimension to it. In  particular areas the legislature as basic 
policy maker must produce and oversee the implementation of policies 
that do in fact relieve sources of stress in the national society and maintain 
allegiance and support for the suprasystem. Insofar as it fails to do this, 
pressure builds over time to relieve the legislature of its policy role either 
by forcing it to assume more deferential relationships to the executive or, 
if unrelieved dissatisfactions are sufficiently grievous, by altering the basic 
character of the suprasystem itself. In  addition, there is an efficiency dimen- 
sion to the problem as well. The legislature must not only define and oversee 
effective policies, it must do so in a large number of areas to maintain 
its overall position as basic policy maker. Deficiencies in output capacity 
lead inevitably to the cessation of authority and discretion to the executive 
either implicitIy or explicitly. Thus, the sheer quantity of the legislature's 
output is a variable of importance. 

Now given a legislature charged with the role of basic policy maker 
and the problems associated with maintaining this role, one of its key 
functional needs is a decision-making structure that endows it with capacity 
to cope with the continuino threats to its position. Such a legislature, in ? 
short, needs a decision-mak~ng structure that can provide it with an organi- 
zational base for autonomous or independent decision making as well as 
effective and efficient decision making. Admittedly, even with such a base, 
the maintenance of the role of policy maker within its critical limits may 
not prove possible. The legislative subsystem's relation to other subsystems 
may be disrupted by external forces it cannot controI. Nonetheless, it 
remains true that legislative operation as basic policy maker will fall simply 
by its own weight if organizational structure and resources do not provide 
the forms of support this role requires. 

A second prime functional need of the House concerns another type 
or category of decision-making need. Apart from other considerations, the 
House requires a decision-making structure that sustains belief in the legiti- 
macy of its output. To a significant degree the acceptability of its output 
rests on more than its inherent effectiveness as rational goal achieving action. 
Rather, the willingness of other subsystems to render themselves dependent 
on this output and the continued existence of a patterned relationship based 
on it rest in part on broader systemic values and norms which legitimize 
the legislative subsystem, its operations, and its output. The ability of the 
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House to maintain its role therefore depends on articulation between its 
operating norms and structures and broader suprasystem values and norms. 
As a result, the House must not only produce a rational or effective output 
in an  efficient manner, it must do so through decision-making structures 
and processes that are in accord with suprasystem values and norms. This 
need, of course, applies to all subsystems of social systems. But once again 
it assumes distinct and concrete meaning in the case of the House since 
we are dealing with the political system as opposed to other types of systems, 
a particular type of political system, and a particular subsystem within 
that system. 

We have noted that tlie political system functions to make authoritative 
decisions on goals. However, the political system is itself part of a society 
or wider social system. It thus must embody or institutionalize core societal 
values and norms that have significance for politics. In fact, if a wide 
divergence develops between values and norms of the society that are critical 
to politics and the values and norms actually institutionalized in the political 
system, then either the political system must be altered or the political 
system must remake the society in its image. The reasons for this relate to 
the basic necessities of political systems. Assuming that a political system, 
a source of authoritative decision making, is necessary for social life, this 
broad harmony between critical societal values and norms and the values 
and norms institutionalized by the political system is also indispensable. 
It underpins the ability of the political system to function or make authori- 
tative decisions and to persist. 

Consider a political system that bases the authoritative or binding quality 
of its decisions preponderantly or wholly on force or the threat of force. 
The capacity of such systems to make binding decisions is seriously restricted 
both quantitatively and qualitatively by the need to make heavy investments 
of coercion to secure even limited forms of obedience or acquiescence, 
Indeed, over time if conditions do not change, such systems are prone 
to lose this capacity entirely, i.e., to breakdown, both because of the limits 
placed on their ability to act effectively to relieve dissatisfactions and 
because of the resentments stirred by reliance on unlegitimized or raw 
force. 

As a consequence, what political systems need to maintain adequate 
capacity for authoritative decision making in addition to  the ability to apply 
force, and even in the stablest systems force as a means of assuring universal 
obedience remains a continuing necessity, is the ability to elicit obedience 
on moral grounds. Indeed, the reason the concept of authoritative decision 
making has a moral connotation to it is that in a basic sense the binding 
or authoritative quality of decisions rests on citizen acknowledgment of 
the rightness of obedience. Now in order for a political system to possess 
adequate capacity in this regard its mechanisms and processes must be 
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relatable to and justifiable in terms of broader societal values and norms. 
These mechanisms and processes must, in short, translate these values into 
their own realm of action; they must embody and be based on broad 
principles of operation derived from them. Then and only then is the 
authoritative or binding quality of decisions adequately established through 
the obligations that citizens feel to the values and norms institutionalized 
by the system and the habitual patterns of obedience that develop around 
these obligations once publicly or formally acknowledged. Of course, in 
the long run the substance of decisions also becomes important. The cumu- 
lative results or lack of results of many decisions can shake faith in the 
underlying values of the system, shatter habitual patterns of obedience, 
and add to system stress by requiring compensatory increases in the use 
of force. Still, all this only highlights our point concerning the significance 
of obligation based on shared values as a foundation for authoritative 
decision making and the need for harmony between core societal values 
and norms and the values and norms institutionalized by the political 
system. 

In the United States as in other democratic nations the political system 
exists within a society where the values that are critical to politics establish 
individual liberty and equality as primary concerns. The political system 
accordingly is and must be oriented toward basing decisions on authoritative 
goals on consent, on citizen determinations or preferences regarding these 
goals. This in turn means that the various subsystems of the political system 
must be shaped by the exigencies of institutionalizing a system of decision 
making based on citizen preferences. For they all must contribute, though 
in ways appropriate to the level and type of decision making involved, 
to satisfying certain basic needs upon which democratic decision making 
is contingent. These needs can be sketched under three broad headings. 
One relates to articulation. If citizen preferences are to be relied upon 
as critical pieces of information regarding desirable changes or additions 
to authoritative goals, the various subsystems must be designed to stimulate 
and foster the articulation of demands among all elements of the population. 
Another relates to access and responsiveness. If the substance of decisions 
is to reflect the character of citizen preferences, the various subsystems 
must be designed to provide citizen demands with ample and equitable 
access to official structures and to insure a high degree of responsiveness 
to them. A final need relates to accommodation and aggregation. If the 
decisions that emerge are to have a high degree of acceptability in terms 
of citizen desires or preferences and at the same time to be effective in 
relieving dissatisfaction, the various subsystems must be designed to promote 
and encourage the accommodation and aggregation of demands without 
at the same time setting the requirements for reconciliation and agreement 
so high as to vitiate the capacity for action. 
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The legislature is, of course, one of the prime subsystems in a democratic 
suprasystem. In the American political system as in other democratic systems 
its existence is no accident, but is rather a direct response to the exigencies 
of democratic decision making. Indeed, its structures and processes are 
more closely shaped and constrained by these needs than is true in the 
case of the executive subsystem which explains perhaps why it is a more 
distinctive feature of a democratic system. On the one hand, its members 
are elected, they usually represent distinct constituencies, and they formally 
are accorded equal status and influence at the ultimate point of decision. 
These conditions proceed from the needs to encourage the articulation of 
demands, to provide access for a wide variety of demands on a basis that 
makes no arbitrary distinctions among them, and to insure responsiveness. 
On the other hand, the legislature engages in formal discussion and debate 
as one of its prime activities and makes decisions on the basis of wide 
but not total agreement, i.e., usually on the basis of majority rule. These 
conditions proceed from the need to spur accommodation and aggregation 
while still preserving a meaningful capacity for action. 

It is by establishing structures and processes in accord with or embodying 
these conditions that the legislature legitimizes its output, gains a claim 
on other subsystems for acceptability and dependence, and that the system 
as a whole gains a capacity for basing the authoritative quality of its 
decisions on more than force. This is especially true in the American political 
system where the legislature plays a more important role than in many 
other democratic systems. Its role as basic policy maker means not only 
that it carries a heavier burden for meeting the system's needs for articula- 
tion, access and responsiveness, and accommodation and aggregation than 
is true of other Iegislatures, but also that it is more dependent on the 
legitimizing character of its own structures and processes than in systems 
where it is subordinate to other subsystems. In these instances the legisla- 
ture's output is legitimized in part at least in terms of its subordination, 
e.g., as part of the election mandate of a disciplined majority party. In 
the United States this is not the case. The legislature's ability to legitimize 
its output rests far more directly on the degree to which it successfully 
institutionalizes commonly shared notions of democratic values and norms. 

Given all this, we can understand why the decision-making needs of 
the House encompass considerations other than autonomy, effectiveness, 
and efficiency. In the American political system the legislative subsystem 
has to do more than produce effective decisions in a variety of policy areas 
that reflect its own volition. To provide the system with a capacity for 
legitimizing its decisions, for basing the authoritative quality of its decisions 
on more than force, and to maintain its own role in the system the legisla- 
ture's decision-making structure must be such as to sustain belief in the 
legitimacy of its output. Viability, in short, both for the House and for 
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the suprasystem of which it is an integral part requires that its decision- 
making structure be constrained by the necessity of operating in a democra- 
tic manner, requires that its decision-making structure encompass and satisfy 
ideal as well as technical needs. 

What this in turn involves is, of course, not totally or precisely fixed. 
Here as elsewhere, a wide, permissible range of variability exists. However, 
some parameters also exist. The House cannot be run like an  army or 
even a business corporation. It cannot support high levels of formal hierar- 
chy and still sustain belief in the legitimacy of its output. Thus, as we 
have already suggested, it is necessarily constrained in several broad but 
key regards. It must in some basic or ultimate way accord its members 
equal status and influence formally to avoid prejudice in favor of particular 
demands. It must regularize opportunities for discussion and bargaining 
in order to tap the potential for accommodating and aggregating conflicting 
demands, for basing action on high levels of agreement. Finally, it must 
place some reasonable limit or limits on the need for agreement, e.g., 
majority rule, so that a workable balance can be struck between the need 
to base action on high levels of agreement and the need to preserve a 
capacity for action. Nor are these constraints significant simply as passive 
products of democratic decision-making needs. Such an emphasis derives 
from the manner in which we have isolated them and does not do full 
justice to their active or positive significance. The House's ability to sustain 
the legitimacy of its output and thereby maintain its role is tied or related 
to its ability to contribute to satisfying the basic needs of a democratic 
system. In truth, it is the democratic structures and processes it embodies 
and operates through, the limits on hierarchy inherent in it as a legislature, 
that permit it to serve as such an important source of articulation, access 
and responsiveness, and especially accommodation and aggregation, that 
permit it to acquit itself of the heavy responsibilities in these regards that 
the system places upon it by assigning it the role of basic policy maker. 
In sum, then, the House as a legislature in the American political system 
is and must be unlike other types of organizations, e.g., bureaucracies, and 
for good and substantial reasons. It must not only produce decisions, it 
must do so collegially. It must make them through discussion and by 
securing the positive consent of at least a majority of its members in each 
and every case. 

A third and final functional need of the House is for maintenance of 
its decision-making structure. Social systems are subject to breakdown, to 
disintegration, for causes aside from inability to maintain role or function 
in relation to their environment. They are also subject to breakdown for 
reasons that are primarily internal. The maintenance of regularized beha- 
vior, the maintenance of the patterned sets of roles that constitute the 
structure of a system, is not a simple or automatic matter. Rather, patterned 
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human behavior is fragile and subject to disruption for a variety of reasons. 
One major source of disruption issues out of structure itself. The role 

structures which systems to varying degrees differentiate to make decisions 
involve unequal distributions of power over outcomes. As such, they impinge 
on the goals or ends particular members have for the system as well as 
on their desires for status and importance. These structures thus threaten 
continually to become sources of alienation and conflict, rather than mecha- 
nisms for resolving conflict about system ends. As a result, systems con- 
tinually face the problem of coherence, of conflict management, of preserv- 
ing the smooth intermeshing of their various role sets. Another major source 
of disruption is not structural, but personal. A system's ability to function 
is dependent on its role structure and this in turn is dependent on role 
fulfillment by the individuals who occupy particular roles. Though systems 
normally have sufficient inducements at their disposal to secure certain 
minimum levels of performance, success in obtaining their objectives re- 
quires them to secure far more than minimal performance. However, the 
willingness of individuals to fulfil1 their roles, to contribute to the system, 
is a contingent matter. Contribution may be limited for either negative 
or positive reasons: that is, simply because satisfactions are lacking, because 
incentives are insufficient to induce more than mechanical role performance, 
or because an individual's desire for social approval or career advancement 
leads him to temper role performance. Systems therefore must also con- 
tinually face the problem of motivating performance, of overcomi~lg resis- 
tance to role fulfillment. of induein? iridividuals to contribute. 

If we redefine our perspective to focus on the House as an entity rather 
than on its external relations with other entities, we may recognize that 
it exists as a social system itself as well as a subsystem of a larger suprasys- 
tem. As such, it has maintenance needs as well as decision-making needs:"' 
It cannot escape continually facing and adequately resolving the problem 
of coherence or conflict management and the problem of motivating role 
performance. In the former case, it, like other social systems, is dependent 
on maintaining allegiance to the complex of values and norms that underlie 
and define its role structure. Allegiance to these vaIues and norms counters 
and overcomes disappointment and alienation proceeding from loss of 
cherished goals or deficiencies in personal status. In the latter case it, like 
other social systems, must provide inducements for participation and role 
fulfillment that are adequate to counter the various sources of resistance 
that militate against them. Once again, however, the fact that the House 
is a particular kind of social system is a matter of consequence. Here as 
elsewhere, its needs assume a distinct and concrete form. 

With regard to coherence or conffict management, the task of maintaining 
allegiance to the complex of values and norms underlying its decision-mak- 
ing structure is shaped by a number of considerations. The House must 
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adjust to certain weaknesses in the processes or mechanisms of inculcating 
and maintaining allegiance that many types of social systems do not possess. 
It has no control over recruitment and thus cannot weed out applicants 
who are likely to prove hard to socialize in its ways. In  addition, though 
tenure has increased significantly since the nineteenth century, it still must 
deal every two years with a sizeable minority of new members. Nor are 
the rewards and penalties at its disposal either to aid in socialization or 
to control deviance decisive in their impact. The House cannot exclude 
members except for rare and extreme causes or lower their salaries or other 
benefits of office. It cannot necessarily even insure that deviants will be 
defeated for reelection or blocked from advancement to higher political 
positions, though it can influence these outcomes by penalizing such 
members within the House. Due to these liabilities socialization and social 
control in the House are far more dependent on informal social pressure 
and shared feelings of loyalty to the institution and its role than is true 
in the case of many other types of social systems. Moreover, since these 
feelings of loyalty are dependent in large part on general, positive societal 
evaluations of the institution and its role, the House is also more dependent 
on its broad and enduring image in the community than are many other 
types of social systems. 

Equally important, the House must adjust to a high degree of fragility 
in a key portion of the complex of values and norms that underlie and 
define its decision-making structure. In bureaucratic bodies the features 
of the decision-making system can be determined largely in terms of tech- 
nical needs, in terms of what conduces to effective and efficient decision 
making, in terms of what conduces to rational decision making. This is 
not because ideal needs do not exist, but rather because at least formally 
there is reIatively high agreement on clear and stable goals which allows 
technical considerations of rationality to dominate questions of structure. 
As a result, justification of the distribution of power involved in the deci- 
sion-making structure can be tied to objective factors relating to rational 
decision-making needs and the character of the output also justified objec- 
tively as a product of rationally determined decision-making structure. In 
a legislative body, such as the House, values and norms based on technical 
needs also underlie and define the decision-making structure and provide 
objective bases for justifying the distribution of power and the character 
of the output. Technically based or oriented norms, such as specialization, 
reciprocity, and apprenticeship, rest on an appreciation for the contribution 
qualities or conditions, such as expertise or division of labor, make to 
rational decision making, to providing the structural arrangements best 
suited to reaching decisions that will achieve desired goals. As such, tech- 
nically oriented or operational norms provide an important basis for com- 
batting alienation and restraining conflict. Furthermore, since they are 
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rooted essentially in objective rather than subjective considerations, their 
ability to elicit allegiance is highly stable as long as primary definitions 
of technical need are not altered by changes in basic premises regarding 
the legislature's role in the system. 

However, in legislative bodies, such as the House, decision-making struc- 
ture can neither be as elaborate as in bureaucratic bodies nor based as 
largely on technical needs or considerations. In the House goals to a much 
larger extent are ever emergent. The area of decision making in which 
it operates is more discretionary, closer to the ends side of the ends-means 
continuum where goals have to be determined rather than interpreted or 
applied. Moreover, in terms of basic democratic premises each member's 
view of the proper nature of the goals is as worthwhile as that of any 
other; the degree of discretion, in short, limits the need or justification 
for hierarchy. Given these facts, we have an additional basis for understanding 
why the decision-making structure of the House must balance technical 
and ideal needs, why it must provide for democratic decision making as 
well as autonomy, effectiveness, and efficiency. In addition, we may now 
also understand why ideal needs are both more relevant to coherence or 
conflict management in the House than in bureaucratic bodies and why 
this makes coherence or conflict management more difficult. 

If allegiance to the values and norms that underlie the decision-making 
structure are critical to conflict management and if in the House these 
values and norms to a significant extent must express ideal as well as 
technicaI considerations, then the problem of legitimacy has great internal 
significance in terms of conflict management as well as external significance 
in terms of the maintenance of the House's role in the political system. 
Though up to this point we have emphasized the external dimension by 
focusing on the House's need to be able to legitimize its output in the 
eyes of actors in other subsystenls, it is also crucial that House members 
accept its decision-making structure as democratic. Moreover, whereas other 
actors are likely to be satisfied by the broader features of structure, House 
members are likely to weigh specific factors more heavily. This inevitably 
becomes a source of difficulty because the hold of specific values and norms 
embodied in particular structural arrangements, the hold of the precise 
conceptions of what majority rule requires or permits structurally, is apt 
to be quite fragile. 

One reason for such fragility is the amount of subjectivity involved in 
these conceptions. We have noted that there is a large permissible range 
of variation within the broad parameters of democratic decision making. 
If the broad parameters are clear, what they require or permit in precise 
terms structurally is highly contingent and open to differing interpretation 
on the basis of a variety of basic premises regarding the role and needs 
of the individual representative, the significance of party, the severity of 
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the constraints imposed by technical needs, etc. What, for example, does 
majority rule require with regard to the relation between the Speaker and 
the Rules Committee? Or what can it permit or countenance in terms of 
committee power over bills? But subjectivity is not the only reason for 
weakness in the strength of that portion of the values and norms embodied 
in existing structure that express or relate to ideal needs. The degree of 
status and discretion accorded the individual member is an important 
complementary factor. Because members regard each other as basically 
equal, no member is assumed to have any more objective basis for deter- 
mining questions of the rightness of structure than any other or any less 
concern or right to do so. The dominating spirit is that of a Sanhendrin 
rather than a factory. 

As a consequence, governing interpretations of what ideal needs require 
or permit tend to be unstable, tend to be subject to breakdown in managing 
conflict. In  contrast to bureaucratic bodies, frustrated House members are 
led much more easily and quickly to raise legitimacy questions. Discontent 
over outcomes, if prolonged even for a relatively short time among a 
particular group or party faction, soon leads these members to refuse to 
accept failure as a product of democratic operation and to attack portions 
of existing structure as undemocratic. Here as elsewhere, the House has 
to adjust to this element of weakness in its maintenance capability. In 
part, it can do so by emphasizing more stable technical norms as much 
as possible and by falling back on the severe constraints technicaI considera- 
tions pose to change for the purpose of increasing the degree of den~ocracy 
within the House. It can also rely on certain norms that arise out of the 
distaste most members have for severe conflict and their perception of 
the threat it poses to them as individuals and to the institution-"to get 
along go along," "be satisfied with half a loaf," "treat opponents with 
civility," etc. In large part, however, adjustment lnust consist simply of 
enduring recurrent tinkering and on rare occasions even wholesale chatlge 
in order to bolster or recreate the sense of legitimacy on which continued 
operation of the decision-making structure is dependent. 

So much for the problem of coherence or conflict management. Though 
the absence of a sense of legitimacy concerning the decision-making struc- 
ture drastically affects role fulfillment on the part of individual members, 
its presence does not necessarily solve the problem of motivating perform- 
ance. Here too the House faces singular difficulties. The variety of roles 
House members must assume places onerous physical and psychological 
burdens upon them. They are expected to master the legislative fields 
covered by their committees, to provide constituent service, to cast informed 
and intelligent votes on the floor, and somehow to fulfill responsibilities 
to district, party, and conscience at one and the same time. A member's 
inclination to perform these roles is thus limited both by deficiencies in 
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the amount of satisfaction they provide and by conflicts between them 
and his career aspirations. For example, committee specialization involves 
not only hard work but also narrowness and isolation from the public; 
constituent service involves not only time but also absorption in small 
problems and the assumption of a petitionary role with regard to the 
bureaucracy. Similarly, time spent out of Washington can be much more 
valuable to reelection or advancement to another position than time spent 
on committee work; a vote for district interests can be more valuable to 
career advancement than sustaining the party leadership's ability to aggre- 
gate majorities and produce necessary outputs. 

In contrast, the concrete or material incentives the House can provide 
to overcome these sources of resistance are limited in their overall or total 
effectiveness. This is not to imply that the rewards and penalties at the 
disposal of the House are few or insignificant. On the contrary, the complex- 
ity of the formal structure and the degree of hierarchy within it create 
a variety of rewards and penalties which the party leadership can deploy 
to enhance its leverage, e.g., committee appointments, access to the floor, 
opportunities for publicity, help in securing grants or projects, etc. In 
addition, regard for House norms and attention to roles, especially commit- 
tee roles, is a course that leads to prestige and influence in the House. 
Still, in most instances the impact on members' careers of the particular 
rewards and penaItles that can be applied is marginal. For this reason 
and for other reasons related to the character of party cohesion they are 
not applied in a harsh or demanding manner, Hence the standard or level 
of performance required to maintain one's standing, to qualify for rewards 
and escape penalties, is low or mediocre. Moreover, due to the operation 
of the seniority principle longevity can compensate for dedication in the 
climb to power in the House. 

As a resuIt, the position the House finds itself in with regard to motivating 
performance is comparable to its position with regard to socializatioll and 
control of deviance, if not even more accentuated. Here too the House 
is highly dependent on informal social pressure and shared feelings of loyalty 
to it as an institution. The latter especially is of great significance. It is 
the sense members have of the importance of the House and its role in 
the political system, reinforced by the development of collective or comrade- 
ly spirit, that provides a critical portion of the incentives necessary to 
induce dedicated rather than simply mechanical role performance. Similarly, 
if social pressure is important as a factor that can overcome recalcitrance 
that would otherwise be unreachable, its strength is nonetheless highly 
contingent on the breadth and intensity of institutional loyalty. In short, 
then, the House is particularly dependent in motivating role performance 
on ideal incentives centered on the worth of the House and membership 
within it, a factor that gives functional significance to the hyperbolic rhetoric 
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about the House that members indulge in and even to the self-protective 
norms and practices with regard to the public that an ethic of comradeship 
involves. 

Teclznicnl Needs 

Let us now apply the analytical framework we have defined. Our problem 
is to assess the long-run significance of events and attitudes in the Jeffer- 
sonian period in terms of the prime functional needs of the House as a 
unit or subsystem in the American political system. 

The first functional category we identified concerns the aspect or dimen- 
sion of decision-making need that relates to technical competence or profi- 
ciency. We noted that the system assigns the legislative subsystem the role 
of basic policy determiner and that to maintain this role the House requires 
a decision-making structure that endows it with a capacity for autonomous, 
effective, and efficient decision making. Developments in the period from 
1789 to 1829 made a critical and lasting contribution to the satisfaction 
of this need. This can easily be seen if we briefly review and assess the 
key outcomes in theory and practice that pertain. 

Of primary importance is the emergence during these years of a standing 
committee system. By the early 1820's specialized standing committees had 
come to dominate the initial handling and preparation of legislative propos- 
als in virtually all policy areas. Their rise to dominance settled the issue 
of first reference from that time to the present. The standing committee 
mechanism, rather than its competitors, became the agent the House relied 
upon to consider legislative proposals in depth on its behalf, to advise 
it, and to put them in shape for passage. 

An essential and complementary development was the emergence of a 
set of technically based or oriented norms that made reliance on standing 
committees feasible. We may remember that traditional Jeffersonian atti- 
tudes toward smaller committees were ambivalent. The old Jeffersonians 
recognized their necessity for a variety of purposes: handling minor business; 
putting major business in shape for a. decision on principles in cases where 
facts were difficult to ascertain or details complex; and drawing up bills. 
On the other hand, they saw the legislative process as one in which a 
radical form of equality should prevail among members, as one in which 
all members should share full responsibility for policy and no member 
should exercise any influence over another not derived simply from the 
force of rational argument. They therefore feared reliance on smaller com- 
mittees and, as a general rule, opposed first reference to them in important 
areas of business. They believed that these mechanisms undermined the 
equal influence and responsibility of members and thereby undermined 
the ability of the House to elicit a true sense of majority will. 

Obviously, the creation and operation of a standing committee system 
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was not possible as long as the values and norms that expressed ideal 
needs were defined so absolutely or rigidly as to leave little leeway for 
satisfying technical considerations. What was needed was a relaxation or 
tempering of these values and norms and the emergence of a new set of 
values and norms that could justify and operationalize the division of labor 
and distribution of influence involved in reliance on a standing committee 
system. Both occurred as the House's appetite for standing committees 
increased. Though regard for equality and majority rule as well as concep- 
tions of what they required continued, insistence on radical egalitarianism 
disappeared and a new set of values and norms, focused on specialization 
and deference, crystallized. In  pIace of insistence on the equal responsibility 
of members for policy, the House began to prize subject matter expertise 
and to encourage members to become specialists in their committee work. 
In place of insistence on equality of status and influence, the House began 
to value and approve deference to committee opinion and to encourage 
members to defer to one another in their respective committee capacities. 
In short, it tempered the severity of norms based on ideal considerations 
in exchange for the addition of technically oriented norms that conferred 
the benefits of a division of labor. 

Another important set of developments associated with the emergence 
of a standing committee system concerned the internal organization and 
operation of these units. By the end of the Jeffersonian period the standing 
committees had developed certain basic and enduring structural facets. Party 
had emerged as the dominant appointment criterion, reinforced by interest, 
knowledge, and prior service. The position of Chairman had not been 
confined to that of mere moderator; rather it commanded sufficient initiative 
and leverage to confer preeminence on its holder. Rooms were assigned 
and clerks in all probability employed. In addition, along with specialization 
norms apprenticeship norms had developed. 

Last, but not least, the decade from 1789 to 1829 witnessed a substantial 
expansion in the House's oversight role. Initially, the House took a very 
restricted view of the proper scope of its concerns as reviewer and controller 
of executive operation and performance. The emergence of the standing 
committee system, however, was accompanied by far looser construction 
of the limits imposed by the separation of powers principle and a significant 
increase in the degree of House involvement in administration. The number 
and scope of committee investigations thus expanded in the second half 
of the period. Whereas traditional doctrine limited the House to investiga- 
tions of executive action or conduct that were specific in object, based 
on a foundation in fact, and closely tied to the exercise of a valid legislative 
power, new doctrine permitted general investigations of any suspected 
problem or abuse. Nor was increased involvement confined to the mul- 
tiplication of formal investigations. Decline in strict construction of "execu- 
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tive" prerogatives combined with the rise of standing committees enjoying 
continuing departmental contact also led to increased involvement in ad- 
ministration through the regular processes of examining proposals for legis- 
lation. Similarly, the role and influence standing committees acquired gave 
individual members leverage for expanding their personal involvement on 
matters relating to their districts and constituents. In sum, then, what 
occurred was increased Congressional participation and control due to both 
a broadening of the substantive questions the House regarded as properly 
within its purview and an expansion of the means of forms of involvement. 

In citing these outcomes we do not wish even indirectly to exaggerate 
their dimensions. The House of 1829 is not the modern House, the House 
of the 18907s, or even the House of the 1860's. If a standing committee 
system had emerged and taken command of the initial handling of business, 
the procedures governing the introduction and references of bills and 
committee powers over bills remained at an early stage of development. 
Another half century of growth and adjustment was required before the 
rules and precedents provided for the introduction of bills solely on the 
volition of members and automatic reference off the floor to the appropriate 
standing committee, while simuItaneously barring instruction and rendering 
discharge impossible except through special mechanisms. Indeed, in the 
case of discharge it took several additional decades for the system or 
approach now in use to emerge. Similarly, the various limitations on debate 
and dilatory motions that now prevail as well as the various special calendars 
and procedures that now order the access of business to the floor are 
products of nineteenth-century development subsequent to 1829 or, in some 
cases, of the early decades of the twentieth ~entury .~ j j  

The need for historical perspective applies to other areas as well. If the 
norms of specialization, deference, and apprenticeship had taken hold in 
the House by the late 18207s, their strength was undoubtedly greater at 
the end of the nineteenth century than in the 1820's, and still greater in 
the twentieth century than in the nineteenth. The greater powers over bills 
granted to committees during the nineteenth century, though not primarily 
caused by increased allegiance to these norms, nonetheless testify to it; 
whereas in the twentieth century the marked decline in membership turn- 
over and the hardening of apprenticeship norms into strict seniority control 
of committee advancement have entrenched the norms of specialization, 
deference, and apprenticeship even more deep1y:""or is the status of 
the standing committees as organized entities comparable. The current 
degree of institutionalization in terms of subcommittees, staffs, internal 
procedures, and membership stability is far greater and appointment proce- 
dures far different than when the second Adams retired from office. Here 
the twentieth century rather than the nineteenth has had the major impact. 
Moreover, the very structure of the standing committee system in terms 
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of number and jurisdiction is a product of continued growth in the nine- 
teenth century and major as well as minor reductions and amalgamations 
in the twentieth."j7 

Finally, the expansion in the House's oversight role should not be miscon- 
ceived. If the boundaries of legislative involvement in administration be- 
came quite vague and plasticable, in practice the House did not push these 
boundaries as far as they have been pushed today. As should not be 
surprising given the differences in time span and policy problems, the House 
in 1829 still continued to be governed by a far stricter sense of the limits 
imposed by the grant of executive power to a separate branch than is 
the case today. This is true both in terms of substantive topics or  questions 
and in terms of means or forms of control. Leonard White notes that in 
the Jacksonian period the ordinary flow of work through the departments 
was left to executive discretion within broad statutory assignments of func- 
tion. In contrast, current practice recognizes fewer limits than even the 
late nineteenth century, by which time little of this substantive sense of 
restraint remained. For example, current practice permits the negotiation 
of contracts, a highly administrative act, to be subject either formally or 
informally to Congressional review and approva1:'js 

Similarly, interpretation of the forms of House action that constitute 
interference with executive prerogatives remained far stricter than is the 
case today. Exercise of the investigative function continued to be conceived 
as something properly special or intermittent, something to be confined 
to abuses. Except in the area of auditing expenditures, the notion of con- 
tinuous oversight by standing committees was rejected. This attitude re- 
mained dominant throughout the nineteenth century and well into the 
twentieth. The emergence and acceptance of the notion of continuous 
oversight in the 1940's represented a distinct break with past tradition, 
though this was largely obscured by the plasticity of doctrine and a century 
of erosion in strict interpretation of the separation of powers principle. 
In addition, the men of the 1820's would regard some of the other oversight 
techniques now in use as improper, e.g., the Iegislative veto and use of 
language in committee reports and hearings to instruct or direct administra- 
tors."'"ndeed, even the weapon of appropriations was approached far more 
conservatively. Though the fight over the Jay Treaty in the 1790's settled 
the question of the House's power to deny funds, most members in the 
late 1820's believed that the inclusion of provisos in the appropriation acts, 
directing how money was to be spent or not spent, constituted an infringe- 
ment of executive prerogatives. Thus, the use of provisos did not become 
a regular occurrence until succeeding  decade^."^' 

Yet, if it is important not to exaggerate the extent of institutional develop- 
ment in the Jeffersonian period, it is nonetheless true that events or outcomes 
in this period made a critical contribution to the satisfaction of the first 
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functional need we have identified. The emergence of a standing committee 
system and the developments in theory and practice associated with it 
provided basic and lasting foundations for a decision-making structure that 
could operate in a n  autonomous, effective, and efficient manner. 

On the input side the House's problem was somehow to preserve the 
ability to draw on executive resources while still maintaining its capacity 
to make its own decisions. Both requirements, though conflicting, are essen- 
tial for the House to sustain its role as basic policy determiner in the system. 
Reliance on specialized standing committees to handle the initial stages 
of business provided an ingenious, if not anticipated, solution. Such units 
have the singular ability to serve as an easy means of communication with 
executive officers, while still preserving and enhancing the House's capacity 
for evaluation, revision, and even initiation. And this is all the more true 
the greater the degree of organizational stability and elaboration in terms 
of tenure, structure, and resources. 

On the output side the House's problem was to establish an organizational 
base for effective and efficient decision making so as to maintain dependence 
on it as basic policy determiner in the system. Here too events in the 
Jeffersonian period made a significant and lasting contribution. Division 
of labor involved advantages for effectiveness and efficiency as well as 
autonomy. The expertise developed by specialized standing committees 
provided vital underpinnings for effective or rational decision making. At 
the same time reliance on specialized standing committees bolstered the 
efficiency of House decision making and in so doing bolstered its compre- 
hensiveness as well. Such units could and did begin to serve in a wide 
variety of policy areas both as sifters of the business on behalf of the 
House and as agents on whose judgment the House could rely in making 
decisions. Moreover, the additional resources in terms of time and knowl- 
edge that derived from reliance on standing committees rather than the 
Committee of the Whole permitted expansion of the House's oversight 
role. 

Nor does this recital of the manner in which events in the Jeffersonian 
period provided basic organizational foundations for autonomy, effective- 
ness, and efficiency exhaust their long-run significance or impact. To a large 
degree what these outcomes provided as foundations was adaptive capacity 
and hence in many important regards they shaped the course of future 
development as well. Thus, if the system of introducing business and han- 
dling it at the committee stage that ultimately emerged is quite distinguish- 
able from the system that prevailed in 1829, the changes in large part 
represent adaptations designed to preserve or extend the gains in terms 
of effectiveness and efficiency that derive from reliance on specialized 
standing committees. The evolution toward complete freedom in the in- 
troduction of bills represents a response to the leeway or opportunity for 
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expanding the business that the emergence of a standing committee system 
created. The evolution toward increased committee control over the refer- 
ence and retention of bills represents a response to the harsher constraints 
imposed by the growth in the size of the House and the business. The 
same general point applies to change with regard to the committees as 
organized entities and the dimensions of the House's oversight role. If the 
standing committees, especially in the twentieth century, have become far 
more stable and elaborate units, this in large part represents a response 
to the harsher constraints imposed by the increased complexity of the 
business and has been motivated by a desire to preserve the benefits in 
terms of autonomy that reliance on standing committees provides. If the 
dimensions of the House's oversight role have expanded far beyond the 
limits men of the late 1820's would have thought permissible, this in large 
part represents a response to the harsher constraints imposed by the increas- 
ing amounts of discretion and responsibility that have been delegated to 
executive officers in this century and especially since the advent of the 
New Deal. 

The events of the Jeffersonian period also helped shape the future course 
of development with regard to our first category of decision-making need 
in yet another respect. Though the establishment of a beneficial division 
of labor is critical to endowing the House with a capacity for autonomous, 
effective, and efficient decision making, it is not fully determinative of 
it. Rather, the satisfaction of technical decision-making needs is also depen- 
dent on an organization's ability to integrate, to unify its various components 
to the extent necessary to produce decisions. The House therefore must 
not only provide for specialization, it must also, given the kind of organiza- 
tion it is, include a capacity for aggregating majorities within and across 
its various structural divisions. 

Admittedly, the long-run contribution of events in the Jeffersonian period 
to providing foundations or adaptive capacity with respect to integration 
was far less than in the case of division of labor. The primary sources 
of integrative capacity in the House are party and centralization in the 
formal structure and for a variety of reasons there was not much institutional 
develvpment in either regard during the Jeffersonian period. Nonetheless, 
events in the period were not entirely without significance. Reliance on 
standing committees per se has implications for integration as we11 as 
specialization. Though the effects are far from uniformly favorable to 
integration, first reference to standing committees facilitates the process 
of majority construction by introducing a stage of majority building prior 
to floor action and by adding deference to supplement party cohesion as 
an aggregative force. A second contribution of events in the Jeffersonian 
period is of greater importance, at least historically. The solution the 
nineteenth century ultimately applied to the problem of integration in the 
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House after many decades of structural elaboration was to concentrate 
great power in the Speaker as agent of the party majority. This involved 
a wide variety of developments for which little or no base was laid in 
the years before 1829: limitation of debate and dilatory motions, centralized 
control of the agenda, emergence of the caucus as a legitimate and enduring 
mechanism, etc. Still, the Jeffersonian period preserved and extended the 
office of Speaker and provided this office with one of the most important 
foundations of its power and potential for future growth-control over 
committee assignments. 

In closing our discussion of the long-run impact of the Jeffersonian period 
on the satisfaction of House decision-making needs with regard to au- 
tonomy, effectiveness, and efficiency, the significance of traditional Jeffer- 
sonian attitudes should also be recognized. Appearances to the contrary 
these attitudes were far from insignificant. To be sure, traditional doctrine 
regarding reference to the Committee of the Whole lost its hold both in 
theory and practice by the late 1820's and was countered and finally replaced 
by new notions and practices. Nonetheless, one broad and equally basic 
strand of traditional thought was highly involved in all the key outcomes 
of the period-the notion that the legislature in fact as well as form should 
be the lawmaking branch, should be the basic determiner of policy in the 
system. 

From the start this strand of Jeffersonian thought existed along with 
the strand that emphasized the equality of members. Though norms were 
originally determined by this latter strand, no deep conflict was assumed 
to exist. It was rather assumed that all ends could be maximized simulta- 
neously, that the House could reIy on modes of decision making that 
restricted structural distributions of influence and still maintain its position 
as lawmaker or policy determiner in the system. This proved to be an 
overly optimistic, if not naive, reading of the character of the constraints 
that were present. In a significant sense the history of the Jeffersonian 
period is a history of continued adjustment to the conflict among ends 
that existed and the overall tendency was to limit pristine notions of majority 
rule in terms of perceptions of what was needed to guard and extend 
the House's ability to maintain its independence and its control over policy 
in the system. 

Thus, if the course of development in theory and practice was adverse 
to traditional Jeffersonian attitudes with regard to the Committee of the 
Whole, it was in accord with an equally basic strand of Jeffersonian thought. 
Indeed, it is doubtful whether a standing committee system could have 
developed or the oversight role of the House expanded in a context in 
which Jeffersonian notions regarding the role of the legislature were not 
present and highly influential. Nor has the long-run significance of Jeffer- 
sonian theory in this regard been restricted to its effects in fostering or 
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motivating key outcomes in the Jeffersonian period. On the contrary, these 
attitudes continued to have a direct impact in and of themselves. Future 
adaptation and development of the committee system and the House's 
oversight role continued to be premised on strong allegiance to the tradi- 
tional Jeffersonian concept of legislative policy preeminence. In sum, then, 
the fact that Jeffersonian theory embodied a particular view of the role 
of the 1egisIature has been of immense significance both directly and indi- 
rectly. At heart, it is these basic Jeffersonian assumptions regarding role 
that have shaped the character of the House's technical decision-making 
needs. If the House throughout its history has had intense needs with regard 
to autonomy, effectiveness, and efficiency, it is because Jeffersonian prem- 
ises have controlled both internal and environmental definitions of the 
broad contours of the Iegislature's role. 

Legitimacy 

The first category of decision-making need, though important, does not 
exhaust the decision-making requirements of the House. As we have argued 
above, the decision-making structure must not only endow the House with 
a capacity for acting in an autonomous, effective, and efficient manner; 
it must also be capable of inducing both members and actors in other 
subsystems to regard its processes and outputs as legitimate. As a con- 
sequence, the decision-making structure must provide for independent and 
rational decision making, but it must do so while granting each member 
certain essential forms of equality, according discussion a key role in the 
resolution of differences, and basing decisions on majority support. It must, 
in short, be shaped by ideal as well as technical needs, by the parameters 
of democratic decision making as we11 as considerations of technical ra- 
tionality. 

The traditional Jeffersonian viewpoint regarding the nature of the con- 
straints imposed by these parameters was quite severe. In their original 
or pristine state Jeffersonian attitudes toward the character of democratic 
decision mahng were highly atomistic, high antithetical to structure. Up 
to this point we have explained such atomism solely in terms of the egali- 
tarianism that served as the dominant motif in this strand of Jeffersonian 
thought. It is time now, however, to broaden our analysis. We may recall 
from our discussion of reporting by bill that Jeffersonian regard for the 
Committee of the Whole rested on more than one prop. It did derive from 
the belief that advice or prearrangement by smaller committees would 
distort the process of ascertaining the sense of the majority by giving some 
members more influence over and responsibility for outcomes than others. 
But the Jeffersonians also prized the Committee of the Whole because 
it offered a free or unfettered forum for discussion. Due to its virtues in 
this regard, they saw it as the mechanism best suited to elicit a true sense 
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of majority will through a process of rational deliberation among indepen- 
dent and responsible beings. Given this dual emphasis, the Jeffersonian 
ideal fully stated was free or unstructured decision making through discus- 
sion among members equal in status and responsibility for results. As such, 
its egalitarianism was combined with strong strains of individualism and 
rationalism and all three strains fed its antipathy to structure. 

Nor were traditional Jeffersonian attitudes heavily influenced by technical 
considerations. As we have noted, traditional Jeffersonian theory assumed 
no basic or deep conflict between the House's technical decision-making 
needs and its ideal decision-making needs. Rather, the old Jeffersonians 
believed that the House could get along with a minimum of structure and 
thereby preserve the highly atomistic decision-making process that best 
served the cause of majority rule, while still retaining sufficient capacity 
to make rational or effective decisions in an efficient and autonomous 
manner. This is not to imply that the old Jeffersonians did not temper 
their ideal goals to any degree. Nonetheless, the Jeffersonian position on 
use of smaller committees was very guarded. Once crystallized, Jeffersonian 
doctrine postulated the first reference of important subjects to a Committee 
of the Whole except under special circumstances and prohibited the in- 
troduction of bills, especially on important subjects, until principles had 
been settled in a Committee of the Whole. 

Yet, despite its abstract appeal, traditional Jeffersonian doctrine with 
regard to the Committee of the Whole could not be sustained indefinitely 
either in theory or practice and became a relic of the past well before 
the end of the Jeffersonian period. The conflict between the technical and 
ideal decision-making needs of the House was deeper than the old Jeffer- 
sonians realized. Jeffersonian atomism could not be accommodated with 
the House's need for autonomous, effective, and efficient decision-makhg 
capability even in the early decades of the nineteenth century when the 
constraints imposed by the size of the House and the volume and complexity 
of the workload were far less than they would become in the subsequent 
course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The House simply could 
not be as inchoate, voluntary, or leaderless a body as traditional Jeffersonian 
theory assumed, a fact Jefferson himself recognized as President and sought 
to compensate for through the skillful injection of his personal leadership 
and influence. 

The Jeffersonian solution to meeting the House's ideal decision-making 
needs thus failed because of an inadequate reading of the limits to atomistic 
democracy. Nonetheless, the failure of traditional Jeffersonian doctrine does 
not mean that events in the Jeffersonian period or that Jeffersonian attitudes 
toward democratic decison making no longer influenced the satisfaction 
of the House's ideal decision-making needs. On the contrary, both had 
a significant and continuing impact on future institutional development 
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concerned with interpreting or reinterpreting the precise requirements of 
the broad parameters of democratic decision making. 

The decline of the Committee of the Whole and the rise of the standing 
committees determined that the House would contain appreciable amounts 
of structure and hierarchy, that it would not be atomistic and amorphous. 
In so doing these developments destroyed the Jeffersonian formula, lopsided 
though it was, for accommodating the House's technical and ideal decision- 
making needs. The degree of structure, the extent of the distribution of 
influence through formal arrangements, would henceforth be greater than 
Jeffersonian theory in its traditional pristine and stringent form could 
encompass within the boundaries of its conception of majority rule. Yet 
the need to establish and sustain belief in the legitimacy of the House's 
decision-making processes and output did not disappear because the tradi- 
tional Jeffersonian interpretation of what constitued democratic decision 
making proved to be unrealistic. Similarly, the basic prerequisites of legiti- 
macy, the basic contours of ideal decision-making needs, did not change 
because the traditional Jeffersonian formulation of their proper implemen- 
tation in terms of concrete mechanisms and processes failed. Rather, the 
broad parameters of democratic decision making continued to govern and 
to require detailed interpretation in operational terms and they did so in 
a context that now was shorn of simplistic assumptions regarding the 
feasibility of keeping the degree of structure in the House minimal. As 
a result, events in the Jeffersonian period defined a problem which the 
House, due to continuing change in underlying substantive and political 
factors, has had to come to terms with repeatedly in different eras of its 
history-the problem of balancing an intense need for structure and hierar- 
chy with an equally intense need to shape or temper structural elaboration 
in terms of dominant conceptions of what the broad parameters of democra- 
tic decision making permit or require. 

The significance of ideal decision-making needs is often ignored and 
conflict over majority rule treated simply as a struggle for advantage among 
opposing interests. At the same time the technically based or oriented norms 
associated with the emergence of the committee system alone are regarded 
to be of true theoretical significance. To do this, however, is to take a 
much too narrow view of the role of conceptions of majority rule and 
strife over them. Technical or operational norms are of great importance. 
But they cannot confer justness of legitimacy on House processes or deci- 
sions. As a consequence, they cannot maintain acceptance of or dependence 
on House decisions by actors in other subsystems, or make House decision- 
making processes tolerable to members whose cherished policy desires have 
been frustrated, but whose active and orderly participation in the organiza- 
tion is still essential for its operation. 

This is not to deny that struggle for advantage on the part of particular 
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interests is involved in conflict over the structural requirements or exigen- 
cies of majority rule. But self-interest is not the only factor involved nor 
is the significance of such discord confined to the gains achieved by particu- 
lar interests. Clashes over majority rule rather involve disruptions in pre- 
viously accepted accommodations between technical and ideal decision- 
making needs, disruptions that stem both from changes in the nature of 
the constraints imposed by specialization or integration needs and from 
changes in the nature of the constraints imposed by ideal conceptions. 
In  the latter case alterations in factional alignments that transform the 
effects of existing structure on the capacity of majorities to form and attain 
their desires are usually also involved; but they serve largely as catalysts 
rather than as factors that dictate either the character of change in ideal 
conceptions or the structural modifications that flow from such changes. 
Thus, both the causes and significance of conflict over majority rule are 
broader than self-interest. Indeed, self-interest can more correctly be seen 
as a medium for forces and outcomes of greater functional significance 
than can any of these factors, including ideal conceptions, be reduced simply 
to self-interest. 

In sum, then, the House since 1829 has repeatedly had to face a problem 
which the rise of the standing committee system defined or brought into 
focus and whose causes and significance exceed self-serving aggrandizement 
by particular interests-the problem of balancing the needs of structure 
and democracy. Nor are the events or outcomes of the Jeffersonian era 
the only aspects of the period that have had a long-run impact on the 
future course of development with regard to the House's ideal decision- 
making needs. Here as elsewhere, Jeffersonian attitudes also have had a 
significant effect. 

The failures of Jeffersonian theory should not be exaggerated. As we 
suggested earlier, the demise of Jeffersonian doctrine regarding the precise 
operational implications of democratic decision making does not mean that 
more general Jeffersonian notions concerning the proper roIe and status 
of the individual member and the proper character of collective decision 
making did not have a continuing impact. In part, this impact derived 
simply from the fact that Jeffersonian attitudes toward the freedom and 
equality of members, as well as the role of reason in decision making, 
embodied the broad parameters of democratic decision making as first 
premises with the result that they served as vehicles or mediums for these 
parameters after 1829 as before. This being the case, if Jeffersonian doctrine 
regarding first reference and reporting by bill disappeared, members none- 
theless remained attached to discussion and majority rule. However, the 
continuing influence of Jeffersonian modes of thought exceeded simple 
transmission and inculcation of general principles of democratic operation. 
Despite its failures, Jeffersonian theory continued to have an impact on 
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the manner in which the more precise implications of the broad parameters 
of democratic decision making were interpreted, Here again, if Jeffersonian 
doctrine regarding reliance on the Committee of the Whole lost its hold, 
attachment to the egalitarian, individualistic, and rationalistic premises that 
underlay this doctrine remained strong. Indeed, what immediately replaced 
traditional Jeffersonian doctrine was not a new synthesis, but rather a 
weakened and compromised version of old theory. This version retained 
the egalitarian, individualistic, and rationalistic biases of traditional theory, 
but accepted reliance on standing committees as necessary and reinterpreted 
majority rule to require only adequate review and control by the whole 
House. 

As a result, the basic definition of ideal decision-making needs remained 
unchanged, even if less stringently applied. The ideal remained free or 
unstructured decision making among equals through discussion. Thus, in 
the decades following 1829 most proposals involving further limitation of 
the freedom or equality of members continued to be negatively evaluated 
in terms of democratic decision-making needs and were only subject to 
justification as necessary evils on the basis of practical rather than ideal 
considerations. The major area of exception concerned limitation of debate 
which could be justified in terms of quantitative notions of majority rule 
common to all democratic theory, including Jeffersonian theory. Even here, 
however, such justifications contradicted not only the individualistic strain 
of Jeffersonian theory, but also its rationalistic strain, its emphasis on iden- 
tifying a sense of majority will through discussion rather than equating 
it with sheer numerical preponderance. 

Nor, as we shall see in more detail in the pages that follow, has the 
influence of Jeffersonian theory been limited either to obstruction or to 
the nineteenth century. Rather,its egalitarian and individualistic orientation^, 
though modified and reinterpreted to fit different circumstances, have been 
an element in rules changes in the twentieth century designed to increase 
the degree of democracy in the House. In short, then, traditional Jeffersonian 
attitudes have continued to be influential far beyond the boundaries of 
the Jeffersonian period. Jeffersonian orientations toward egalitarianism, 
individualism, and even rationalism have had a heavy impact on the minds 
of House members throughout our history. If this impact has not been 
unrelated to the conjunction of these antihierarchial orientations and 
members' district as well as career interests, it is still true that the attitudinal 
component cannot be dismissed as mere rationalization but rather must 
be seen as a product of a heritage dominated on the whole by a particular 
point of view. 

If we now extend our analysis by briefly examining actual developments 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, we can understand far more 
concretely the lasting impact that attitudes and outcomes in the Jeffersonian 
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period have had on the satisfaction of the House's ideal decision-making 
needs. The broad, overall trend of development in the nineteenth century 
was toward a new and comprehensive resolution of the critical problem 
that emerged in the Jeffersonian period, the problem of accommodating 
both structure and democracy. This new synthesis was based on the concept 
of party government and in terms of its own premises it did substantially 
resolve the conflict between technical and ideal decision-making needs:"' 

Party government requires a concentration of power and in the nineteenth 
century House it was achieved both through centralization in the formal 
structure and through maturation or development of the informal or party 
structure. Such concentration was highly conducive to the satisfaction of 
technical needs. The changes in  the formal structure that concentrated power 
in the Speaker and party majority, e.g., limitation of debate, increased 
committee power over bills, and centralized control of the agenda, as well 
as the devejopments in party structure that expanded the ability of the 
Speaker to command and deploy his partisan support, e.g., the reemergence 
of the caucus on a continuing and legitimate basis, the growth of the role 
of majority leader to its modern proportions, and the appearance of whips, 
all had a similar broad effect. They substantially augmented the integrative 
capabilities of the House without diminishing its potential for specialization. 
At the same time concentration of power in the hands of the Speaker 
and majority party could be seen as necessary and proper in ideal terms. 
Party government in the House was neither a child of traditional thought 
nor bound by its strictures. It rather involved a new theory of democratic 
decision making which equated majority rule with rule by the party majority 
and saw the Speaker as the agent of this majority. 

Yet strict party control of the House through the Speakership did not 
easily or quickly emerge. On the contrary, development was slow and 
haIting. Though there were intermittent sets of Congresses in which party 
cohesion was high and the caucus very active, it took most of the century 
for all the changes in structure and attitude necessary to establish party 
government on a secure and continuing basis to occur. As we noted earlier, 
such features of the formal structure as centralized control of the agenda 
or comprehensive ability to limit obstruction through debate or dilatory 
motions did not come into being in one feIl swoop. They rather emerged 
over many decades as a cumulative result of discrete procedural changes 
designed to alleviate quite particular problems. Indeed, until very late in 
the century it is extremely doubtful that the proponents of such changes 
intended or anticipated the final result, though the overall trend was consis- 
tently toward change that directly or indirectly facilitated the ability of 
the party majority directed by the Speaker to work its will. 

Though still largely shrouded in mystery due to a surprising lack of 
scholarly attention, the development of party mechanisms and leadership 
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positions also appears to have required many decades of growth to reach 
maturity.3G' As late as the Congresses immediately following the Civil War, 
Congresses in which party feeling was extremely high and large numbers 
of caucuses were held in both House and Senate, there still seems to have 
been considerable disagreement over whether the caucus was a meeting 
of fellow partisans whose decisions served only as guidelines or a deliberative 
organ whose decisions were binding on all participants. In  addition, though 
by this time the role of majority leader had emerged and become very 
important, the role of whip did not begin to crystallize until the final 
decades of the nineteenth century and a permanent and comprehensive 
whip position or office was not created until the late 1890's. Similarly, 
it took many decades for the complex of attitudes, upon which party 
government is equally dependent, to emerge and become dominant in the 
minds of most members. The key attitude here is the notion that party 
responsibility is essential to representative government, that it is the only 
way in which popular choice and control can be truly realized. However, 
also involved as corollaries are the following: that members run as partisans, 
not individuals; that they are obligated to support party positions; and 
that to r e f ~ ~ s e  to defer to the collective judgment of one's fellow partisans 
arrived at in caucus is pretentious and irresponsible unless very deep feelings 
of conscience or explicit district pledges are inv01ved.~~~' 

The potential for establishing party government on a full fledged and 
continuing basis thus did not exist in the House until the late nineteenth 
century and it was not until the promulgation of the Reed rules and the 
full emergence of the Rules Committee in the early 1890's that the century 
long development toward strict party control through the Speakership finally 
reached fruition. A major reason for such lengthy and piecemeal develop- 
ment was the persistence of traditional Jeffersonian modes of thought which 
were highly antithetical both to increased concentration of power in the 
formal structure and to subordination of the individual member to party 
either in terms of representative status or judgment."Here again, this is 
not to deny that career and district interests were also involved as factors 
that obstructed the establishment of party government, but only to accord 
independent importance to historically entrenched attitudes. 

Moreover, once achieved this new synthesis of the House's ideal and 
technicaI decision-making needs enjoyed only a brief reign of about two 
decades before it was shattered in the revolt against the Speaker in 
1910-1 l.jG Here too, traditional Jeffersonian attitudes played a key, though 
not exclusive, role in the result. Jeffersonian orientation toward egalitarian- 
ism, individualism, and rationalism never totally disappeared, but were 
simply overwhelmed in the latter part of the nineteenth century. However, 
two decades of Czar rule, as the system of party government in the House 
came popularly to be called, reinvigorated them by the penalties it visited 
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on individual members at odds with the Speaker and the interests or policies 
they held dear. 

The guiding assumptions of the Progressive or Insurgent Republican 
attack on Czar rule reflected traditional Jeffersonian attitudes toward demo- 
cratic decision making. Men such as George Norris, John Nelson, and Victor 
Murdock objected to the mutually reinforcing sources of power the Speaker 
derived from his position in the formal structure and his ability to use 
the caucus to mobilize support. On the basis of their experiences in the 
House they became deeply convinced that the consequences of such central- 
ization were pernicious; that it permitted the Speaker both to coerce individ- 
ual members into obeying his will and to control outcomes in terms of 
what a majority of the majority party, rather than a majority of the House, 
favored. The repugnance they felt for Czar rule led them back to older 
Jeffersonian articles of faith. Their predisposition in favor of the freedom 
and equality of members soon hardened into the firm belief that the 
individual member should be free to vote his own judgment or conscience 
and that the House should be governed by actual majorities that formed 
freely on the basis of discrete individual wills and beliefs. 

In addition, the Insurgent Republicans shared the rationalism of Jeffer- 
sonian thought, though to a lesser degree than its egalitarianism and indi- 
vidualism. They did not place much emphasis on the benefits to be derived 
from collective discussion or deliberation; but, in accord with their belief 
in the sanctity of individual judgment or conscience, they did assume that 
reason, as much if not more than interest, would provide the threads for 
uniting discrete individual wills into majorities. A11 this, however, is not 
to say that the Insurgent Republicans rejected party allegiance or combina- 
tion on the basis of party. A century of party development had left its 
mark on them as well as the supporters of party government and they 
too believed that party would and should play an important role in the 
House. Nonetheless, their insistence that party allegiance and combination 
be based entirely on belief or conscience with the individual member free 
at any time to vote as he saw fit linked them to traditional Jeffersonian 
egalitarianism and individualism, rather than to later modes of thought 
that approached democratic decision making in terms of collective respon- 
sibility and discipline through party. 

The Progressive or Insurgent Republicans, of course, were not the only 
group involved in the revolt against the Speaker. The senior partners in 
the reform coalition by virtue of their number were the Democrats. The 
Democrats had many motives in joining the attack on Czar rule, not the 
least of which was sheer political gain. Yet they too reflected the influence 
of traditional Jeffersonian attitudes, though they, like the regular Republi- 
cans, were and remained advocates of party government. The Democratic 
position on party government never accorded the Speaker the full primacy 
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the Republican one did. Though believers in party responsibility and dis- 
cipline, they never accepted the notion that party government necessarily 
involved as much concentration of power in  the Speaker as Republican 
doctrine proclaimed. As a consequence, they were not as wedded to the 
Speakership as the Republicans and during Cannon's terms of office became 
convinced on the basis of their experiences in dealing with him that the 
Speaker had become a high-handed oligarch who should be stripped of 
power. The Democratic case against Czar rule was thus also based on 
egalitarian and individualistic premises, though circumscribed by the con- 
cept of party government. Their contention was that to concentrate so much 
power in the Speaker distorted the process of democratic decision making 
in the House by making it impossible to determine the true sentiments 
of the party majority in caucus and by leading to the abuse of the rights 
of minority members. 

The revolt this strange combination of Democrats and Insurgents ac- 
complished reversed the broad trend of a century of development in the 
House and stands as one of the great turning points in its history. Yet, 
the long-run results involved major consequences neither group anticipated. 
More important, if the revolt itself constitutes the House's most cataclysmic 
encounter with the problem of resolving the needs of structure and democ- 
racy, no ultimate solutions were effected. Within a few decades the problem 
first defined or posed by the Jeffersonian period had reemerged and had 
done so in a context in which Jeffersonian or neo-Jeffersonian conceptions 
of ideal needs were again dominant but more difficult than ever before 
to accommodate. 

A sketch of the actual outcomes of the revolt in terms of Insurgent and 
Democratic aims and expectations will clarify the point. Though united 
by a common antipathy to Czar rule that derived at least in part from 
shared dispositions toward egalitarianism and individualism, the basic 
aspirations of the two partners were quite different. The Insurgents desired 
nothing less than to eliminate party government and to reestablish an 
institutional context favorable to rule by uncoerced or freely forming ma- 
jorities. As a result, their program of rules changes included both the 
elimination of key aspects of the Speaker's formal power, e.g., his control 
over committee appointments, the Rules Committee, and minor business, 
and the introduction of added flexibility into the formal structure through 
new mechanisms that would prevent persons or groups in positions of power 
from blocking emerging majorities, e.g., Calendar Wednesday and a new 
discharge procedure based on petition. Moreover, they hoped by reducing 
the rewards and penalties in the hands of the Speaker and by continued 
pressure and argument within the House to end the practice of taking 
binding votes in caucus. In contrast, what the Democrats desired was to 
destroy the oligarchical power of the Speaker, but to preserve party govern- 
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ment. They were therefore willing to join with the Insurgents in stripping the 
Speaker of key aspects of his formal power and even in attempting to 
create added flexibility in the formal structure. However, they were equally 
determined to preserve the caucus and the possibility of governing the 
House through it. Nor did they see any reason why party government 
could not be continued indefinitely as long as due care was exercised over 
the form of the new procedures adopted as a consequence of the revolt. 
They accordingly had very definite ideas about the character of new proce- 
dural arrangements and when necessary used their superior numbers to 
force the Insurgents to abandon versions of procedure they felt would be 
harmful to informal party rule through the caucus. 

The belief of the Democrats that the House could continue to be ruled 
indefinitely on the basis of party responsibility and discipline proved to 
be misguided."" Once the props the formal powers of the Speaker supplied 
to party cohesion and discipline were removed, party rule of the House 
through party control mechanisms could not long sustain itself. The Demo- 
crats, as they planned, did use the caucus extensively for about five years 
when they gained control of the House in 191 1. Nonetheless, by Wilson's 
second term usage had become sporadic. Usage for decision-making pur- 
poses continued to be sporadic in both parties in the 1920's and 1930's 
and ceased entirely after 1940. Similarly, neither the attempt of the Republi- 
cans when in control of the House in the 1920's nor the Democrats when 
in control of the House in the 1930's to compensate for the decline of 
the caucus by creating and relying on a steering committee succeeded. 
In both cases use of this mechanism as an instrument of party rule had 
to be abandoned. 

What progressively replaced party rule through party control mechanisms 
was a highly pragmatic approach to assembling the majorities needed to 
pass party bills and a highly permissive, personal, and informal leadership 
style. These combined with increased party fractionalization and the rise 
again to dominance of attitudes that accorded primacy to the individual 
member and scorned party discipline as rank coercion resulted in the 
modern or contemporary House of Speakers Rayburn and McCormack 
(1940-1970).167 In this House party remains the basis of organization and 
the most cohesive force. But it provides no basis for strict control of the 
body, The majority party leadership does not operate through party control 
mechanisms or count on a stable partisan majority to pass its bills. Though 
it normally can expect substantial support from its own partisans, the sources 
vary from issue to issue and are often insufficient to provide a majority. 
As a result, the leadership must construct its majorities anew from issue 
to issue through bargaining, appeahng to party loyalty, bringing the Pres- 
ident's influence to bear, and exploiting both the credits it has amassed 
from past favors and hopes for future rewards. 
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However, if the House moved toward the Insurgent goal of rule by freely 
forming majorities both in terms of ideals and practice, the Insurgents failed 
by a wide margin to realize this objective. Their aims and expectations, 
as well as those of the Democrats, were seriously thwarted by the course 
of events subsequent to 1910. As in the case of the old Jeffersonians, the 
Insurgent Republicans underestimated both the need for structure and 
leadership and the limits imposed by them. Over several decades the 
combined effects of the reduction in the Speaker's power and the decline 
of party mechanisms did substantially reduce the degree of hierarchy in 
the House. But an inevitable result of limiting hierarchy was to reduce 
overhead control of the holders of key positions in the organizational 
structure which, in turn, enhanced their ability to block or water down 
measures they or the party faction they represented opposed. Thus, the 
great difficulties the majority party leadership has had since the late 1930's 
in guiding its bills through the organizational structure of the House repre- 
sent only the culmination of a trend initiated by the revolt against the 
Speaker. Vitiating the Speaker's ability to rule the House on behalf of 
only a majority of the majority party was not the only consequence of 
the assault on the Speakership. Though its full impact was not felt until 
party division or fractionalization reached a certain level of intensity, a 
prime consequence of the revolt was also to impair the ability of the 
majority party leadership to construct and lead actual majorities to ~ i c t o r y . ' ~  

Nor did the attempt to combine the attack on the Speaker's powers with 
an attack on the rigidities of organizational structure compensate for this 
result. Measures, such as Calendar Wednesday and discharge, which were 
designed to create additional flexibility in the organizational structure, to 
give majorities the ability to form and attain their desires without aid or 
sanction from the majority party leadership, floundered on the minimum 
specialization and integration needs of the House. On the one hand, the 
organizational structure of the House could not be substantially pared or 
altered. Attempts to create added flexibility were therefore severely limited 
by existing organizational forms and constraints, e.g., the need to protect 
committee control of the business or the complex of procedures and mecha- 
nisms for channeling business to the floor. On the other hand, the House's 
necessary dependence on the majority party leadership to supervise opera- 
tions and guide the course of business was also a source of constraint. 
If the leadership could tolerate severe reduction in its ability to push its 
programs through the House, it could not tolerate displacement of its role 
as organizer and director of the coalitions formed to pass party measures 
nor any substantial impairment of its ability to obstruct measures embar- 
rassing or distasteful to a majority of its fellow partisans. As a consequence, 
after some tinkering with Calendar Wednesday and recurrent experi- 
mentation with discharge up through the mid-19303, both parties opted 
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to leave or make the requirements for operating these mechanisms so 
onerous that they could only be used by or with the cooperation of the 
majority party leadership and even then only with great difficulty if anything 
controversial was in~olved .~"~ 

Given these outcomes, the problem of accommodating both structure 
and democracy, first posed or brought into focus by the Jeffersonian period, 
has reemerged with new stridency in the contemporary House. The revolt 
against the Speaker not only decimated the synthesis based on party govern- 
ment; in addition, it lead, as attitudes toward party responsibility and 
discipline changed and party mechanisms disintegrated, to a substantial 
increase in the difficulty of satisfying ideal needs. 

In large part, this increased difficulty has stemmed from the impediments 
to realizing an atomistic version of majority rule, of instituting rule by 
freely forming majorities, in a context in which organizational structure 
is and must be very elaborate to meet technical needs. To be sure, even 
in 1829 organizational structure had grown sufficiently eIaborate to rule 
out the realization of any highly pristine notion of freely forming majorities. 
Still, it. is one thing to accommodate such an ideal in a context in which 
majorities on the floor can easily exercise control over reference, discharge, 
and the agenda and quite another when such matters are cIosely prescribed 
or controlled by distinct organizational units. 

It  is also true that organizational forms and procedures were quite exten- 
sive at the turn of the century and the degree of hierarchy greater than 
it is today. Still, it is one thing to accommodate ideal needs when they 
are defined in collectivist terms and quite another when they are defined 
in egalitarian and individualistic terms. The concept of party government 
provides a single and stable majority in whom and/or whose leaders power 
can legitimately be concentrated. As a result, the needs of majority rule 
can be satisfied while simultaneously enhancing integrative capacity and 
not impairing specialization. In contrast, any attempt to combine an elab- 
orate organizational structure and rule by freely forming or shifting 
majorities encounters very difficult problems. 

This is the case not simply because organizational constraints and the 
necessary role of the party leadership vitiate the possibiIity of rule by freely 
forming majorities in the broad sense of permitting any and all majorities 
that can form to do so and attain their desires. In addition, as our analysis 
of outcomes with regard to Insurgent goals also indicated, even the possibil- 
ity of rule by freely forming majorities in the more limited sense of the 
triumph of uncoerced and shifting majorities assembled by or under the 
aegis of the majority party leadership has been seriously inhibited in the 
highly elaborate organizational context of the contemporary House. The 
underlying causes or reasons are not hard to discover. 

In the contemporary House the decision-making structure necessarily 
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involves manifold distributions of advantage to persons and groups in 
positions of authority, but ideal goals provide no definite locus in which 
to concentrate power to assure overhead control of these positions. Rather, 
power must be distributed with an eye both to allowing the leaders of 
the most stable and cohesive majority present, i.e., the majority party 
leadership, sufficient leverage to pass their programs when they can in 
fact mobilize majority support and denying them the kind of leverage that 
would alIow them to ram their programs through the House or obstruct 
other bills on the basis of personal distaste. Such balances, however, cannot 
be struck with any high degree of precision. The components of organization 
are simply not that malleable and thus it is exceedingly difficult to increase 
the ability of the party leadership to attain its desires when acting on behalf 
of a majority it can or has mobilized without simultaneously enhancing 
its ability to control outcomes in the House generally. 

As a consequence, the need of the contemporary House to realize an 
atomistic conception of majority rule in an elaborate organizational context 
forces it to lean toward substantial decentralization in the distribution of 
power. This is necessary to establish the basic preconditions or institutional 
setting required for rule by freely forming majorities. Nonetheless, the 
implications for majority rule are far from uniformly positive. Rather, since 
decentralization involves the restriction of integrative capacity, it has dele- 
terious effects on ideal needs as well as technical needs. This is obvious 
when ideal needs are approached in terms of party government, but also 
true when they are approached in terms of Jeffersonian or neo-Jeffersonian 
premises. Though decentralization gives individual members greater free- 
dom to make their own choices, it also gives persons and groups with 
leverage in the organizational structure great ability to obstruct the shifting 
and unstable majorities which the majority party leadership must construct 
and lead to pass its programs. The contemporary House accordingly finds 
itself in the exceedingly difficult and ironic situation of having both to 
embrace decentralization and somehow overcome it in order to serve the 
needs of majority rule. 

The increased difficulty of satisfying ideal decision-making needs in the 
contemporary House, however, does not stem only from the strains an 
atomistic conception of majority rule involves when applied in an elaborate 
organizational context. Another factor has also had a significant effect. 
This factor, the growth of Presidential power in the lawmaking process, 
has its roots in broad and fundamental developments in both the economic 
and political systems. Nonetheless, here too the internal outcomes of the 
revolt against the Speaker have contributed substantially to the result. The 
progressive decline in the integrative capacity of the House that flowed 
from stripping the Speaker of many of his most important formal powers, 
including some he possessed even in the Jeffersonian period, and from 
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the decline in party control mechanisms and cohesion opened the way 
for an extension and solidification of presidential power. Especially since 
the New Deal, the House has found it necessary to compensate for the 
problems decentralization creates both for aggregating majorities and Iead- 
ing them to victory by increased dependence on presidential resources and 
influence."' But these benefits have not been secured without cost. If the 
House has borrowed presidential resources and influence to augment its 
ability to make decisions, to put majorities together that can enact programs, 
the price has been to cede initiative in and overall direction of the lawmaking 
process to the President. 

The party program thus has become far more the President's program 
and the majority party leadership far more an arm of the President than 
was true in the nineteenth century, This, in turn, has significant implications 
for the problem of accommodating ideal decision-making needs. In the 
contenlporary House grievances concerning the satisfaction of ideal needs 
focus on the power persons or groups in positions of authority have to 
obstruct the construction and triumph of majorities formed to pass key 
programs of the majority party. Yet, quite apart from the limits imposed 
by an atomistic conception of majority rule, steps to counter such obstruction 
are now aIso constrained by the need to protect and preserve the autonomy 
of the House. Given presidential leadership of the lawmaking process and 
the influence he can bring to bear on his fellow partisans, attempts to 
reduce the barriers the majority party leadership encounters in guiding 
party programs through the House can well involve substantial costs for 
autonomy. Nor is it possible to avoid the problem by approaching reform 
in terms of an immense reconcentration of power in the majority party 
leadership rather than merely piecemeal adjustments or additions. In con- 
Crast to the nineteenth century, the position the President now enjoys in 
the House and the party system as a whole has disrupted the unity that 
used to exist between steps to concentrate power in the House in order 
to enhance rule by the party majority and the furtherance of House au- 
tonomy. If Cannon could negotiate with President Roosevelt as an equal 
because of his command of the House, it is unlikely that any present or 
future Speaker can be much more than a lieutenant of his President. The 
House, in short, cannot go back to 1910 for reasons that extend beyond 
the manner in which ideal needs are conceived. 

The increased difficulty of accommodating ideal decision-making needs 
in the modern or contemporary House does not mean that majorities have 
not been able to form and attain their desires or that no leeway exists 
for countering or bypassing the barriers that inhibit their ability to do 
so. In the former regard, many significant and controversial party programs 
have been passed in the House since the late 1930's. In fact, the House 
of Rayburn and McCormack has produced some of the most important 
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social legislation in American history. In the latter regard, means of combat- 
ting the impediments to majority rule that stem from decentralization exist 
and can be expanded without transgressing the limits that an atomistic 
conception of majority rule imposes. 

These opportunities derive from a number of sources. On the one hand, 
though special mechanisms or procedures cannot produce the kind of 
flexibility or openness in majority formation that the Insurgents contempla- 
ted, use of existing ones, e.g., discharge, or the creation of new ones, e.g., 
the 21-day rule, can add to the ability of the party leadership to form 
and lead majorities to victory. In addition, on occasion regular mechanisms 
or procedures can be altered to the same end, e.g., expansion of the size 
of the Rules Committee. On the other hand, the obstruction of majorities 
formed to pass party programs can also be combatted informally. Over 
time the leadership can pack an obstructive committee with loyal and 
cooperative partisans by using its influence with the party committee 
charged with making appointments to control the filling of vacancies. 
Moreover, steps can be taken to add to the ability of the party majority 
to act co1lectively to control outcomes in the House without reconcentrating 
oligarchical power in the leadership, e.g., substitution of caucus election 
of committee chairmen for appointment on the basis of seniority."" 

Nonetheless, whatever the existing or potential means of overcoming 
obstruction, the impediments to majority rule in the contemporary House 
have been weighty and troublesome. As we noted previously, this is true 
for reasons that extend beyond the faiIure to realize rule by freely forming 
majorities in a broad sense. Not only is majority rule in this sense inevitably 
restricted by structure; in addition, in the contemporary House the kinds 
of majorities that sought expression during Cannon's Speakership no longer 
constitute the heart of the problem. At present, the frustrations and failures 
shifting and unstable majorities formed to pass party programs have suffered 
because of decentralization are both serious and central to the satisfaction 
of ideal needs. In contrast to 1910 it is obstruction of the majority party 
leadership and a majority of its fellow partisans rather than obstruction 
by them that exists as the main factor inhibiting majority rule. It is majorities 
with these elements at their core that have constituted the support for 
important new programs and suffered the most abuse. 

The achievements and capabilities of the modern House should therefore 
not be permitted to obscure or minimize the difficulties decentralization 
has involved. If many important and controversial pieces of legislation have 
passed the House since the late 1930's, this fact cannot be taken at face 
value. The passage of such legislation has often either involved great effort 
over several Congresses to break the grip of minorities entrenched in the 
organizational structure or been achieved when anomalies in the electoral 
system produced unusually large Democratic majorities. On the whole, in 
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cases where a committee chairman, a committee, or the Rules Committee 
has opposed a party program, success has been dependent not simply on 
the ability of the majority party leadership to mobilize a majority, but 
on its ability to mobilize a large and determined one. Even then, the potency 
of the means available for overcoming obstruction has often been so limited 
and the leverage of opponents in positions of authority so great that the 
leadership did not necessarily succeed. As a consequence, important party 
programs on a number of occasions during the past few decades have been 
delayed or watered down, even when in all probability they enjoyed majority 

Similarly, if the means of countering obstruction can be expanded, the 
basic difficulties involved in seeking to combine an atomistic conception 
of majority rule and an elaborate organizational structure cannot be escaped. 
The character of organizational constraints is such that the occasions in 
which obstruction can be countered by changes in regular mechanisms 
or procedmes, if not non-existent, are still extremely rare. Special mecha- 
nisms or procedures, to be sure, provide greater opportunities for enhancing 
majority rule. Nonetheless, the potential benefits of innovation in this regard 
are also quite limited. Analysis of the character and historical impact of 
organizational constraints in the twentieth-century House clearly indicates 
that these mechanisms must be restricted in reach and effectiveness as 
well as availability for use in order not to impair either the operation of 
regular forms of procedure or the majority party leadership's role in the 
House."" As for combatting obstruction informally, changes in party struc- 
ture to increase the ability of the party majority to act collectively to control 
outcomes in the House must also be restricted. The same obstacles that 
limit an approach to the problem of obstruction based on concentrating 
formal power in the majority party leadership limit an approach to 
the problem based on the party majority. Power can no more be concentrat- 
ed informally in the party majority than formally in the party leadership 
without simultaneously enhancing the ability of a majority of the majority 
party and its leaders to ram their programs through the House and obstruct 
programs they oppose. 

What limited ability to act to overcome obstruction means, in turn, is 
that, even with regard to the majorities that form to pass party programs, 
only ameliorative gains can be made. Sources of obstruction can be counter- 
balanced and at times even negated, but they cannot be eliminated. For 
example, caucus appointment of chairmen would increase their respon- 
siveness to programs backed by the majority party leadership and a majority 
of their fellow partisans. Nonetheless, existing divisions within the party 
combined with the power of committees within the House and the power 
of chairmen within their committees would still induce and allow some 
chairmen on some issues to continue to be obstructive. 
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Nor is this the only barrier that restricts the possibility of enlarging 
the potential for majority rule. The reason leeway exists for expanding 
the means of combatting obstruction is that particular sources of obstruction 
can be identified and discrete formal or informal changes designed to negate 
or counterbalance them without reconcentrating power in the party majority 
or its leaders. However, these sources of obstruction usually reflect the 
problems and divisions of particular periods in the House's history. More- 
over, as long as decentralization continues, opportunities for obstruction 
cannot be eliminated. As a result, aside from the creation of special mecha- 
nisms such as discharge which introduce limited amounts of flexibility into 
the formal structure, discrete steps to counter obstruction that may well 
enhance the ability of majorities to form and attain their desires at a 
particular point in time can themselves become sources of obstruction at 
a later point in time when party issues and divisions alter. For example, 
just as appointment of chairmen by the Speaker varied as a factor contribut- 
ing to obstruction in relation to the party issues and divisions of the day, 
so too could caucus appointment by a majority of the majority party become 
a major source of obstruction in different times and circumstances than 
have been prevalent in the last few decades. There are, in short, not 
only no con~prehensive answers to the obstructioll of majorities as long 
as an atomistic conception of majority rule is dominant, but also no lasting 
or enduring ones. The House is rather condemned to recurrent tinkering 
as changes in issues and party divisions combined with decentralization 
redefine the most troublesome sources of obstruction. 

In summary, the revolt against the Speaker did not solve the problem 
of satisfying the House's ideal decision-making needs, but only set a chain 
of events in motion that redefined the barriers and made them more difficult 
than ever to overcome. The satisfaction of an atomistic conception of 
majority rule in a context in which organizational forms and procedures 
must be extensive and complex to meet technical needs dictates that power 
be decentralized in both the formal and party structures. This is not without 
great benefit for majority rule conceived in individualistic and egalitarian 
terms. It protects the freedom of the individual member and insures that 
the majorities the leadership does form to pass its programs will be based 
primarily on agreement and persuasion, rather than coercion. Nonetheless, 
decentralization also has substantial deleterious effects. It involves the 
conferring of power without control and thus institutionalizes obstructive 
capacity. The result is both frustration of majority will, though to varying 
degrees over time depending on the depth of party division, and recurrent 
tinkering on the part of the House to ameliorate sources of obstruction that 
have emerged and become troublesome. 

There is no escape from these difficulties except through resurrecting 
party government and reconcentrating formal and informal power in the 
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majority party leadership. This alternative, however, is itself dependent 
on the reemergence of two highly interrelated conditions that are beyond 
the control of any single person or group dedicated to reform: a substantial 
increase in cohesion, especially in the majority party, and a return to 
dominance of collectivist concepts that would redefine ideal needs in terms 
of party responsibility and discipline. The latter is necessary because gov- 
ernment of the House on the basis of a stable and cohesive party majority 
cannot be achieved without formal and informal arrangements and mecha- 
nisms that concentrate power in the leadership. This is essential to buttress 
party cohesion and regularize its level, despite variations in the amount 
of divison from issue to issue and over time. But concentrated power, in 
turn, requires a collectivist conception of majority rule to justify it and 
render it acceptable. The former is necessary because there are substantial 
limits to the degree to which the cohesion required to run the House on 
the basis of party can be artificially produced. Though discipline can 
reinforce cohesion, it itself is dependent on a certain level or potential 
for cohesion. Otherwise, the amount of coercion needed to maintain the 
stability of the party majority will involve such great impingement on 
individual members and breed such great resentment as to destroy both 
allegiance to collectivist norms and the mechanisms of leadership power. 

Yet, even if circumstances did change so as to permit a reconcentration 
of power in the majority party leadership, the dilemma the modern or 
contemporary House faces in seeking to accommodate its ideal decision- 
making needs would not be resolved. To be sure, the return to dominance 
of a collectivist conception of majority rule would, because of its compati- 
bility with concentrated power, remedy the difficulties that the realization 
of an atomistic conception of majority rule in an elaborate organizational 
context inevitabIy involves. This cannot be denied, though whether the 
greater neatness or consistency of party government that derives from its 
superior ability to realize its premises is worth the price in terms of increased 
coercion and decreased flexibility in majority formation remains open to 
argument, Nonetheless, the modern or contemporary House, in contrast 
to the nineteenth-century House, would still have to be extremely wary 
of any solution based on party government. The role and power of the 
President in the House and the party system as a whole make this an 
avenue that cannot be followed to any substantial degree without great 
detriment to the basic autonomy of the House. 

So much, then, for our examination of the highpoints of institutional 
development in the House subsequent to 1829. We may conclude that events 
and attitudes in the Jeffersonian period have left their mark on the contem- 
porary House as on the Houses of preceding eras. Events in the Jeffersonian 
period defined or brought into focus the basic problem the House has 
grappled with ever since in seeking to satisfy its ideal decision-making 
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needs, the problem of providing for majority rule within a structured 
organizational context involving highly unequal distribution of power. 
Similarly, Jeffersonian or neoJeffersonian definitions of majority rule have 
been involved in attempted resolutions of the problem throughout the 
history of the House either by dominating conceptions of ideal needs or 
by obstructing the development and impact of opposing conceptions. 

Nor is the influence of these factors at an end. There are signs on the 
horizon that the broad patterns of behavior and operation that have charac- 
terized and defined the modern or contemporary House are eroding. The 
highly informal, permissive, and personal leadership style that has prevailed 
in the House of Rayburn and McCormack is under increasing attack and 
showing clear evidence of senescence. Since the mid-1960's the Democrats 
have violated the seniority principle on several occasions for the first time 
in several decades and this year (1970) the Democratic caucus in response 
to mounting dissatisfaction appointed a party committee to study and 
evaluate it. In addition, again in contradiction to what has been invariable 
practice in the contemporary House, liberal Northern Democrats also suc- 
ceeded at the beginning of the Ninety-First Congress (1969) in at least 
partially resuscitating the caucus. It has met regularly since that time and 
taken non-binding votes on policy issues. These developments are intimately 
related to the steady decline over the past few decades in the number 
and proportion of Southern Democrats in the Democratic majority as well 
as their degree of support for party programs. It was the increased alienation 
of this bloc in the late 1930's combined with the degree to which the 
Democratic leadership continued to be dependent on Southern chairmen 
and Southern votes in passing party programs that capped the long-run 
development toward the disintegration of leadership power and the emer- 
gence of an ad hoc, permissive leadership style.371 

What all this means is difficult to discern. If the Democrats proceed 
to institute caucus election of chairmen, this will contribute to the alleviation 
of obstruction. However, whether this alleviation will only be temporary 
and disappear as new divisions in the majority party, be it Democratic 
or Republican, appear or whether a new and very different House in which 
power will be more concentrated is in the process of being created is not 
clear. The answer lies outside the House in the party system and the 
character of the alliances and divisions that will emerge. What is clear, 
however, is that events and attitudes in the Jeffersonian period will continue 
to have an impact. The difficulties the House now faces in seeking to 
accommodate both structure and democracy provide a continuing source 
of dissatisfaction and pressure for change. Indeed, at the p-resent moment 
dissatisfaction over the realization of ideal needs is a much more potent 
and important stimulus for basic change than dissatisfaction arising from 
the frustration of technical Similarly, the rate and character of 
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change will continue to be affected by Jeffersonian or neo-Jeffersonian 
conceptions of majority rule. As in the past, much will depend on the 
degree to which allegiance to an individualistic and egalitarian approach 
to majority rule remains strong. 

Maintenance 

The third and final category of functional need we have identified con- 
cerns the maintenance of decision-making structure. This need is no less 
important than the others. Still, our discussion of it can be much briefer 
both because analysis no longer requires any further development of basic 
concepts or historical background and because the impact of the Jeffersonian 
period has been less profound relative to other factors than in the case 
of the House's decision-making needs. 

To analyze this impact, however, we must first recapitulate and extend 
certain points made in our abstract discussion of maintenance as a category 
of functional need. As noted earlier, the House has to do more than satisfy 
its technical and ideal decision-making needs. To be sure, it requires a 
decision-making structure that wilI endow it with a capacity for acting in 
an effective, efficient, and autonomous manner. In addition, it is equally 
crucial that this structure be shaped by considerations based on the broad 
parameters of democratic decision making so that it may be endowed with 
capacity for inducing members and actors in other subsystems to accept 
its processes and outputs as legitimate. Nonetheless, the House has mainte- 
nance needs as well as decision-making needs. It must also maintain its 
decision-making structure through time by providing it with the support 
it requires and by adapting it as necessary to insure the survival of decision- 
making capacity per se. Indeed, faiIure to preserve decision-making structure 
in some form necessarily leads to the destruction of the House itself since 
it is no more than the patterns of behavior or role sets that define it. 

The House, thus, must confront two problems, both of which are critical 
to the fulfillment of maintenance needs. On the one hand, it must cope 
successfully with the problem of coherence or  conflict management. 
Members continually suffer frustration in terms of policy goals and personal 
status because structure distributes power inequitably. Equally important, 
over time the magnitude of frustration can easily increase. This is true 
both because frustration is additive and because changes in structure, 
attitudes, or party divisions can occur that increase the degree of frustration 
individual members experience. Such frustration is dangerous and cannot 
be ignored. It breeds resentments and creates tensions that interfere with 
role performance. It therefore must be alleviated or countered before it 
causes such widespread alienation as to seriously disrupt the intermeshing 
of roles that forms the basis of decision-making structure and confers 
decision-making capacity. On  the other hand, the House must cope success- 
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fully with the problem of motivating performance. Even if not alienated, 
members may well only make half-hearted or minimal efforts to fulfill 
their roles. This, in turn, is highly detrimental to the House as an entity 
or body since the structural patterns that constitute and define it will atrophy 
in relation to the degree to which its output fails to sustain its role in 
the larger system. The House therefore must overcome resistance to role 
performance that derives from conflicting goals and interests or sheer 
distaste for the nature and amount of work involved. Whatever the obstacles, 
it must succeed in motivating members to contribute as best they can to 
its successful operation. 

The key to the problem of motivating perforn~ance is simply an adequate 
store of material and ideal incentives. The key to the problem of coherence 
or conflict management is less obvious and requires greater explanation. 
It lies in maintaining allegiance to the complex of values and norms em- 
bodied in the decision-making structure. Allegiance to these values and 
norms keeps frustration and its deleterious consequences in check by ren- 
dering decision-making processes and outcome legitimate. The maintenance 
of such allegiance requires socialization in terms of existing values and 
norms as well as social control and pressure to confine deviance within 
narrow limits. However, neither the House nor any other human organiza- 
tion can rely simply on socialization and control. Flexibility as well as 
stability is required. As we have intimated, the House must also adapt 
its decision-making structure over time in response to dissatisfactions concern- 
ing the degree to which existing values and norms are realized and the 
emergence of new values and norms. This aspect of maintenance overlaps 
our categories of technical and idea1 decision-making needs. The task of 
managing conflict through structural adaptation is essentially a matter of 
creating new and viabIe balances in the satisfaction of technical and ideal 
decision-making needs in response to disruptions caused by changes in 
the severity of technical needs or changes in ideal conceptions thenlselves. 
Still, the balancing of technical and ideal needs is so relevant to maintenance 
that it deserves to be considered from this perspective as well as from 
the perspective of decision making. 

Events and attitudes in the Jeffersonian period have significantly in- 
fluenced the manner and success with which the House has coped with 
both these problems. In the case of conflict management it was the rise 
of the committee system in the Jeffersonian period that first brought the 
problem of unequal distribution of power into focus. Up  to this point 
structure, though not non-existent, was rudimentary and the House accord- 
ingly functioned on a highly egalitarian basis. Thus, we have noted, it 
was the Jeffersonian period that first posed or defined the problem of 
reconciling structure and democracy. Nonetheless, if the committee system 
by distributing power unequally became a source of frustration for the 
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individual member, the broad or horizontal character of the distribution 
also involved important compensations. Division of labor and specialization 
relieve as well as create frustration by providing opportunities for ordinary 
members to exercise power and enjoy status. Moreover, the apprenticeship 
norms that arose with the committee system have made the frustrations 
that stem from unequal distribution of power easier to bear throughout 
the history of the House. 

The influence of Jeffersonian attitudes has been even greater because 
of their effect on the management of conflict through structural adaptation. 
Given the fact that managing conflict by adapting structure consists essen- 
tially of balancing technical and ideal decision-making needs, this conclusion 
follows directly from the role Jeffersonian attitudes have played both as 
definers of the two poles of decision-making need and as sources of disrup- 
tion. Jeffersonian conceptions of legislative role have influenced the content 
and determined the scope of technical needs, Hence, if increases in structural 
elaboration have disrupted existing balances between technical and ideal 
decision-making needs throughout the history of the House and thereby 
increased frustration and tension, this is due in large part to the continuing 
domination of traditional Jeffersonian regard for the legislature. It has been 
the desire to maintain legislative primacy in policy making combined with 
environmental changes that have made it more difficult to do so that have 
caused increases in the severity of technical needs, that have heightened 
the degree to which technical needs impose on the satisfaction of ideal 
needs. 

The impact of Jeffersonian attitudes on ideal needs has been equally 
significant. As our examination of the highpoints of institutional develop- 
ment subsequent to 1829 indicates, Jeffersonian or neo-Jeffersonian concep- 
tions of majority rule have usually dominated or exercised great influence 
over the definition of ideal decision-making needs. As a result, they have 
figured prominently throughout the House's history in determinations of 
the boundaries and claims of ideal needs, in determinations of the price 
to be paid to preserve or recreate an adequate or viable sense of legitimacy 
regarding processes and outputs. In  addition, Jeffersonian or neo-Jeffer- 
sonian conceptions of majority rule have been important even in periods 
when they were out of favor as an alternative and disruptive source of 
values and norms, e.g., the Insurgent case against Czar rule. Nor is their 
influence simply historical. If there has been a great deal of turbulence 
in the contemporary House regarding the satisfaction of ideal needs, a 
great deal of dissatisfaction and conflict over majority rule, this is not 
attributable simply to the general factors we identified earlier that make 
for fragility in allegiance to the values and norms embodied in Congressional 
decision makino structures. Rather, the degree of turbulence in the contem- 

P 
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attitudes, to the difficulties and frustrations that inevitably result from an 
attempt to realize an atomistic conception of majority rule in an elaborate 
organizational context. 

What is true of conflict management applies to the problem of motivating 
performance as well. Here too, events and attitudes in the Jeffersonian 
period have had a significant impact. If the rise of the committee system 
increased the burdens imposed on the individual member both directly 
by requiring specialization and indirectly by vastly increasing the amount 
of business the House couId handle, the significance of this event is not 
limited to its inhibiting effects. On the contrary, the incentives for perform- 
ance that it also has provided have been substantial. Division of labor 
and specialization have made committee service the principal ladder to 
power and status within the House. In addition, from the Jeffersonian 
period to the present day appointment practices have provided considerable 
leeway for harmonizing the House's interest in performance and the indi- 
vidual's interest in career advancement by placing members on committees 
that would enhance their ability to service their local constituencies. 

Jeffersonian attitudes have also been very influential. We may recall from 
our earlier discussion of maintenance that the House for a variety of reasons 
is highly dependent on ideal incentives in motivating performance, that 
it is highly dependent on feelings of institutional loyalty or allegiance in 
inducing members to fulfill their roles to the best of their abilities. In the 
House such feelings have been and remain strong. One cause is certainly 
the intensity and immediacy of collective or group life in the House. None- 
theless, a strong sense of the worth of a legislative body and the importance 
of membership in it cannot be rooted simply in its group life. It requires 
deep groundings in broad societal images that accord the legislature respect 
and importance since the orientations members have when they enter the 
legislature largely determine their potential for developing strong feelings 
of alIegiance or loyalty to it. Moreover, if group life is to play a positive 
role in developing this potential, interaction and a sense of comradeship 
are not enough. Both the traditions of the body and the power it has actually 
exercised in the past must reinforce the notion that it is an entity of worth 
and importance. In  short, it is not simply group life, but group life within 
a definite and particular historical context that is crucial."'" 

If these conditions have been and continue to be satisfied in the case 
of the House, much of the credit belongs to the monopoly position the 
Jeffersonians and Jeffersonian belief in the primacy of the legislature gained 
early in our history. It is from these sources, far more than broad Constitu- 
tional pronouncements, that the societal images and the institutional past, 
necessary as foundations for ideal incentives, basically derive. Finally, we 
may at this point also recall that the House is highly dependent on a strong 
and widespread sense of the role and importance of the House in socializing 
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members to accept its ways of operating and in generating social pressure 
to reinforce allegiance to its norms. Thus, the contribution Jeffersonian 
theory has made as a source of ideal incentives has significance for conflict 
management as well as motivating performance. 

This is not to deny that factors other than the ones that have occupied 
our attention have also had a critical impact on the House's ability to 
satisfy its maintenance needs. As we acknowledged earlier, such factors have 
been even more influential in the case of maintenance than in the case 
of the House's other functional needs. Two interrelated developments in 
the twentieth century are especially noteworthy in this regard: the increase 
in the tenure of members and the decline in movement out of the House 
to executive positions in the federal and state  government^."'^ These devel- 
opments have combined to heighten the degree to which the House operates 
as a closed system relative to the careers of its members, to transform 
membership in the House into a profession or career. This, in turn, has 
had very important consequences for maintenance. The professionalization 
of menlbership in the House has reduced the difficulties of socialization 
and increased the worth of the rewards in the hands of those in positions 
of authority. In addition, it has strengthened friendship patterns and the 
sense of shared condition or situation and thereby increased the vitality 
and richness of collective or group life in the House. As a result, it has 
facilitated conflict management by enhancing feelings of institutional 
loyalty or allegiance and intensifying distaste for conflict. There is accord- 
ingly nothing accidental about the fact that the entire range of conflict 
reducing norms, from those that enjoin compromise to those that enjoin 
courtesy and civility, are much stronger in the contemporary House than 
they were in the nineteenth ~entury." '~ For many of these same reasons 
the professionalization of membership in the House has also made a signifi- 
cant contribution to motivating performance, to providing the store of 
inducements the House needs to overcome resistance to role fulfillment. 
Nonetheless, whatever the influence of other factors, it remains true that 
events and attitudes in the Jeffersonian period have had and continue to 
have an important impact on maintenance. Here as elsewhere, neither the 
past history of the House nor its present state is fully intelligible without 
knowledge and understanding of their nature and significance. 
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25. Annals, 4 Cong. 1, p. 243. 

26. See, for example, A.S.P., Commerce, I, pp. 699, 717-718, 741-742, and 743. 

27. See, for example, Annals, 7 Cong. 2, pp. 303 and 644; 10 Cong. I ,  pp. 1001, 
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28. See, for example, Annals, 7 Cong. 1, pp. 358-360; 7 Cong. 2 (Appendix), p. 1254; 
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Haln~lton had done." White, The Jeffersonzans, p. 50. This IS true. However, what also 
should be noted is that a new method of calling on the secretaries for advlce or plans 
had developed since the days of Hamilton (i.e., through the smaller committees), and 
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Joseph Cooper, "Jeffersonian Attitudes Toward Executive Leadership and Committee 
Development in the House of Representatives," Western Politrcol Quarterly, 18 (March, 
1965), 47-55. 
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the theory. See Norman J. Small, Some Presidential It~terpretafions o f  the Presidency 
(Baltimore, 1932), p. 162. See also Annals, 5 Cong. 2, p. 863. 
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pp. 670-671. 
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reliance. Nor, in truth, was the President's political leverage such that he could have 
derived much advantage from an abohtlon ofdlrect calls. See Young, op. cit., pp. 243-244. 
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this or that. As a result, the terms of reference to department heads became similar to the 
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196. Cunningham, The Jeffersorziarz Repzrblrcrms, pp. 72-92. 

197. See Harlow, pp. 194-209 and Miss Follett's work as c ~ t e d  In Note 195 above. See 
also Mernobs of J .  Q. Arlar7ls, IV, p. 28. Author~ties, however, differ on Clay's success In 
providing central or integratlve leadersh~p. Follett and Harlow see him as an effectlve 
source of such leadership, whereas Young sees 111m as essentially a prisoner, and a rather 
helpless one at that, of vanous party fact~ons in the House. See Young, op. cit., pp. 13 1- 
137. It is true, of course, that efforts at integrat~on do  have certaln negative effects on pol- 
icy outputs, that content diminishes with compromise. Nonetheless, Young's assessment of 
Clay is so overly harsh as to be both unrealistic and unjust. In truth, though Clay's effec- 
tiveness decllned substantially after 1817, his accomphshments as leader In the Twelfth 
Congress (18 1 1-18 13) and Fourteenth Congress (1815-1 8 17) are impressive. In a d d ~ t ~ o n ,  
overall he compares well with modern Speakers who are not judged weak or  ineffective. 
See Glyndon Van Deusen, The Life of Hetzry Clciy (Boston, 1937), pp. 73-88, 109-148, 
and 160-178. 

198. Note, for example, the role performed by John Calhoun and his Select Comrn~ttee 
on Currency in the Fourteenth Congress. It 1s true that he proceeded on the bas~s  of 
departmental assistance and with departmental approval. NonetheIess, he and his com- 
m~t tee  provided most of the Initiative and drive needed to pass the legislat~on. See W11- 
liam Meigs, Tile LIfe of Johrt call lout^ (New York, 1917), I, pp. 191-195, and John 
McMaster, A Hrstor)iof the People of the UrzitedStates (New York, 1824), IV, pp. 309-3 13. 
In contrast, note Gallatin's use of the Comm~ttee on Ways and Means as Treasury Secre- 
tary under Jefferson. Henry Adams, Life of Grillatir1, pp. 302-391. For a more mundane 
example of committee pollcy initiative see Memoirs of J. Q. Acl(~tns, IV, pp. 492, 495, 503, 
504, and 509. See also Young, op. a t . ,  pp. 244-245. 

199. It should be noted, however. that Clay's Impact as Speaker was not wholly 
integratlve. In contrast to the department heads, he did seek to provide or attaln inte- 
g ra t~on  anlong party factlons across several important policy areas. However, insofar as 
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he entered into long and unresolved conflict with the President for the role of central 
leader, the result was to promote division. See Memolrlr of J. Q. Adanrs, IV, pp. 28 and 66. 

200. Harlow, op. cif., pp. 218-219 and 227-229. 

201. For figures on size see Note 76 above. Tying down the d~mensions of the expan- 
sion in the business in any precise way is difficult. The following two sets of facts, how- 
ever, are indicative. In the years between 1790 and 1820 the population of the United 
States more than doubled and its land area also doubled. Concomitantly, whereas the 
number of bills introduced in the House during the First Congress was 142, the average 
number per Congress in the F~fteenth through Seventeenth Congresses (I8 17-1823) was 
306. See also Notes 229 and 230 below. 

202. U.S. House Jolirnal, 8th Congress, 1st Session. The count in the text is a count 
of distinct subjects, rncluding Senate bills. Thus, instances in which more than one peti- 
tion, resolution, Senate bill, etc., on the same particular topic was referred to a Committee 
of the Whole are counted as a single reference. Similarly, instances in which a matter was 
referred to a Committee of the Whole already charged with considering a committee 
bill on the topic are not counted as cases of first reference to a Committee of the 
Whole. It should also be noted that the count does not include the President's Annual 
Message which was initiaIly referred to a Committee of  the Whole as a matter of form. 

203. U.S. House Jozirnal, 20th Congress, 1st Session. The count for this Congress was 
made under the same ground rules applied to the Eighth Congress. Of the two subjects 
referred to a Committee of the Whole one was rereferred w~thin a few days to a select 
committee and the other simply buried by the form of reference. See ibid., pp. 45, 71, 
72,74, and Index. 

204. See Notes 229 and 230 below. 

205. A~lnals, 12 Cong. 1, pp. 334-340. See also Airrials, I6 Cong. 1, p. 803; Debcrtes, 
20 Cong. 1, p. 871 and 22 Cong. 2, pp. 1083-89. 

206. Debates, 19 Cong. I, p. 817. 

207. See Annals, 13 Cong. 2,  p. 805; 13 Cong. 2, p. 1942; 14 Cong. 1, p. 454; I5 
Cong. I, p. 595; 16 Cong. I, p. 759; 16 Cong. 1, p. 803; and 16 Cong. 2, pp. 737-739. 

208. Debates, 23 Cong. I, pp. 2 170 and 2202. See also Debates, 20 Cong. 1, pp. 823-827. 

209. Annals, 14 Cong. 1, pp. 922-923. See also Atrnols, 14 Cong. 1, p. 989 and 15 
Cong. I ,  p. 595; Debute~, 20 Cong. I, p. 871 and 23 Cong. 1, pp. 2170-2205. 

210. For a pathbreaking analysis of Congressional norms and their effect on com- 
mittee operation see Richard Fenno, "The House Appropriations Committee as a 
Pol~tical System The Problem of Integration," At?rer.zcatz Polit~cal Sc~erzce Revzew, 56 
(June, 1962), 310-324. See also Richard Fenno, Tlze Power of the Pz~rse (Boston, 1966). 

211. Anizals, 14 Cong. 2, pp. 385-386. See also A~zill~ls, I4 Cong. I, pp. 747-748; 14 
Cong. 1, p. 989, 14 Cong. 2, p. 964; and 16 Cong. 1, p. 794. Deference to the CIairns 
Committee on matters of private business had a long history in the House even in 1816. 
See Atlrrals 4 Cong. 2 ,  p. 182 1. 

212. Debates, 20 Cong. 1, p. 1492. The debate was over whether a particular com- 
inittee report should be printed. See also Debates, 20 Cong. I ,  p. 1500 and Notes 244 
and 245 below and related text. 

213. Young, op. c~t. ,  p. 202. 

214. See, for exampIe, Arl~iuls, 12 Cong. 1, p. 1395; 13 Cong. 1, pp. 112-127, 13 Cong. 
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2, pp. 881-887; 15 Cong. 2, pp. 527-528; 17 Cong. 1, p. 716. See also Debrrtes, 19 Cong. 
1, pp. 828 and 1321; 22 Cong. 2, pp. 1083-89; and 23 Cong. I, pp. 2170-2205. 

215. Atlt l~ls,  12 Cong. 1 ,  pp. 359-362 and 13 Cong. 2, p 1155. See also Debrrtes, 18 
Cong. 2, p. 185; 20 Cong. 1, p. 825; and 23 Cong. I, pp. 2196-2200. 

216. A17rznls, 13 Cong. 3, pp. 689-690; 14 Cong. 1, pp. 747-748; 14 Cong. 2, pp. 382- 
389; 14 Cong. 2, p. 964; and 15 Cong. 2, pp. 468-471. 

217. For cont~nued emphasis on the sn~aller committees as fact finders or detail 
arrangers see At~nrils, 12 Cong 1, p. 1395; 13 Cong. 2, p. 1942; 14 Cong. 1, p. 454; and 
15 Cong I ,  p. 595; Debcrtes, 19 Cong. 1 ,  pp. 817-819; 20 Cong. 1, p. 871; and 23 
Cong. 1, pp. 2170-2205. In contrast. see for example, Antzcrls, 12 Cong. 1, pp. 414, 
417,803, and 1417-18. 

218. See Note 7 above. 
219. See Harlow, op. a t . ,  pp. 215-216. The ten new standing con~mi t t ee~  were as 

follows: Judiciary, Pensions and Revolutionary Claims, Private Land Claims, Public 
Expenditures, and separate Committees on Expenditures in the State, Treasury, War, 
Navy, and Post Office Departments, and on Public Buildings. 

220. The remaining two were Agriculture and Manufactures. The latter was originally 
coinbined with Commerce, but after several years of agitation they were split in 1819. 
See Harlow, op. cit., p. 2 16. 

221. One of the new standing committees was Territories; the other was Military 
Pensions which was an offshoot of the old C o n ~ m ~ t t e e  on Pensions and Revolutionary 
Cla~ms. This Coinmittee was noiv slmply renamed Revolutionary Claims. Nor, it should 
be noted, did the proliferation of standing committees stop in 1829. The standingcommit- 
tee system once created continued to expand. See Galloway, op. cit., pp. 66-67. 

222. Indeed, ~f anything, the traditioilal Jeffersonian emphas~s on the equality and 
responslbihty of individual lnembers induced suspicion toward the establishment of 
standing committees. Thus, as late as 1805, the resolution to create a Committee on Public 
Lands was objected to "lest a standing commrttee . . .should gain such an ascendancy 
over the sentiments and decisions of the House . .  . as to in~pitir the salutary vigilance 
with whlch it becomes every member to attend to so interesting a subject." Arzrzals, 9 
Cong. 1, p. 286. In addition, ~t should be remembered that in the period from 1789 to 
1829 official recognition 111 the rules as a standing conln~ittee did not carry with ~t as 
great a grant of power as it does today. Though such recognition involved the definition 
and bestowal of an  area of jurisdiction, the rules did not make reference to standing 
committees ~nandatory. See Note 49 above. Indeed, such advantages over reference as 
were conferred on standing committees related primarily to minor business, e.g. petitions, 
memor~als, etc. This reflected the expectations and presumptions of the 1790's, but none- 
theless the model for establishing standlng cornmlttees by rule set in the 1790's wits 
~naintained and copied throughout the Jeffersonian period. See U.S. Ho~lse Jo~trr~rrl, 18 
Cong. 1, pp. 728-730. 

Nor was the lack of mandatory reference the only point of difference between the 
rules governing the standing committees then and now. Since in p u b l ~ c  areas of business 
subjects were often introduced and referred to s~naller cominittees through resolutions, 
their discretioil could be limited by instructions embodied in such re~olutions. Indeed, 
even after 1809 when, In conjunction with dwrndling use of the Committee of the Whole, 
it became c o n ~ n ~ o i l  to frame such resolutions so as to instruct a committee "to inquire 
into the expediency" of a certain action, instructions could still be quite detailed and 
limiting. Moreover, these resolut~oizs could and often did require a conlmittee to report 
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and in any case d~scharge could be effected by a simple inajorlty vote. All this, however, 
is not to say that recognition in the rules as standing was without any benefits. It made 
regular appointinent automatic, conferred general authority to report by bill after 1815, 
and re~ilforced the competitive posltlon of any conln~ittee so honored as the norill of 
spec~al~zation took hold. Nonetheless, the slow and haphazard developnlent of a standing 
committee system was a t  least In part influenced by the limited Incentives the rules 
furnished for the official establishment of such committees. 

223. It is not surprising, then, that the actual pattern of standing con~mittee develop- 
ment was varied and quite pragmatic. In some areas s tand~ng committees were established 
in one fell swoop to handle a large bloc of business inore efficiently and/or to fulfill 
some special purpose or need, e.g., Claims, District of Columbia, Ways and Means, 
Public Lands, and P u b l ~ c  Expenditures. In other areas, and often quite important ones, 
what occurred was a gradual development by w111ch a select committee grew 111 regularity 
of appointment and donlinance over a subject area u n t ~ l  it first became a standing com- 
mittee In everyth~ng but name, and then finally was offic~ally recognized in the rules as 
such. Here the usual point of departure was appointment with regard to a subject raised 
in the President's Message. The Committees on Foreign Affa~rs and Military Affairs, 
among others, developed but  of such appointments. But such development also occurred 
independently, e g., the Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads. See Harlow, op. 
cit., p. 215. 

224. See Atztl(ils, 13 Cong. 1 ,  p. 132; 16 Cong. I, pp. 708-710; and 18 Cong. 1, pp. 
834-835. See also Delmtes, 22 Cong. 2, pp. 1083-89. 

225. Debates, 19 Cong. 1, pp. 849-851 and 20 Cong. 1, p. 814. See also Ailnals, 13 
Cong. 2, p. 1860; 17 Cong. 1, p. 557; and 18 Cong. 1, pp. 873-875. In addition, see 
Notes 49 and 222 above. 

226. See, for example, Anrlalr; 16 Cong. 1, pp. 708-710; 18 Cong. 1, p. 850, and 18 
Cong. 1, pp. 873-875; Debates, 19 Cong. 1, pp. 846-851 and 20 Cong. I, pp. 1089-92. 
For instances In which the merits of reference to select committees were well argued see 
At~rlals, 17 Cong. 1, pp. 711-713: Debates, 18 Cong. 2, pp. 170-186; 19 (ong.  1. pp. 
1075-78; and 20 Cong. 1, pp. 914 and 925-928. 

227. Seeilrzrznls, I8 Cong. 1, pp. 834-835 and 18 Cong. 1, p. 850. 

228. Debates, 18 Cong. I, pp. 834-835; 19 Cong. 1, p. 851; and 20 Cong. 1, p. 814. 

229. U.S. Hotrse Jourttal, 8th Congress, 1st Session. ApproximateIy forty distinct 
subjects were referred to select and standing committees in public areas of business. If 
we exclude about a dozen subjects relating to post roads and contested elections, about 
half were referred to select comn~ittees. We may note that in 1803 the Committee on 
Post Offices and Post Roads was st111 officially select, though quite comparable to the 
s tand~ng committees in  terms of regularity of appointment and breadth of jurisdiction. 
As for private business, even in 1803 the standing comm~ttees had dominated this area 
for almost a decade. For example, a random survey encompassing 113 pr~vate  subjects 
referred in the first session of the Fourth Congress (1795-1796) reveals that over 9010 
were referred to standing committees, primarily the Committee on Claims. 

230. U.S. House Journal, 20th Congress, 1st Session. The total number of referrals to 
select and standing conlnlittees was well over two hundred fifty. In nLinlerous cases, 
however, petitions or  inenlorials dealt with the same particular subject or topic, e.g., the 
duty on woolens. In addition to the half-dozen subjects referred to actual select com- 
m~ttees, close to thirty subjects were referred to select committees that were standing In 
everthing but name, notably Roads and Canals. 
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23 1. Asher Hinds gives 1822 as the date of the rule confernng power to report by bill 
on the standing committees. Hinds' Precedents, Section 3365. In fact, the rules were 
revised in 1822 and the rule in question is included as rule #55. Hozrse Journal, 17th 
Congress, 1st Session, p. 727. Nonetheless, Hinds is incorrect and his error probably 
stems from the fact that the 1822 revision or recodification appears to have been the 
first general revision subsequent to the passage of the rule granting power to report by 
bill. We may note that an 1820 edition of Jefferson's Manual, which contains the House 
ruIes, lists the same rule as #53. Nor does the report of the committee, charged with 
revising the rules in 1822, include it as a proposed amendment. See Hotrse Report No. 
56, 17th Congress, 1st Session. We may further note that in October, 18 14, when for the 
first time t h e ~ o u s e  adopted a resolution conferring general authority to report by bill, 
the resolution conferred it on both the standing committees and the select committees 
on the President's Message. Annals, 13 Cong. 3, p. 481. Thereafter, such resolutions were 
usually passed annually, but conferred this power on the latter type of select committee 
without mentioning the standing committees. A natural deduction is that the standmg 
committees may already have possessed it by rule. See Annals, 14 Cong. 1, p. 377; 14 
Cong. 2, p. 234; 15 Cong. 1, p. 401; 15 Cong. 2, p. 292; 16 Cong. 2, p. 439; and 17 Cong. 
1, p. 527. See also Annals, 14 Cong. 1, p. 388. The author would like to thank Mr. George 
P. Penos of the Legislative Records Division of the National Archives for research 
assistance on this problem. 

232. There is no record of discussion or objection at points where resolutions con- 
ferring general authority to report by bill were moved and passed. See references to 
Antzals cited in Note 231 above. However, on one occasion John Randolph objected that 
discussion should be more prolonged before permission to bring in bills was granted. 
Annals, 14 Cong. 1, p. 680. In addition, objection was also raised concerning a related 
but tangential issue-the question of whether committees should report money biIls with 
the blanks for the various sums involved open or filled. Annals, 15 Cong. 1, p. 570 and 
15 Cong. 2, pp. 468-471. 

233. It should be remembered that resolutions were not the only means through 
which subjects were introduced or referred. The presentation of petitions o r  memorials 
as well as the receipt of messages or letters from executive officers served to introduce 
subjects. Moreover, subjects introduced through these means could be simply referred 
by order to an appropriate standing committee. Nonetheless, resolutions served as the 
prime means of introducing and referring subjects in publlc areas of business. In these 
areas resolutions were often relied upon to bring a subject forward and simultaneously 
to provide for its reference to one of the various types of House committees. Morever, 
subjects introduced by the President's Message were referred through resolutions. Finally, 
resolutions or motions were used in cases in which a member wanted to refer a subject 
to the Committee of the Whole or a select committee rather than the appropriate standing 
committee as well as in cases in which no standing committee with jurisdiction existed. 
See Notes 49 and 222 above. 

234. See, for example, Annals, 5 Cong. 1, pp. 239-243. 

2354Anr7r~ls, 13 Cong. 2, p. 1942 and 16 Cong. 1, p. 759. See also Anizals, 14 Cong. 1, 
p. 454; 14 Cong. 2, pp. 245-246; and 16 Cong. I, pp. 801-804. 

236. See Note 186 above. 

237. Annuls, 14 Cong. 2, p. 245; 15 Cong. 1, p. 595; 16 Cong. 2, p. 700; 18 Cong. 1, 
pp. 873-875. 

238. Annals, 16 Cong. 1, p. 803 and 16 Cong. 2, p. 700. 
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239. See Note 222 above. 

240. See Note 195 above and related text. 

241. See, for example, Alzrzals, 9 Cong. 1, p. 286 and 10 Cong. 2, p. 1512. 

242. See references cited in Notes 224-228 above. 

243. See Note 102 above and associated text. 

244. Joel B. Sutherland, A Congressional Marztlnl (Philadelphia, 1841), pp. 49-50. 

245. Ibid. For a statement in the late 1820's providing a rationale for deference to 
committees In terms very similar to Sutherland's see Debates, 20 Cong. 1, p. 1492. 

246. Anizals, 7 Cong. 2, p. 441 and 14 Cong. 1, p. 388. 

247. See House Jo~irizal, 28th Congress, 1st Session, p. 1186, Rule No. 145. 

248. On committee rooms see Debates, 18 Cong. 2, pp. 2683-84 and 2708, and Thomas 
Hamilton, Men ar?dManners In Amer~ca (Edinburgh, 1834), 11, pp. 67-68. On committee 
prerogatives see Arzl~als, 15 Cong. 2, pp. 325-335 and 552; Debates, 20 Cong. 1, pp. 
862-890, 

249. On jurisdictional problenls see Atznnlr, 14 Cong. 2, p. 247; 15 Cong. 2, pp. 367- 
368; and 16 Cong. 1, pp. 709-710. On minority reports see Debates, 19 Cong. 2, pp. 
1135-36 and Hinds' Precedents, Section 4474. On muItiple memberships see Annals, 
14 Cong. 1, p. 1458 and House Jourr1a1, 18th Congress, 1st Session, p. 727, Rule No. 47. 
In addltion, this author has even found a reference to subcomm~ttees. See Debates, 20 
Cong. 1, pp. 2759-6 1. 

250. The last serious challenge came at the very beginning of the Madison Admin~s- 
tration. See Annals, 11 Cong. 1, pp. 58-59. Motions to appoint select commlttees by 
ballot continued to be made from time to time, especially when these committees were 
primarily investigative. See, for example, A~znals, 18 Cong. 1, p. 2455. See also H~nds' 
Precedents, Sectton 4475. Usually such motions fa~led, but In one crucial instance, the 
Missouri question, the House elected its component of the Joint Committee established 
by House and Senate. Ar?tzals, 16 Cong. 2, pp. 1219-20. In addition, a member in 1813 
proposed unsuccessfully to elect the Elections Committee by lot and support for this 
method of selecting the standing commlttees appeared sporad~cally for several decades. 
See McConachie, op. cit., p. 130; Follett, "Speaker of the House," pp. 240-241; and 
Alexander, op. at. ,  p. 76. 

251. See A~zrzals, 9 Cong. 1, p. 300 and Hoztse Joilrizal, 18th Congress, 1st Session, pp. 
723-734. For an lnterestlng demonstration of the shortness of the House's institutional 
memory see Blair and R~ves, The Congressionrrl Globe, 23 Cong. 2, pp. 146--150. 

252. See Young, op. cit., pp. 248-253. 

253. Alv~n L. Duckett, Johlz Forsytl~ (Atlanta, 1962), p. 18. Johnson was a fellow 
Kentuckian and at this time a close friend and supporter of Clay. Pleasants was a strong 
supporter of naval preparedness. See Annals, I4 Cong. 1, p. 1367. 

254. Henry T. Shanks, Tlze Pripers of Willie P. Mangun? (Raleigh, 1950), I, pp. 82-83. 

255. See Debutes, 18 Cong. 2, Appendix, pp. 79-81. It may also be noted that Speaker 
Barbour's appointnlents in the Seventeenth Congress (1821-1823) were highly motivated 
by political conslderatlons and that he d ~ d  not hesitate to Inject h ~ s  own choices into key 
chalrmanshlps. See Schouler, op. cit., 111, p. 245. 

256. Debates, 20 Cong. 1, p. 1292. See also ibid., pp. 1221-24 and Francls Wayland, 
Arzdrew Steverrsorl (Ph~ladelphia, 1949), pp. 74-79. 
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257. Co~lgressrorzcrl Globe, 26 Cong. 2, pp. 230-231. Thus, in defend~ng Stevenson's 
appointment record as Speaker in the years fronm 1827 to 183 1, one prominent Jacksonian 
simply sald that "Mr. Stevenson has done what every other Speaker beforc him has 
done, and what every other after 1m1m w ~ l l  do-that is, he has preserved the numer~cal 
proportion of parties which cx~st  in the House." Wayland, op, a t . ,  p. 79. 

258. Prior pract~ce regarding the appointment of chairmen of select committees also 
continued. In the years up  to 1829 and for many years thereafter the Speaker considered 
himself obligated to a p p o ~ n t  as chairman the man whose motion or resolut~on created 
the conmnmlttee. Hl~zrls' P~z.cede~zts, Sect~ons 4514-20. Thus, minority leadership of select 
committees rema~ned a poss~bility. Nor, a t  least in the case of select investlgat~ng 
committees, d ~ d  current not~ons of party necessar~ly make such leadership unacceptable. 
See Note 290 below. 

259. We may note, for example, that District of Coluimtbia had a Federal~st chairman 
in the Twelfth and Fifteenth Congresses. We may also note that Stevenson appointed 
a bevy of Adams partisans to committee chairmanships in the Twentieth Congress, e.g., 
Manufact~lres. Fore~gn Affa~rs, and Elect~ons. Wayland, op c~t . .  pp. 78-79. However, the 
number and slgn~ficance of mmorlty cha~rnlanships in t h ~ s  Congress represented an 
aberration from past and f ~ ~ t u r e  practice and was prompted in part at  least by the unease 
the anti-Ad~ninistratro~~ majority felt in t ak~ng  control of the House. After 1829, prom- 
inent mtnority members continued on occasion to be appointed to chairmansh~ps. Fol- 
lett, "Speaker of the House," pp, 226-227. Indeed, instances can b e  found as late as the 
1880's. By this tune, however. such appointments were confined to committees with 
little or no funct~onal s~gnificance and were mainly honor~fic. McConachie, op. a t . ,  
p. 140. 

260. SeeNote 123 above and text attached. 
261. See Michael Abram and Joseph Cooper, "The R ~ s e  of Sen~ority 111 the House 

of Representatives," Polity 1 (Fall, 1968), 62-70. See also Follett. "Speaker of the House," 
pp. 22 1-230. 

262. Young, op, cit., pp. 131-135. Clay's behavior w ~ t h  regard to key appo~ntments in 
the Eighteenth Congress was also highly ~nfluenced by ~ntegratlve considerations. See 
Schouler, op. a t . ,  111, pp. 294-295, and J'~mes Hopkins, The Pc~perr of Henry Clriy (Lex- 
ington, 1963), 111, pp  530 and 546. You11g argues that Clay was a weak and ineffective 
Speaker and that h ~ s  use of committee appointments was both a cause and effcct of h ~ s  
wcakncss. Ironically enough, however. he  draws his data on Clay's use of commrttee 
appointments from the Fourteenth Congress, a Congress in wlm~ch practically the whole 
program of legislat~on Clay advanced and supported passed. See Note 197 above 

263. In the Eighteenth Congress, for example. knowledge or competence figured 
significantly in Clay's bestowal of a c h a ~ r m a n s h ~ p  on Webster, Forsyth and Crownin- 
sh~eld,  though each had not served in the previous Congress. This is not to say ~t was 
the only factor. but it was an important one. Sce Note 262 above. See also A ~ ~ ~ i a l s ,  14 
Cong. I, p. 989 and I6 Cong. 2, pp. 741-742. 

264. Anrlalr, 16 Cong. 1 ,  pp. 708-710. See also Arzt~rrls 15 Cong. 2, pp. 298- 299 and 
Debcrtef, 21 Cong. 1, p. 585. 

265, Wdyland, op. at., pp. 78-79. See also Debrrfer, 20 Cong. I, p. 1222 and 24 Cong. 
2, p. 69. As nmight be expected, during thc whole Jeffersonian period balancing interests 
on committees expressed ~tself largely in sectional tcrimms. We may also note that though 
the practlce of glving each state a seat on ~n lpor t a~ l t  committees disappeared because 
of ~ t s  unwieldiness, the practice of reserving seats on particular commrttees to ccrtain 
states may have begun to emerge. For example, Virglnia almost invariably was represent- 
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ed on Ways and Means. See McConachie, op. cit., pp. 44-48 for addit~onal information 
on the importance of state representation. 

266. Figures for consecutive committee service are in sesslons because appointments 
were made on a sessional basis until 1860. McConachle, op. at . ,  p. 137. In compiling 
these figures the first session of committee service has been counted as one, not zero. It 
should also be noted that the average in the text 1s not an  average of the amount of 
consecutive comm~ttee service particular chairmen attained, but an  average of the amount 
of consecutlve committee sewice the chairman in each session possessed. To illustrate, 
assume that a committee has two chairmen over a ten-year period, that the men both 
enter the con~n~i t tee  the first year of the period, and that the first man leaves after five 
years and is succeeded by the second. In the former case the average is 7.5 (five years 
of service plus ten years of service divided by two). In the latter case the average is 5.5 
(the sum of one plus two plus three-up to ten and d~vided by ten). 

267. Co~lgressional Globe, 23 Cong. 2, pp. 146-150. The rule governing such con- 
tingencies had been allowed to lapse. See Note 25 1 above. 

268. Strictly defined seniority involves the appointment of the highest ranking majority 
member. Party lines, however, are exceedingly difficult to draw for much of this perlod. 
Nonetheless, the evidence of these eight cases lndlcates little regard for seniority even 
loosely defined. In six of these e~gh t  cases the chairmanship was given to a member who 
had not sewed on the committee the previous session, despite the presence of members 
of varlous political hues who had served on the committee the previous session and 
were still on  the committee or In the House. In two cases fourth ranking members were 
advanced to the chairmanship above members who had outranked them and were still 
on  the committee or in the House. In one of these ciises, Foreign Affairs in the Twentieth 
Congress, the chairmanship was glven to a member who can clearly be identified as a 
minority member. The custon~ at t h ~ s  tlme was to restrict the chairmanship of this com- 
mittee to men who could enter a confidentla1 relat~onship wlth the President. Cotigres- 
sionul Globe, 23 Cong. 2, p. 147. See also Note 269 below. 

269. See Note 266 above. The result for Claims is at  least somewhat anomalous. It 
derives from a combination of the following circumstances: there was only one chair; 
manship change between 1819 and 1829 and that occurred in the last session of the 
period; the member advanced was in his twelfth session of consecutlve service; and the 
chairman at the start of the period was only in his third consecutive term on the com- 
mittee. Indeed, if we go back one Congress (to 1817) to include the appointment of this 
chairman, the average for the number of consecutive sessions served by members when 
advanced to the chairmanship changes drastically and the two averages come into exact 
parity at 6.5 sessions each. 

270. Corresponding figures for three major committees, chosen as a sample, ~ndicate 
that prior committee service had little impact on either advancement or reappointment 
to the chairmanship. The average length of consecutive service of members when they 
became Chairmen of Ways and Means, Judiciary, and Foreign Affairs in the period from 
1819 to 1829 was 1.7, 1.3, and 1.5 sessions respectively. Slmllarly, the average term of 
consecutive committee service of chairmen on these committees in sessions in t h ~ s  period 
was 3.9, 2.1, and 2.3 sessions respectively. In  addition, it should also be noted that even 
on minor committees reappointment was subject to the control of polltical considerations. 
W e  nlay note, for example, that Stevenson did not reappoint Sloane to the Chairman- 
ship of Elections in the second session of the Twentieth Congress, though Sloane had 
served seven consecutive sessions in that post. However, Sloane, a member of the pro- 
Adams minority, got involved in a bitter dispute with Stevenson over the character of 
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the promises Stevenson made to secure his election as Speaker. See Wayland, op. cit., 
p. 69. 

27 1. For a discussion of the central importance of 19 10- 19 1 1 see Abranl and Cooper, 
'The Rise of Seniority In the House of Representatives." For data on turnover from 
1801 to 1819 see Note I86 above. We may note that turnover declined sl~ghtly after 
1819 but nonetheless remalned h ~ g h .  The percentage of first-term members In the 
Congresses between 1819 and 1829 ranged from 33.2 to 45.2 with a median of 40.8. 
R~ce, op. cit., pp. 296-297. 

272. See At~nals, 14 Cong. 1, pp. 922-923. See also Alznals, 8 Cong. 2, pp. 697-699 
for a discussion that tilustrates the difficulty of using seniortty as an appointment cri- 
terion due to its lack of precise operational meaning. 

273. See Rtchard Fenno, "The Internal Distribution of Influence: The House," in 
David Truman, The Congress and Arnerrccz's Future (Englewood Cl~ffs, 1965), pp. 52-77. 

274. Debates, 20 Cong. 1, p. 1242. The remarks in question were actually made at 
another point, but not fully recorded by the reporter (ibid., p. 1170). For a criticism of 
these remarks see ibid., p. 1297. 

275. Debates, 22 Cong. 1,p. 1967. 

276. White, Jeffersonians, p. 11 1. 

277. Ibid., p. 94. 

278. Ibid., p. 104. 

279. Indeed, some Republicans resisted even the delegation of discret~onary power 
over claims to executive officers, despite the labor and tedium involved in handl~ng them. 
See Annals, 14 Cong. 2, p. 379 and 15 Cong. 1, p. 842. See also Debates, 19 Cong. 1 ,  
p. 857. 

280. James Hart, The Ordirzance Making Powers of the Presrdent of the Unrted States 
(Baltimore, 1925), pp. 70 and 89. See also ibid., pp. 19 and 267. 

281. White, Jeffersonians, pp. 113-1 14. See also Lucius Wilmerding, The Spendir~g 
Power (New Haven, 1943), pp. 3-107. 

282. White, Jeffersorzia~ls, pp. 95-97. 

283. Ibid., pp. 101-106. For the formal jurisdiction of these committees as wrttten in 
the rules see House Jotcrnal, 18 Cong. 1, pp. 730-731. 

284. See Young, op. cit., pp. 204-206, 234-237, and 243-245. See also Melnorrs of 
J .  Q. A d a m ,  IV, pp. 2 17-2 18 and Debates, 20 Cong. 1, pp. 89 1-894. 

285. See Note 165 above and related text. The various expenditure committees were 
added in part at least because of Ways and Means' Inability, given its legislative load, to 
acquit itself adequately of ~ t s  oversight or control functions. See White, Jeffeersoon~ans, 
p. 101. 

286. The single instance between 1809 and 1829 in which a standing committee was 
charged with an investigation of executive or administrative operations or conduct and 
given the subpoena power occurred in the Seventeenth Congress and concerned an 
inquiry into the conduct of the Superlntendent of Indian Trade. Instances in which 
select commtttees were created for such purposes in the same per~od and given the 
subpoena power are as follows: the inquiries In the Eleventh Congress into the conduct 
of General Wllkinson and the condition of the Army at New Orleans; the inqulry in the 
Thirteenth Congress into retrenchment of the naval establishment; the inquir~es in the 
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Fourteenth Congress into misuse of public moneys by the Quartermaster, the conduct of 
the Post Office Department, and the expenditure of money by General Harrison; the 
inquiries in the Fifteenth Congress into the conduct of clerks in the departments and 
the United States Bank; the inquiry in the Sixteenth Congress into the affairs of the 
Post Office Department; the inquiries in the Seventeenth Congress into the affairs of the 
Post Office Department, the sale of public lots in Washington, Army regulations, and 
the Mix contract; the inquiries in the Eighteenth Congress into the sale of public lots in 
Washington and the Edwards Memorral; the inquiry in the Nineteenth Congress into 
Calhoun's conduct as Secretary of War; and the inquiry in the Twentieth Congress into 
retrenchment in the executive departments. It should be noted that these examples donot 
include all the instances in which subpoena power was given, but only those within the 
executive or administrative category. Even here the author's list may well not be exhaus- 
tive, though it is more complete than the catalog of instancescited in thestandard sources. 
See Ernest J. Eberling, Congress~onal Irzvestigatron$ (New York, 19281, pp. 64-102 and 
Marshall Dimock, Congress~onnl Investigating Conlmittees (Baltimore, 1929), pp. 90-93. 

287. We may note, for example, that the various Post Office Department investigations 
cited in Note 286 above were largely or wholly concerned with finances and confided to 
select committees. Similarly, the retrenchment investigation in the Twentieth Congress, 
as well as retrenchment investigations during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Congresses 
in which the committees involved were not given subpoena power, were confided to 
select committees. 

288. We may note, for example, that in 1816 the Post Office Committee recommended 
that a select committee be created to investigate the conduct of the Department because 
"a more particular inquiry than would have been in their opinion compatible with the 
duties assigned to the Committee of Post Offices and Post Roads by the rules of the 
House" was needed. Annals, 14 Cong. 1, p. 772. See also Debates, 24 Cong. 2, pp. 1227-28 
and House Report 240,20 Cong. 1, quoted In White, Jeffersonians, p. 105. 

289, See for example, Annals, 13 Cong. 2, pp. 1010-1 1 and 1869, and 16 Cong. 2, 
pp. 692-693; Debates, 20 Cong. 1, pp. 1139, 1289, and 1339. 

290. In a lengthy debate In 1832 over investigation of the United States Bank it was 
conceded by virtually all speakers that the established and proper parliamentary usage 
was to compose investigating committees of members friendly to the investigation. Thus, 
for example, one member stated that "it was proper that inquiry should be made by 
those whose hostile feelings would prompt them to a rigid scrutiny." Debates, 22 Cong. 1, 
p. 2059. This same member added "that no public institution or public officer, would 
deserve to be sustained, if unable to endure the most rigid public scrutiny of such a 
committee." Ibid., p. 2060. Nor, did the growth of parties and partisan conflict soon 
eliminate this approach to investigating committees. We may note, for example, that in 
his often quoted remarks, Speaker Hunter did more than defend and rationalize majority 
control of the standing committees (see Note 257 above and related text). Although this 
is almost always overlooked, he went on to rationalize and advocate minority control of 
investigating committees. Corzgressional Globe, 26 Cong. 2, pp. 230-23 1. 

291. In cases where the subpoena power was not granted use of the standing com- 
mittees was somewhat more common than in cases where it was granted. For example, 
standing committees were charged with inquiry into the conduct of the war against the 
Seminoles in the Fifteenth Congress, the contract granted to James Johnson in the SIX- 
teenth Congress, and the use of the regular army in building fortifications in the Seven- 
teenth Congress (see Note 286 above and Note 342 below and related text). See also 
Debates, 20 Cong. 1, pp. 1065, 1149, 1156, and 1181 for the assertion of claims regarding 
the superior virtues of the standing committees as investigatory mechanisms. 
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292. It may be noted that lack of time and the need for a friendly committee were 
also grounds used to establish exceptional circumstances under which a legislative subject 
might properly be referred to a select committee. See Notes 225-227 and associated 
text. 

293. Annals, 10 Cong. 1, pp. 137 1-72. 

294. Annals, 17 Cong. 1, p. 61 1. 

295. Debates, 24 Cong. 2, p. 1225. 

296. Aiznals, 11 Cong. 2, pp. 1727-56 and 11 Cong. 3, pp. 432-450. 

297. Annals, 11 Cong. 3, p. 441. 

298. Annals, 11 Cong. 2, p. 1743. Yet, despite the claims proponents of inquiry made, 
the reports of the investigating committees consisted simply of documents communicated 
without opinion and the House voted to transmit them directly to the President. See 
Annals, 11 Cong. 3, pp. 1030-32. 

299. Annals, 15 Cong. 1, p. 785. 

300. Annals, 15 Cong. 2, p. 798. 

301. Annals, 15 Cong. 2, p. 1133. 

302. Annals, 16 Cong. 1,  p. 729. 

303. Annals, 17 Cong. 1 ,  pp. 617-618. The matter at issue here was the dispute between 
two federal officials in the Florida territory. See Note 294 above and related text. 

304. The doctrine of implied power was also extended for use as a justification for 
calls for information regarding executive operations or conduct. See Debates, 20 Cong. 
1, p. 1044. In addition, it was used to justify the power of the House to punish for 
contempt. Eberling, op. cit., pp. 66-86 and Anderson v. Dunn, 6 Wheaton 204 (1821). 

305. Debates, 20 Cong. 1, p. 1350. 

306. Ibid., p. 1300. 

307. Ibid., pp. 1247 and 1291. 

308. Debates, 24 Cong. 2, p. 1057. 

309. Ibid., p. 1084. 

310. Ibld., p. 1103. 

31 1. Ibid., p. 1106. 

312. Ibid., p. 1410. The vote on the previous question was 121 to 52 and on the main 
question I65 to 9. 

313. Note, for example, the lnvestlgations Into the conduct of clerks in the executive 
departments in the Fifteenth Congress, the affalrs of the Post Office Department in 
the S~xteenth Congress, and retrenchment of expenses in the executive departments 
in the Twentieth Congress. Note also the progression In the breadth of the resolutions 
authorizing inquiry into the U.S. Bank and Post Office Department. Eberling, op. 
cit., pp. 102, 103-104, and 115-1 16; Cotzgressional Globe, 23 Cong. 1, p. 474 and 23 
Cong. 2, pp. 244-249. 

314. Debates, 22 Cong. 1, pp. 2160-63 and Appendix, pp. 33, 36, and 54-55; 23 
Cong. 1, Appendix, pp. 187-195. See also Debates, 24 Cong. 2, p. 1269 and Eberling, 
op. at., pp. 103-107 and 115-122. 
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3 15. Debates, 24 Cong. 2, pp. 1269-7 1 and 1346. 

316. Debates, 24 Cong. 2, pp. 1293 and 1401. 

317. AnrzaIs, 10 Cong. 1, pp. 1264 and 1267. 

318. Ibld., p. 1371. 

319. Ibid., p. 1422. 

320. Annals, 11 Cong. 2, p. 1742. 

321. Annals, 15 Cong. 1, p. 784. 

322, Ibid., p. 785. It may be noted that Holmes was second ranking on Foreign AfFairs 
and became its Chalrman in the next session. 

323. Annals, 16 Cong. 1, p. 729. 

324. Annals, 17 Cong. 1, p. 616. 

325. Debates, 20 Cong. I ,  p. 1382. 

326. Debates, 22 Cong. 1, pp. 1887 and 1917 

327. Ibid., pp. 1891, 1899-1901, and 1906. 

328. Ibid., pp. 2058-59. 

329. See Note 295 above and related text. 

330. Debates, 24 Cong. 2, p. 1225. 

331, See Notes 219, 220, and 231 above and the text associated with these notes. 

332. For Congressional recognition that the legislative branch was in fact aggrandiz- 
ing its position at the expense of the executive see Annals, 17 Cong. 1, p. 613 and Debates, 
20 Cong. 1, p. 2646. 

333. Both quotes can be found in White, Jefferson~ans, p. 101. 

334. Anrzals, 15 Cong. 1, p. 784. 

335. Annals, 17 Cong. 1, pp. 1768-69 and 1887. Adams notes that the resolution was 
discussed by the Cabinet. In thls discussion, "the propriety of the resolution itself was 
questioned and the President thought it an officious intermeddling on the part of one 
branch of the Leg~slature with the Executive Administration." Memows of J. Q. Aifams, 
V ,  p. 536. In the same Congress the request for a House investigating committee to 
vlsit and inspect certain fortifications also raised doubts about Congressional intermed- 
dling in Monroe's m ~ n d .  Ibid., VI, p. 119. 

336. Ibid., IV, p. 31. See also Harlow, op, cit., pp. 241-242. In cases in which a mem- 
ber hostile to the Administration was made Chairman of Foreign Affairs grave dlficulties 
in maintaining the traditional practice of confidentiaI communication ensued. See 
Memows of J. Q. Adams, V ,  pp. 474-475. Such instances, however, were rare since 
Speakers usually felt obliged to appoint a member who could enjoy such communlca- 
tion. See Wayland, op, cit., pp. 78-79 and Coizgressional Globe, 23 Cong. 2, pp. 146-150. 

337. House Report 86, 19 Cong. 2. See also White, Jeffersonians, p. 100. 

338. Senate Document 189,20 Cong. 1. See also White, Jeffersor~lans, p. 100. 

339. Merno~rs ofJ .  Q, Arlan~s, IV, p. 34. 

340. See Note 175 above. For some additional examples of investigations see Note 
173 above and associated text. 
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341. See Note 286 above. It should be noted that this total counts instances in which 
the subpoena power was conferred several times in different sessions of the same Con- 
gress with reference to the same topic as a single instance. The  case in polnt 1s the 
Wilkinson topic i n  the Eleventh Congress. 

342. See Note 286 above. Some examples of major committee investigations con- 
ducted without grant of subpoena power after 1815 are the inquiry into the conduct of 
the war agalnst the Seminoles in the F~f teenth  Congress; the inquiries Into the employ- 
ment of Army officers as clerks in the departments and retrenchment in the Sixteenth 
Congress; and the lnquir~es into the execution of Indian treaties and the laws prohibiting 
the slave trade in the Seventeenth Congress. 

343. Debares, 20 Cong. 1, pp. 891-892 and 2134. See also Debates, 20 Cong. 1, pp. 
975,999-1001,and 1031-48. 

344. See Debates, 19 Cong. 1, p. 1301; 20 Cong. 1, p. 894; and 20 Cong. 1, p. 1048. In 
addition, see House Document 46,20 Cong. 1. 

345. See Annals, 16 Cong. I, p. 1464; 16 Cong. 2, p. 125 1; I7 Cong. I, p. 1407; 17 
Cong. 1 ,  pp. 1753 and 1767; and 17 Cong. 2, p. 471. 

346. Another peak was attained during the Twentieth Congress In which a pro- 
Jacksonian majority sought to embarrass and discred~t President J. Q. Adanls prior to 
the election of 1828, Thus, for example, Adams' Secretary of State complained "that of 
these calls from committees there were now five times more than at the last sesslon of 
Congress," and that they were "harrassing and vexatious." H e  further noted that "all 
these scrutinies are pursued, too, In a sp i r~ t  of hostility to the Administration, and with 
purposes of factious opposition." Memoirs of J. Q. Aclanzs, VII, p. 402. The count of 
Instances in which subpoena power was conferred during the Seventeenth Congress 
does not include the investigation of Gales and Seaton in their capacity as public printers. 
See Note 286 above. 

347. Quoted in Meigs, op. cit., p. 263. 

348. Schouler, op. cit., 111, p.  257. See also Meigs, op. cit., pp. 261-262. 

349. Merno1r.s of J. Q. Ariajt7r, V, pp. 227-228. On another occasion near the end of 
the Congress, Adams noted that he had been subjected to the "inquisitorial screw" for 
a period of four hours w ~ t h  regard to the questlon of whether he had intentionally falsi- 
fied an  ~mportant  document. Ibid., VI, p. 127. 

350. See Notes 286 and 342 above. 

351. Schouler, op. cit., 111, p. 258. 

352. S. M. Hamilton, Tlze Wrrtirigs o fJames  Monroe (7 vols., New York, 1898-1903), 
VI, p. 292 (May 30, 1822). 

353. In delineating these functional needs the author has been insplred primarily by 
the original and highly suggestive artlcle Richard Fenno did on the internal distr~bution 
of influence in the House for the American Assembly volume on Congress. See Note 273 
above. What the analysis in the text does essentially is to revise and expand the Fenno 
approach in terms of a variety of polnts drawn from systems theorists that the author 
finds relevant and cogent. Of these theorists the author has relied most heavily on Talcott 
Parsons. See Talcott Parsons, "Suggestions for a Sociological Approach to the Theory of 
Organizations," In Amitai Etzloni (ed.), Conzplex Organizations (New York, 1965), pp. 
32-48 and Talcott Parsons, "The Political Aspect of Social Structure and Process," in 
David Easton (ed.), Vuriet~es o f  Political Theory (Englewood Cliffs, N .  J., 1966), pp. 
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71-1 13, In addition, see David Easton, A Sj~sfenzs Atzalysis ofPolrtical Llfe (New York, 
1965) and F. Kenneth Berrien, General arzzl Social Systetns (New Brunswick, N. J., 1968). 
It should also be noted that some parts of the analysis are developed more fully in 
Joseph Cooper. "The Importance of Congress," Rice Utziversit,~ Studes, 54 (Summer, 
1968), 53-67. 

354. Three of the best general studies that contain analysls and data revelant for 
approaching the House as a social system are as follows: Malcolrn E. Jewell and Samuel 
C. Patterson, Tlte Legrslative Process rn the Utziterl States (New York, 1966); William 
J. Keefe and Morris S. Ogul, The Anlericat~ Legislatrve Process (Englewood Cliffs, N .  J., 
1968); and Charles L. clapp, The Coitgressr~zarz: His Work as He Sees It (Washington, 
1963). 

355. For an analysis of the development of House procedure wlth regard to the 
introduction and reference of bills, conllnittee power over bills, limitation of debate, 
and access of business to the floor from 1829 to the revolt against the Speaker in 1910 
sec Joseph Cooper, Coizgre~s arzrl Its Conznzlttees (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard, 1961), 
pp. 67-84. This analysis indicates that development In these areas between 1829 and 
1910, though slow and incremental, was essentially complete by the early 1890's. It is 
based Iargely on ~naterial found at various polnts in Volulnes IV and V of IZinrls' Pre- 
cerlents, In addit~on, see Alexander, op. cit., and Sami~el W. McCall, Tlze B~csirzess of 
Congress (New York, 191 1). For information on the development of House procedure 
in these areas slnce 19IO see Cooper, Cortgress nild Its Cor?~t?t~ttees, pp. 84-179; Chang- 
We1 Chiu, Tlte Speaker of t/ze Home of Representarives sr~zce 1896 (New York, 1928); 
and Floyd R~ddick, Congre~siortal Procerlzrre (Boston, 1941). It may be noted that major 
change has been confined to two of the four areas cited above: committee power over 
bills and access of huslness to the floor. See also Lew~s Froman, The Cottgressiottal 
Process (Boston, 1967) for a readable account of procedure In the contemporary House. 

356. See Nelson Polsby, "The Institutionalization of the U.S. House of Representa- 
tives," An?ericatz Polrfrcrrl Scietice Revieit: 62 (Marcl~, 1968), 144-169. In addltlon, see 
Abram and Cooper, "The R ~ s e  of Sen~ority in the House"; T. Richard Witmer, "The 
Ag~ng  of the House," Political Sclence Q~rmferly, 79 (December, 1964), 526-541; and 
Nelson Polsby, Miriam Gallaher, and Barry Rundquist, "The Growth of the Seniority 
System In the House of Representatives," Aritericntr Polrtrclrl Screrlce Revrew, 63 (Septem- 
ber, 1969), 787-807. 

357. For information on the standing cornmlttees as organized entities in the 19th 
century see Hittcls' Prececlents, Chapters 99-101 and 104-105. See also McConachie, 
op. a t .  It may be noted that the practice of holding committee hearings on legislat~ve 
topics was undergoing ~ t s  first beginnings as the Jeffersonian period ended. Debates, 20 
Cong. 1 ,  pp. 862-890. For information on the standlng conunittees as organized entitles 
In the 20th century see Rlddick, op. a t . ;  George Galloway, The Legislr~trve Procesr zrt 

Coizgress (New York, 1955); and Keefe and OguI, op. clt. 

358. Leonard Wlnte, The Jacltsorzl(rt~s (New York, 1954), pp. 143-162 and Leonard 
White, The Repztbllcutz Era (New York, 1958), pp. 45-92. For some recent examples of 
Congressional revlew and approval of contracts negotiated by executive officers see 
Cor~gressiotzrrl Recotzl, 91st Congress, 1st Session, pp. H3657 and H4887 (daily edit., 
April 29 and May 28, 1970). 

359. See White, Tlze Jeflersotzruns, p. 105 (note 61) and Arthur MacMahon, "Con- 
gressional Oversight of Adnlinlstration. The Power of tlle Purse," Polltical Screrlce 
Quarterly, 58 (June, 1943), pp. 162-163. More generally, see George Galloway, Hrstoly 
of t l ~ e  House of Representotzves (New York, 196I), pp. 160-190 and Joseph Harrls, 
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Cotzgressional Control of Adtninistration (Washington, 1964). For a study of the current 
use of nonstatutory language as a control technique see Michael Kirst, Government 
Witlzo~rt Passitzg Laws (Chapel Hill, 1969). 

360. Debates, 19 Cong. 1, pp. 2021-22, 2066-67,2089, 2168,2184-85, 2198-99,2217, 
2257-58,2306-07,2350-52, and 2415-16. 

361. See George R. Brown, The Leadership of Congress (Indianapolis, 1922), pp. 
1-1 10. See also Follett, Speaker of the House 

362. Fragmentary evidence concerning the development of party mechanism and 
leadership positions dunng the nineteenth century can be found in the follow~ng works: 
Brown, op. cit., p. 92; Alexander, op. cit., pp. 104-136; and Galloway, History of the 
Hozrse of Representatives, p. 107. In addition, see Woodrow Wilson, Congressional 
Governtnent (New York, 1956), p. 80; James Bryce, The American Comrnon~venlth (New 
York, 1901), 1, pp. 201-207; Neil MacNeiI, Forge of Detnocracy (New York, 1963), 
pp. 73 and 95-98; and Randall Ripley, "The Party Whip Organizations in the United 
States House of Representatives," Atnerrcrrn Polrtrcal Scietzce Review, 58 (September, 
1964), pp. 562-565. 

363. See Congress~onal Record, 61 Cong. 2, pp. 3302-04,33 16-17,3321, and 3436-37. 
~n addition, see L. White Busby, Uncle Joe Canr~on (New York, I927), pp. xvii-xix; 
Cooper, Congress and Its Comrnlttees, pp. 108-1 13; and D a v ~ d  Rothman, Politrcs and 
Po\ver+: The Un~ted States Senate, 1869-1901 (Cambridge, 1966), pp. 221-240. For an 
earlier stage in the development of conceptions of party responsibility and disc~pline 
see Congressional Globe, 40 Cong. 1, pp. 487-498. 

364. Note, for example, the significant role attitudes toward individual and minority 
rights played in inducing the House to tolerate gross procedural inefficiency and obstruc- 
tion during the 1870's and 1880's. See Congressronal Record, 46 Cong. 2, pp. 198-200 
and 575-580 and 51 Cong. 1, pp. 1177-80 and 1206-67. See also William A. Robinson, 
Tllomas B. Reed(New York, I930), pp. 56-123, 

365. See Cooper, Congt~ss  at7d Its Con~tnittees, pp. 84-137. In addition, see Brown, 
op. cit., pp. 110-172; Kenneth Hechler, Instrrgency (New York, 1940); C. R. Atkinson, 
The Commrttee on Rltlesand the Overtlzrow of Spealcer Cannon (New York, 191 1); Richard 
Bolling, Power in the Hozrse (New York, 1968), pp. 62-85; and James Holt, Congressional 
Itlst~rgents uncl the Party System (Cambridge, 1967), pp. 1-27. 

366. For material on the decline of party control mechanisms and party loyalty 
from 1910 to 1940 see Brown, op, cit., pp. 172-297; Chiu, op. cit., pp. 310-343; Paul 
D. Hasbrouck, Party Governtnent in the House of Representatives (New York, 1927), 
pp. 1-58 and 83-100; and Randall R~pley, Party Leaders in the Hotrse of Represet~tatlves 
(Washington, 1967), pp. 41-49. In addition, see Cooper, Congress and Its Commrttees, 
pp. 161-168; Abram and Cooper, "The Rise of Seniority In the House," p. 80; and 
Jerome M. Clubb and Howard Allen, "Party Loyalty in the Progressive Years: The 
Senate, 1909-1915," Jounzal of Polltzcs, 29 (August, 1967), pp. 567-584. 

367. The differences between the modern House and the House of the 1920's and 
1930's are, to be sure, relat~ve rather than absolute. Nonetheless, the 1920's and 1930's 
are best seen as a period of transihon from the centralized House of the era of Czar 
rule to the decentralized House of recent decades. It was not until after the revolt 
of rural Southern Democrats against the New Deal in the late 1930's that the primary 
features of the modern House in terms of level of cohesion in the majorlty party, sense 
of' party loyalty or obIigation, and leadership style fully emerged. The beginnings of 
the modern House can thus be correlated w ~ t h  the career of the primary architect of 
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the leadership style or strategy that has prevailed in the House these past three decades- 
Sam Rayburn. Rayburn became majority leader In 1937 and Speaker in 1940. The 
Rayburn approach features avoidance of formal party mechanisms such as the caucus 
or steering committee; reliance on personal influence and appeals; and permissive 
treatment of breaches in party regularity. Thls style or strategy is based on the premise 
that the key to party success lies In avoidlng any deepening or exacerbation of existing 
divisions betwekn the Northern and southern wlngs of the party. Though Rayburn's 
successor, John McCormack, has relled more on his majority leader and whip than 
Rayburn did, he has followed the Rayburn approach in its essentials. Leadershlp has 
become more collective, but the stress on ~nformality, permissiveness, and personal 
contact and appeals remains. Nor is thls surprising. McCormack rose to power in the 
House as a protegC of John Nance Garner and Sam Rayburn and he has throughout 
his career sought to foster an alliance between Northern urban Democrats and Southern 
Den~ocrats. For material on the revolt of Southern Democrats in the late 1930's and 
the decline In Democratic cohesion see James Patterson, Congressional Conservatrsm 
at7d the New Deal (Lexington, 1967); Julius Turner, Party and Constitcrency: Pressures 
on Congress (Baltimore, 1951), pp. 27 and 128-143; and V. 0. Key, Southern Politzcs 
(New York, 1950), pp. 369-382. For general works on the status of party and the role 
of the party leadership In the modern House see David Truman, The Congressional 
Party (New York, 1959); W. Wayne Shannon, Party, Constituency and Congressional 
Voting (Baton Rouge, 1968); and Ripley, Party Leaders in tlze House ofRepr-esentatives. 
Fot materlal on the style or strategy of leadership employed by Rayburn and McCormack 
see Richard Boll~ng, House Out of Order (New York, I965), pp. 65-69; Bolling, PowerA 
in tlze Hozlse, pp. 178, 194-196, 199, 208, and 242-244; and Clapp, op. cit., pp. 288-290, 
297-301, 306-308, and 313-316. In addltlon, see Joseph Cooper and Gary Bombardier, 
"Presidential Leadershlp and Party Success," Journal of Politics, 30 (November, 1968), 
1025; Memonal Services, Togetlzer 1~1th Rernarks Presented in Elllogy of Sm~z  Raybun1 
(Washington, I962), pp. 40, 44, 48, 62, 117, 133, 315, 422, and 424; and Congressionnl 
Record, 88 Cong. 1, p. A673 and 89 Cong. 1, pp. 27855 and A992. 

368. See Bolling, Power- in tlze House, pp. 12 1-156 and Lewis Lapham, Party Leader- 
s k y  and the House Cotntnrttee on Rules (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard, 1954). In addition, 
see Cooper, Congress and Its Committees, pp. 258-262. 

369. Cooper, Congress andlts Conztnlttees, pp. 152-157 and 168-173. 

370. See Truman, The Congress~onnl Party, pp. 286-320 and Samuel Huntington, 
"Congressional Responses to the Twentieth Century," in Truman, Tlze Congress and 
America's Fzrture, pp. 18-26. 

371. For material on the various formal and informal techniques of countering 
obstruction see Keefe and Ogul, op. cit., pp. 243-247 and Froman, op. cit., pp. 90-99. 
In addition, see Rlchard Fenno, "The House of Representatives and Federal Aid to 
Education," in Robert Peabody and Nelson Polsby, New Perspectives on the Hozrse 
of Represaztatives (Chicago, I969), p. 293. The leading advocate of caucus election 
of chalrmen is Richard Bolling. For detatls of his proposal see Bolling, Hozrse Ozit 
oforder; pp. 239-240. 

372. See Bolling, House Our of Orde,; Bolling, Power rn the House; and Ivan 
Hindraker, "From the 86th to the 87th Congress: Controversy over 'Majority Rule,"' 
In Ivan Hindraker, American Governmerzt Annzral, 1961-62 (New York, 1961), pp. 76-94. 
In addit~on, see Cor~gressional Recorcl, 86 Cong. 2, p. 19362 and 91 Cong. 1, p. 6749. 
The former 1s a reprint of a Legislative Reference Service report on the Rules Committee 
during the 1950's and the latter a reprint of a Democratic Study Group analysis of 
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the voting records of comm~ttee and subcommittee chairmen in the late 1960's. It is 
also worth notlng that although obstruct~on on the part of the R~l les  Committee has 
been reduced by expanding the size of the conlmittee and filling vacancies w ~ t h  men 
more In harmony with party programs, committee responsiveness to the majority party 
leadership cont~nues to be subject to breakdown. In the closing days of the 9 1st Congress, 
for example, the Rules Committee prevented a bill on consumer protection and a bill 
g~ving enforcement power to the Equal Employment Opportunities Comlnlssion from 
coming to the floor. Wnslz~rzgtorz Post, December 3 and 10, 1970. 

373. This point, drawn from the history of d~scharge and Calendar Wednesday, 
is further confirmed by the history of the 21-day rule. Speaker Rayburn clearly disllked 
this procedure because it gave addrt~onal leverage to committee chairmen, llmited the 
ability of the Speaker to keep bills off the  floor, and interfered with the personal and 
~nformal  leadership style he preferred. He, therefore, was not unhappy when the proce- 
dure was abandoned in 1951 after a brief trial of two years. In 1965 the procedure 
was mod~fied to protect the Speaker's discret~on In recogn~tion and readopted. However, 
once again ~t w i s  dropped In the following ~ o n g r e s s . - ~ ~ e a k e r  McCornlack supported 
the adoption of the rule in 1965, as Rayburn did in 1949. Still, it is doubtful that 
McCormack was greatly dlsappo~nted when the rule was agaln elim~nated in 1967 since 
he too preferred to operate in an  informal and personal manner. It may be noted 
that McCormack initially resisted mod~fication of the procedure to enhance the Speaker's 
control in 1965 and did not speak In support of retention of the rule In 1967. See 
Bolling, House Out of Orcler; pp. 202 and 207 and Bolling, Power lrz the House, p. 
230. See also Corzgrersioi~rrl Record, 86 Cong. 2,  Appendix, p. 19394. 

374. See Note 367 above. In marked contrast to practice during the 1940's and 
195OYs, the Democrats have violated the seniority principle or rule in  at least one Instance 
in each of the past three Congresses. See Abram and Cooper, "The R ~ s e  of Sen~ority 
in the Housc of Representatives," p. 81 and Congresstonnl Qunrter[)) Weelc!~ Report 
(Washington, D.C.), January 3 1, 1969, p. 203 For tnformation on the committee appointed 
by the Democrat~c Caucus to study seniority see Congress1or7nl Quarter(), Week(), Report 
(Wash~ngton, D.C ), March 20, 1970, p. 783. Thc Republicans in the House appointed 
a s ~ m ~ l a r  commtttee w h ~ c h  in September recommended caucus election of chairmen. 
W~~I11r7gtolz Post, September 28, 1970. A proposal for regular monthly meeting of the 
Democratic Caucus to d~scuss matters of party procedure and public policy was adopted 
a t  the bcginnlng of the Ninet~eth Congress. Corzgressio?~rrl Quarter-!,s GVeeltly Report 
(Washington, D.C.), January 2, 1969, p.  2. Over the past two years caucus sesslons 
have dealt w ~ t h  such matters as the handling of bills on the D ~ s t r ~ c t  of Columb~a 
Committee, a resolution opposing a seven percent investment credit for business, a 
resolution calling for a revlslon of p r io r~ t~es  to provide more money for urban problems, 
a resolution calling for a legislat~ve program based on the party platform, a resolution 
attack~ng the Administrat~on's tight money policies, a resolution of no confidence in 
the leadkrship, and a resolut~on es tabl ishlnia  committee to study senior~ty. To these 
events as basic ~ndicators of change can be added the growth in the act~vittes, organiza- 
tional efficiency, and militancy of the Democratic Study Group. In explaining these 
trends and d~ssat~sfactions, however, attention should not be directed simply to McCor- 
nlack's personal defic~encies or failures as Speaker. As the text suggests, more basic 
factors are at  work. The number of and degree of support provided by Southern 
Democrats has dechned greatly slnce the early years of Rayburn's Speakership. The 
Rayburn approach is thus necessar~ly a less productive one and it is worth n o t ~ n g  that 
Rayburn's effect~veness itself declined toward the end of his career. In addit~on, the 
number of Northern big city Democrats has also been declining. I t  is these factors, 
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modified or reinforced by any basic changes in party alignment that occur in the nat~onal  
party system, which will determine both the pace of movement toward a new era in 
the House's history and the type of House that w ~ l l  emerge as a successor to the highly 
decentralized and permissive House of the past three decades. See Cooper and Boinbar- 
dier, "Presldentlal Leadership and Party Success," pp. 1020-27; Gerald Pomper, "Census 
'70: Power to the Suburbs," Tlze W(1shington Monthly, 2 (May, 1970), pp. 20-23; and 
Nor~nan  M~ller,  "The Machine Democrats," Tlze W(1shitzgton Monthly, 2 (June, 1970), 
pp. 70-73. 

375. After more than five years of study, agitation, and maneuvering the Congress 
this fall passed a Reorganization Act designed to enhance its effectiveness and efficiency, 
However, not only are the provis~ons affecting structure and resources less sweeping 
and ~mportant than in the case of the Reorganization Act of 1946; in addition, some 
of the most sign~ficant features of the new Act concern the reduction of secrecy in 
Congress~onal proceed~ngs and thus relate more to polltical operation than technical 
needs. The primary case In p o ~ n t  is the prov~sion for recording teller votes in the House. 
See Wclshltzgtorz Post, September 18 and October 7, 1970 and Cotzgressronal Quarterly 
Weekly Report (Wash~ngton, D.C.), September 25, 1970, pp. 2321--26. For an excellent 
general analysis of the need for and possib~lities of Congress~onal reorganizat~on see 
John SaIo~na, Corzgrnss rr~zcl flze New Poli!ics (Boston, 1969). 

376. Ev~dence on House attitudes toward the worth and Importance of the body 
is unfortunately very sk~mpy  in the existing I~terature. See, however, Clapp, op. cit., 
pp. 430-438 and MacNe~l ,  op. cit.. pp, 3-16. 

377. Roger Davidson, Tlle Role of f l ~ e  Congresanrm (New York, 1969), pp. 59-68. 

378. Polsby, 'The  Institutionalization of the U.S. House of Representatives," pp. 
166-168. 
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